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ABSTRACT
Scheduling problems are among the most challenging 
problems in applied mathematics. Solution procedures for 
most of these problems, however, are not among the most 
elegant.
Theoretical models have been constructed in some 
cases but the huge size of most real-life scheduling problems 
do not allow the solution procedures to these models to be 
computationally feasible or economical. In many cases, 
therefore, approximate solutions called heuristic solutions 
which generate "good” rather than optimum solutions, must 
be used. One such case is the class schedule construction.
In this research a theoretical model, based on net­
work flow theory, is developed which lends itself to solu­
tion procedures that are computationally feasible. The 
model is for the case where a class schedule exists (such as 
a school's previous year class schedule) and the problem is 
to schedule students into their requested courses such that 
total number of students encountering conflicts is kept at a 
minimum.
A heuristic scheduling algorithm, composed of several 
algorithms for different types of courses, is developed which 
is suitable for traditional and modified school structures.
The traditional school structure is considered as that in 
which each class meets once for one period of a scheduling 
cycle (normally a day). A modified school structure is 
similar to the traditional structure but allows for class 
meetings of more than one successive period.
The algorithms are implemented and tested on an 
actual data set for a school of complex, modified structure. 
The overall algorithm, after ranking the courses according 
to an index of difficulty processes one course or a group of 
courses at a time, using a special algorithm, in each case,
based on the type of courses being processed.
The computational experience presented shows that:
(a) The algorithm is quite efficient and therefore 
economical.
(b) The algorithm is effective in class scheduling for 
traditional and modified school structures. In the 
case of a complex modified school structure the 
algorithm reduced the number of students encountering
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School scheduling is the process of building a time 
schedule of courses such that the number of student schedule 
conflicts are minimized, and the utilization of space, time, 
and teachers is optimized. It is assumed that students 
request the courses that they would like to take and based 
on these requests, the schedule, called a master schedule, 
is constructed. The master schedule is a time schedule of 
courses. When constructing a master schedule many factors 
must be considered, some of which include the following;
There is a limited number of teachers, each having his own 
time limitations and class preferences. There is a limited 
number of classrooms, some special purpose classrooms such 
as laboratories and other general purpose rooms with dif­
ferent capacities. There is a limited number of time periods 
at which a large number of courses must be scheduled. Some 
courses may require more than one period per meeting. Some 
courses should be scheduled such that there is a minimum time 
lapse between two successive meetings of the course. A group
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of courses should be scheduled at different time periods 
because of teachers or room constraints. There are courses 
which offer more than one section, each section having a 
limited number of seats available, etc. The above list of 
factors involved in scheduling is by no means complete.
Other considerations may be important depending on the 
particular characteristics of the school.
There have been two general solution approaches in 
attacking a scheduling problem, mathematical or exact methods 
and heuristic or methods based on intuition and past experi­
ence.
The school scheduling problem, even in its general 
form, could be formulated mathematically. The solution to 
this mathematical formulation would give the best possible 
schedule for a given set of restrictions. It is not feasi­
ble, however, to solve such a problem by exact mathematical 
techniques with existing solution procedures and computers. 
Computer capabilities, however, have been exploited to 
develop general purpose scheduling programs. These programs 
are usually based on past experience, intuitive techniques, 
or mathematical techniques. Such scheduling programs gen­
erally are designed to perform scheduling for a wide range 
of schools. Since each school has its own type of constraints 
and limitations general purpose programs must consider every 
conceivable constraint, and limitation in order to be very 
general. However, such programs often can become highly
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inefficient, uneconomical, and difficult to implement 
because of their complexity.
A more realistic approach would be to develop a 
relatively small program tailor made to consider some of the 
most important factors common in many local schools. Such a 
program could be designed small enough to be economical, 
flexible enough to be able to schedule a wide range of local 
schools, and incorporate several heuristics combined with 
mathematical optimization techniques to develop good sche­
dules with few student conflicts.
As far as problem definition is concerned, three 
broad categories of practical scheduling or time-tabling 
problems could be identified:
(a) First is the case where originally a master schedule 
exists and the problem concerns scheduling of stu­
dents to time blocks.
(b) Second is the case where a specified number of 
periods are given and classes and students must be 
scheduled to minimize the number of conflicts.
(c) Third is the case where the assumption is that 
conflicts must not occur and it is tried to find 
a minimum number of periods.
In subsequent chapters possibilities are investigated 
in developing a model, applicable to category (a), for 
scheduling students into a given class-schedule in an 
optimal fashion.
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It is also intended to develop a heuristic algorithm, 
applicable to category (b), for constructing a class-schedule,
i.e., assigning a set of courses, which are requested by a 
group of students, to a set of time periods while scheduling 
students into the courses that they have requested. It is 
felt that heuristic and mathematical optimization techniques 
could be incorporated into the algorithm in order to develop 
class-schedules with relatively few student conflicts.
Specifically, optimization techniaues would be used in 
an attempt to schedule a group of teacher or room restricted 
courses at the same time. An attempt would also be made to 
construct a model and an efficient technique for scheduling 
multi-section courses. Finally, it is desired to develop a 
computer program, based on the above-mentioned algorithm, 
specifically for schools with traditional and modified struc­
tures. This computer program will be implemented and tested 
using actual data and will be small as far as main memory is 
concerned such that it could also be implemented on small 




2.1. Exact Mathematical Methods
A simplified but actual case of the problem of 
scheduling which is of the second category is described as 
follows:
There are N periods (non-overlapping) into which 
courses can be scheduled. A course can go into any of the N 
periods, and we can ignore teacher or classroom schedules. 
There are J courses, with some courses having only one sec­
tion and others ranging up to five sections. There are no 
differences between several sections of a course. There are 
I students, and each student lists L courses he would like to 
take. The goal is to schedule courses so as to minimize the 
number of student "conflicts" that arise.
A more simple case of the above problem is when all 
courses have only one section which could be considered as a 
problem of scheduling activities among facilities in such a 
way to minimize the conflict cost. In this case the restric­
tions are :
1. Each, activity (course) must be assigned to one and 
only one facility (time blocks).
2. Any number of activities could be assigned to a 
facility.
3. If two activities are assigned to a facility a cost 
would be incurred, such as number of conflicts when 
two courses are scheduled at the same time.
4. There is no conflict between facilities (time blocks
do not overlap).
This problem could be formulated as a quadratic assign­
ment problem as follows:
n m m
Min z  = h  I Z Z a., X. . x .
j=l i=l k=l
n
s.t. Z X.. = 1  i = l,...,m
j=l
’'ij = ° " j :
where:
z = the total number of conflicts 
m = number of courses
n = number of time periods (for nontrivial solution 
m > n) .
â ĵ  = number of conflicts if course i and k are both
assigned to time block j which equals the number 
of students requesting to take both courses i and 
k. â ĵ  is the cost of scheduling any course 
with itself, then â ^̂  = 0.
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1 if course i is assigned to time block j
^ii “■’ 0 otherwise
Since there are a finite number of feasible solutions
total enumeration could be one way of finding an optimum
solution. If is the number of time periods to which
course i can be assigned, the number of feasible solutions 
n
would be n N . where n is the number of courses. It is 
i=l
seen that for large n total enumeration is out of the question. 
Except for relatively small sized problems, an exact 
solution to the quadratic assignment problem cannot be 
obtained at a reasonable computational cost. Exact pro­
cedures that have been developed so far are mostly branch 
and bound, or implicit enumeration. Francis and White [50] 
indicate that branch and bound procedures are normally 
unable to solve problems where number of variables are 
greater than 15. In the case of total enumeration they 
indicate that the time required to solve a problem with n=12 
on an even new-generation computer would be infeasible. 
Heuristic solution procedures, therefore, are generally used 
to obtain "good" solutions. Work in both exact and heuristic 
areas has been done by Gilmore [1], Lawler [3], Broder [7], 
Hillier [46], Nuget, Vollmann and Ruml [47], Pierce and 
Crowston [48], Hanan and Kurtzberg [49], Geoffrion and Graves 
[51].
Considering the formulation given above it was shown
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by Carlson and Nemhauser [5] that (a) the integer constraints 
are not required; (b) because of the special structure of the 
model, an algorithm, considerably more efficient than exist­
ing quadratic programming algorithms, is possible; (c) since 
the cost function is not convex only local minima are obtain­
able.
Lawler [3] shows that the quadratic assignment prob­
lem is equivalent to an integer linear program as follows.
Suppose the quadratic assignment problem is 
Min I.. Z c.. X . . Xpq i]pq 1 ] pq
S.T. Zj x^j = 1  i = l,...,n
Z^ x^j = 1  j = 1,...,n
^ij = O' 1 if] = 1,... ,n
Then assuming
^ijpq “ ^ij ^pq
The problem becomes
Min Z. . c . . y ..i]pq i]pq ^i]pq
S.T. Zj x^j = 1  i = l,...,n
Zĵ  ^ij " i i = l,...,n
Z.. y .. = n^i]pq i]pq
^ij ^pq " ^^ijpq- ° i'i'P'9 = lf2,...,n
Xij = 0 or 1 i,j=l,,,.,n
y^jpq = 0 or 1 ifj/P/q = 1,2,...,n
It is seen that the quadratic assignment problem has 
T? variables but the integer linear problem has n^ + n^ 
variables. This shows that transforming the problem from 
quadratic form to integer linear form is not computationally 
helpful, considering the present state of the integer pro­
gramming algorithms. Lawler states that "the quadratic 
assignment problem is a finite problem. In principle, each 
of the nl feasible solutions could be evaluated to find the 
minimum. Alternatively, existing integer programming tech­
niques could be applied to the equivalent linear problem. 
However, neither of these alternatives is attractive."
Davis, Devine, and Lutz [7] take a problem such as 
the above and further assume that two facilities operations 
could be in conflict (overlapping time blocks). Their formu­
lation of the problem is the same as the quadratic assignment 
problem above, in addition, they introduce a coefficient t^^ 
as a coefficient in the objective function as follows:
1 if the operation of facility p and facility q
is in conflict, therefore t^^=l for p=l,...,m
0 if the operation of the facility p and facility
q is not in conflict, note that t _ = t . pq gp
They develop necessary optimality conditions and then develop 
an algorithm (an extension of the algorithm developed in [5]) 
that converges to a local optimum or to a point that satisfies 
necessary conditions for optimality. Since the computation 
time of major steps of the algorithm is related linearly (but
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not exponentially) to the number of variables, the algorithm 
is computationally feasible for large problems. Murikipudi 
[45] compares computational results using this algorithm 
called "LO-OPT" versus two other heuristic algorithms. One 
of the latter two algorithms is developed by Murikipudi him­
self and is called "PAM", short for "Preference Allotment 
Method." The other algorithm is called "ONE-OPT" and devel­
oped by Devine, Kumin and Lutz [44] for scheduling the one- 
section classes in the Oklahoma City public schools. The 
three algorithms are all designed to be used for single­
section scheduling problems when conflicting time blocks are 
present. Murikipudi considers 15 problems where number of 
classes range between 8 and 40 and number of time blocks are 
between 4 and 15. His results indicate that LO-OPT generally 
gives better results. Once a solution of a problem reached 
a local optimum, however, LO-OPT cannot improve the solution 
further. The size of the computer program for obtaining solu­
tions using LO-OPT is relatively large and therefore not very 
attractive for implementation on small computers. The problem 
of scheduling one-section courses to minimize number of con­
flicts is the same as the problem of scheduling final exami­
nations. Efforts have been made to approach the problem of 
an examination schedule which requires a minimum number of 
periods and satisfies the constraint that no student be 
required to take two exams simultaneously. Example of work 
in this area is Hall and Acton [S]. Basically, they first
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group together, in all possible ways, those courses which may 
have their examinations scheduled at the same period. Then a 
minimum number of these groups are selected such that each 
course is included at least once. Finally, they obtain a 
minimum schedule by removing multiple occurrences of courses 
and scheduling each group at a different period.
Another approach to solving one-section problem might 
be to find a way to decompose the problem into several smaller 
independent problems and solve these problems independently.
It is noticed that the constraints could be decomposed by the 
course number. The question is whether the objective function 
could also be decomposed? Since students take courses basic­
ally in their own area of interest it seems logical that the 
conflict matrix may be changed to have the arrangement of 
blocks of course conflicts along the diagonal. Weil and Kettler 
[9] propose a rearrangement for the linear programming problem 
constraints matrix. They suggest that if a large linear pro­
gramming problem has a suitable block-angular structure, one 
of a time-saving decomposition algorithms could be used. Ano­
ther idea in this respect is the analogy between identification 
of subproblems in one-section problem and isolating the discon­
nected subgraphs of a directed graph. It seems reasonable that 
by using some ideas from theories of directed graphs the prob­
lem could be subdivided into several smaller problems and 
solved independently.
Another avenue of study in school scheduling problems 
has been teacher-class-time schedules. In this kind of
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problem conflicts are not allowed and it is desired to find 
at least one possible schedule. Gotlieb [10] is among those 
who has done extensive work in this area. In his approach to 
the problem he assumes that the weekly requirements have been 
subdivided into five sets of daily requirements. This prob­
lem of dividing the weekly requirements into a set of daily 
requirements can be formulated in the same terms as the 
problem of finding the time-table to satisfy the daily 
requirements. Also, to meet these pattern requirements, to 
provide for hours when some teachers or classes may not be 
available, and to ensure from the beginning that certain 
critical facilities (e.g., lunch rooms, science laboratories 
and gymnasia) are fully utilized, some part of the time table 
is filled out in advance and the problem is one of completing 
a partially filled time-table. It is these initial assign­
ments which make the problem difficult. The procedure used 
by Gotlieb is that the problem is first checked for feasibil­
ity in the light of the requirements and initial conditions. 
This feasibility test is carried out by systematically follow­
ing through all the implications of the initial assignments. 
Once feasibility is assured the time-table can easily be con­
structed and, in fact, all solutions satisfying the initial 
conditions can be found.
Dempster [11] formulates the class-teacher-time 
problem as a quadratic assignment problem. His algorithms 
may be regarded as 3-dimensional generalizations of familiar
13
algorithms for the assignment problem. Matrix reduction 
techniques have been applied to time-table problems also.
In this regard work of Lions [12] could be mentioned. In 
his article, he describes the application of Kuhn's Hungarian 
Method to the problem of matrix reduction as needed in 
Gotlieb's method for time-table generation. The method is 
suited to both hand and computer calculation. Devices to 
improve the efficiency of the basic algorithm are discussed. 
Many other researchers have worked in this area such as 
Almond [13], Berghuis [14], and Barraclough [15].
In the one-section quadratic assignment problem other 
constraints could be included to take care of particular
situations. One xample could be the. case where a set of
courses are supposed to meet in a certain class and then the 
restriction is that those courses should not be assigned to 
the same or conflicting time blocks. The constraint to be 
added to the previous set of constraints is 
I x.._^l i — l,..«,n
X s ô p is the set of all courses which
are supposed to use a particu­
lar class.
Other sorts of constraints such as the above (the 
same teacher for several courses) could be added to the 
problem.
A more general and realistic scheduling problem is 
the case where courses could have more than one section.
These types of courses are called multi-section courses.
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It is assumed that students request a multi-section course 
itself and not a particular section of the course, and there­
fore, there is the freedom to assign them arbitrarily to any 
of the sections of the course. Since, otherwise, if the stu­
dents choose a section each section could be considered as a 
one-section course and as a result the problem becomes a one- 
section assignment problem which could be solved using one of 
the available algorithms for one-section scheduling. When 
there are courses which offer more than one section and there 
is the freedom of assigning the students to any of the sec­
tions, then the students individually should be considered 
because the decision must be made as to which student should 
be assigned to which section in order to avoid a conflict (or 
improve the solution). Also, if there is a limit on the num­
ber of students who can take a particular section of a course, 
the students must be scheduled into sections such that there 
is a balance between the sections at the end, and therefore, 
attention should be given to individual students. Accordingly, 
let us consider another formulation of the problem similar to 
a general formulation developed by Oakford et al. [34], in 
which the objective is to maximize the number of students' 
requests satisfied rather than minimizing the number of con­
flicts. Consider the following formulation for one-section 





Max 2 - = 2 2 2 x(i,j,k)
" i=l jeE^ k=l
S.T. 2 y(j,k) = 1  j = l,...,mk
x(i,j,k) ^ y(j,k) i =
j £ E.
k =
2 x(i,j,k) ^ 1  i = 1 , —  ,n
jsE^ k = 1/ —  ,Si
1 if student i is taking course j at
x(i,j,k) = \ ^
0 otherwise
1 if course j is scheduled at time k
y(j,k) 0 otherwise
E^ = the set of all courses requested by
student i
In the above formulation the objective function maximizes 
the number of students' requests satisfied.
The first constraint ensures that course j is sche­
duled at a period k and is scheduled only once. The second 
constraint ensures that student i could be scheduled into 
course j at time period k only if course j is scheduled at 
time k. The third constraint says that student i can take 
only one of the courses that he is requesting at a period k.
When there are courses which offer more than one 

















j = If. s = 1,.
i . P ,
i e
k = 1 f.
i = 1/.j e
s = 1,.
k = If.





1 if student i is scheduled into sec­
tion s of course j at period k
0 otherwise
1 if section s of course j is scheduled 
at time period k
0 otherwise
= number of sections of course j
= the set of all the students requesting
course j
E^ = the set of all the courses that student
i is requesting 
If there is a restriction on the number of students 
who can be scheduled into a section, a constraint such as the 
following could be added to the above sets of constraints;
Z x(i,j,s,k) = N . 
isPz
j = 1,...,m 
s = 1,...,Ŝ
k = 1,... ,5,
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where N. is the limit on the number of students who could be 
^s
scheduled into section s of course j.
If it is required that no more than one section of a
course be scheduled at a time period, a constraint such as
the following could be added.
Z y(j,s,k) = 1  j = 1, —  ,m
seSj k = 1,...,&
This model is veiy general and almost any other sort 
of restrictions could be incorporated in it (teacher restric­
tions, class restrictions, etc.).
Therefore, the problem, even in much more general 
cases than this could be formulated as a mathematical model.
Now the question is that whether a solution could easily be 
obtained?
For a medium size school of 700 students and 100 
courses assuming each student on the average requests 6 courses, 
each course on the average offers 4 sections, and 6 available 
time periods, then;
Number of X(i,j,s,k) variables = 700 * 6 * 4 * 6 =  100,800
Number of Y(j,s,k) variables = 100 * 4 * 6  = 2,400
Total number of variables = 103,200
Number of constraints of the
first type = 100 * 4 = 400
Number of constraints _pf the
second type =700 * 6 * 6  = 25,200
Number of constraints of the
third type =700 * 6 * 4 * 6 =  100,800
Number of constraints of the
fourth type = 700 * 6 = 4,200
Total number of constraints = 130,600
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It is seen that for a medium size school total number 
of (0-1) variables and total number of constraints are both 
over 100,000. This problem belongs to a class of problems 
called NP-complete by Karp [58] and the difficulty is not in 
mathematically formulating the problem but in the computation 
times required by existing solution methods.
Existing literature about zero-one integer program­
ming problems shows that only problems with small number of 
variables could be solved by exact algorithms. A good survey 
article in this area is the one by Geoffrion and Marsten [19]. 
They discuss computational results for a number of general 
purpose algorithms for integer linear programming problems. 
They indicate that using enumerative algorithms large size 
hospital scheduling problems up to 100 0-1 variables have 
been solved. Additional computerized experience is presented 
solving problems with 200 binary variables although strict 
optimum solutions were not obtained. Geoffrion and Marsten 
claim that computational experience with cutting plane 
algorithms has been confined to very small problems. For 
crew scheduling problems, however, they indicate that large 
size problems in order of 7,000 binary variables and 150 
constraints can often be solved on the order of 40 minutes 
of CDC 3600 time. Garfinkel and Nemhauser [52] report that 
scheduling problems of the size of 40 constraints and 131 
variables have been solved using enumerative algorithms.
For cutting plane algorithms they state that computer programs
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have been developed which can handle up to 60 constraints and 
240 variables. On ILPC-based (Integer Linear Programs over 
Cones) they report that the largest problem solved had 104 
constraints and 236 variables. For knapsack problems they 
state that problems with 5000 variables were solved. In the 
case of traveling salesman problem they report the solution 
of a 42-city problem which has 861 binary variables and 84 
assignment constraints. Karney and Klingman [53] report 
that using an in-core, out-of-core primal network code with 
an imbedded branch-and-bound code they solved a plant loca­
tion problem with 3300 nodes, 41,000 arcs in 40 minutes of 
CDC 6600.
Theoretical developments in recent years, reviewed 
by Steen [32], indicate that many of the (0,1) integer 
linear programming problems have a history of unsuccessful 
searches for optimal solution methods where the computation 
times grow polynomially rather than exponentially with size 
of data and many of these problems can be put into a catego2ry 
which can be transformed into a mathematical logic problem 
called the satisfiability problem. This could strongly indi­
cate the infeasibility of determining optimal solutions which 
may be computationally feasible. It is concluded by Steen 
that searches for sufficiently good solutions are now much 
more common than search for exact algorithms.
Other references in this area are Glover and Klingman 




It is seen that exact techniques are theoretically 
applicable to school scheduling problems, however, the rela­
tively large size of any typical school schedule makes the 
use of techniques impossible. The mathematical approaches 
would be used more and more in the near future to aid in 
solving the scheduling problem. Only the heuristic approach 
has so far had any real success. For example, Holz [2] has 
developed a program which has been successfully used for high 
schools and small colleges. This program is called GASP (Gen­
eralized Academic Simulation Programs) and is divided into 
two segments. In the first a time-table is constructed and 
includes the tasks of making assignments of time, classroom 
and instructors to each class. In this segment student 
requests are taken into account, but students are not defi­
nitely assigned to classes. In the second segment, students 
are assigned to classes designated in the time table. The 
segments may be run separately or together on one continuous 
run. The second segment of the program "registers" students 
into the classes of the time-table. Assignment of students 
to classes is done in such a way as to make possible a gen­
eral consideration of student preferences, such as time dis­
tribution of classes or choice of instructor. To do this, the 
program can compute a few (10 to 25) workable schedules for 
each student and, on the basis of any special rules or mea­
surements the school desires, pick the best of these schedules. 
The various schedules are computed so that they are likely to
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be quite different from each other, and section sizes remain 
balanced with high probability. In most instances, the man- 
hours needed to produce a schedule using GASP is near 25 per­
cent of the time required by traditional methods. The com­
puter time necessary to schedule a school of about 1,000 stu­
dents is between two and four hours of 7094 (IBM) use and 
perhaps 30 hours of 1401 (IBM). One of the first workable 
programs of school scheduling was developed at Purdue Univer­
sity in 1956. Shortly thereafter. International Business 
Machines developed a scheduling program called CLASS (Class 
Load and Student Scheduling) [21] based on some of the early 
work done at Purdue. The CLASS program assigns students to 
a given master schedule on the following basic priority.
1. The student must get what he asks for.
2 . He should not be given a schedule with too many
sequential study halls (determined by the school).
3. He will be scheduled into sections in a fashion that 
tends to maintain a balance in class size.
The way the program CLASS assigns students to courses is that 
the student is tried in those sections of courses he is request­
ing that have the most seats available at that given instant.
The computer begins this operation for each individual student 
with those courses requested that have the fewest sections 
offered and progress to those with the most. In this way one- 
section courses are scheduled first— as they usually are in 
manual procedures. The CLASS program was used to schedule 
165,000 students in the Cleveland, Ohio-Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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area during one summer. The average number of computer 
passes made by these schools involving the 165,000 students 
was two and one-half to achieve scheduling percentage of 95 
percent. Computer costs ran approximately 35 cents per student.
Another program taking a different approach from 
others is called SOCRATES (Scheduling of Classes Realized 
Automatically Through Effortless Systemization) developed by 
Wilkes [22]. SOCRATES takes the approach that all students 
should first be scheduled into those classes which can be 
taken at only one time during the day. By scheduling ini­
tially only "one-chance" courses for all students and passing 
over all courses that have two chances during the day, a basis 
of priority can be established. Later, when the time comes 
that there is no remaining student who has a priority course 
request, the first two chance course is scheduled. Scheduling 
the latter type of course could result in the creation of a 
new one-chance course; therefore, after scheduling a two- 
chance course for a student, a new attempt is made to schedule 
one-chance courses for him. Only when there are no single­
chance courses left unscheduled is the next two-chance course 
scheduled. When there are neither single- nor double-chance 
courses remaining unscheduled, then the first three chance 
course is scheduled, again returning to the one-chance mode, 
then the two-chance mode, then finally returning to schedule 
three-chance courses, and so on.
An algorithm developed by Anderson [23] assumes that 
a master schedule exists and is already available to the
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computer. A file of student course requests is translated 
into a file of actual class assignments very rapidly. This 
speed permits repeated use of the computer programs, with 
refinements to the master schedule based on experience with 
the previous trial. In this context, the assignment algorithm 
can be used to develop the final master schedule. Anderson's 
approach tries many alternative possibilities to fit each stu­
dent into a predetermined master schedule. If after a reason­
able number of trials the student cannot be assigned to sec­
tions, he is referred to the scheduling staff as an exception. 
The computer provides a diagnosis of the conflict which frus­
trated its efforts, but human intervention and analysis is 
still required.
A system was developed at Stanford University by 
Oakford et al. [24] called Stanford School Scheduling System 
(SSSS). They found that the construction of the school sche­
dule was a formidable obstacle. High school administrators 
are able to construct usable schedules only when virtually all 
classes conformed to the traditional meeting pattern of one 
period per day, five days per week. Oakford et al. claim that 
the scheduling problem in its most general form could be for­
mulated as a linear integer programming problem. The system 
that they have developed is very general and is supposed to 
be adaptable to any kind of situation. In solving the sche­
duling problem they use a heuristic approach as follows :
Schedule (or deschedule and reschedule) sections
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successively until a situation has been reached where all 
sections are scheduled and no increase in the objective 
function could result from descheduling and rescheduling any 
section. At each step of the scheduling process, the 
scheduler takes the action that appears to be reasonable 
in the light of the information available to him at that 
step. The action at a given step must not conflict with 
the action taken previously. At a given step in the sche­
duling process a section should be scheduled (or descheduled 
and rescheduled) only if that action promises to increase 
the value of the objective function. A general description 
of one heuristic approach is given where a set of students 
that have requested enrollment in course x of which c is a 
section is partitioned into subsets relevant to the computa­
tion of the value of scheduling section c at period p. Also 
the cost of descheduling section c at period p* is computed.
If the value of scheduling section c at period p is greater 
than the cost of descheduling section c at period p* then 
deschedule section c from period p* and schedule it at 
period p. Schedules have been made for schools ranging 
from 120 to 2600 students. The effectiveness of the schedules, 
as measured by course requests satisfied, have ranged from 
acceptable (satisfy at least 90 percent of the requests) to 
excellent (satisfy at least 98 percent of the requests).
The past experience indicates that schedules can be computed 
at a cost that is acceptable to the schools.
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A revised version of the CLASS program called UPDATE 
has been developed at the Iowa Educational Information Center 
lEIC of the University of Iowa as reported by Van Dusseldorp 
and Richardson [25]. The lEIC used what they call a "daisy 
chain" approach in which students are first passed through 
the scheduling program in any order they happen to come and 
are assigned temporary schedules. The results of this first 
scheduling operation are stored, and then each student is 
completely rescheduled. He is taken out of the classes into 
which he was first scheduled and is scheduled again. This 
method results in the improvement of both class-size balance 
and individual student schedules.
Washington State University has a program to help 
scheduling as reported by Faulkner [26]. Some other articles 
in this area are such as Busam [27], Macon and Walker [28], 
Lutz, et al. [29], and Holzman [35].
Salazar [37] has developed an approximate interactive 
algorithm for constructing schedules for traditional high 
school structures. The traditional structure is character­
ized by special requirements such as: each class meets once
for one period during a scheduling cycle. Salazar indicates 
that by authoritative estimates over 90 percent of secondary 
schools in the United States employ a traditional structure.
The algorithm developed by Salazar is based on a 
integer linear programming formulation, in which after 
ranking the student file, processes one student at a time
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by formulating and solving .a linear assignment problem.
If the school structure requires multi-period 
classes the model does not easily lend itself to a simple 
solution procedure.
In Salazar's algorithm students are first ranked 
based on the courses that they are requesting- The ranking 
is done by finding the sum of reciprocals of the number of 
sections of all the courses requested by a student. As an 
example, if a student is requesting 6 courses having 1, 1,
2, 3, 4, and 4 sections, then his or her rank is (1/1 +
1/1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/4 = 3.333). Scheduling is done 
by considering one student at a time according to the rank­
ing scheme. This means that the original scheduling problem 
is partitioned into small portions simply by considering one 
student at a time and the interaction between these portions 
are considered by selecting the order in which the portions 
are solved, i.e., the ranking scheme. Courses which are 
restricted to a certain time period or require more than 
one time period cannot be handled by the algorithm and there­
fore must be scheduled manually. When a student is con­
sidered for scheduling, the courses requested by him or her 
are identified. For each course that the student is request­
ing a section(s) is considered to be scheduled at time period 
P (P = no. of time periods, P = 1,...,P). The following 
cases could happen:
1. The section is already scheduled at this time period.
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A cost would be associated with scheduling the stu­
dent into this section which is proportional to 
enrollment in the section divided by average number 
of students for a section of this course (average 
number of students for a section = total number of 
students requesting the course/number of sections).
The section is scheduled at another time period, or 
it is not feasible to schedule the section at this 
time period because another section is scheduled at 
this time period which must not be scheduled at the 
same time with this present section. A very high 
cost is associated with scheduling the section at 
this time period, represented by urn.
It is feasible to schedule the section at time period 
P. In this case the cost is the sum of several 
costs as follows;
(a) Section s could be restricted by a set of other 
sections say Sj (for example, s and sy's are 
taught by the same teacher) and therefore these 
sections must not be scheduled at the same time 
period. Suppose prior to scheduling s, s^ of sj 
sections could be scheduled at P and after 
scheduling s at P, S2 of these sections could 
be scheduled at P then s^ - Sg represents the 
decrease in the number of feasible possibilities 
of other sections not yet scheduled if s is 
scheduled at P. The cost is proportional to s^ - S2 >
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(b) Some of the sections in the set ŝ  may become 
critical in the sense that only one time period 
would remain at which they could feasibly be 
scheduled. There is a cost associated with 
creating such sections because of scheduling s 
at P.
(c) Some of the sections in the set ŝ  could become 
impossible to schedule because no other time 
period could be found at which their section 
could feasibly be scheduled after s is scheduled 
at P. There is a cost associated with creating 
such sections because of scheduling s at P.
(d) A cost proportional to student enrollment at 
time period P.
The total cost is the sum of the costs in (a) , (b),
(c) , and (d) .
The cost is computed as discussed above for all sections of 
a course that the student is requesting and the section with 
minimum cost selected. The procedure is repeated for all 
time periods and all courses that the student is requesting. 
An assignment problem is then set up where sections are 
assigned to time periods at a minimum cost.
All the heuristic approaches discussed here are gen­
eral purpose approaches and their corresponding computer pro­
grams are large in size except for the last approach which is 
designed for traditional schools. In the last approach, even
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though the corresponding computer implementation is suitable 
for small traditional schools, the algorithm itself is inflex­
ible in the sense that it is not designed to consider locked- 
in courses, several-hour courses, and overlapping time blocks 
in general.
CHAPTER III
A NETWORK FLOW MODEL FOR SCHEDULING STUDENTS INTO 
AN EXISTING MASTER SCHEDULE
One type of scheduling problem is the case where 
originally a class schedule exists, i.e., courses and sec­
tions of courses are already assigned to time periods, and 
the problem concerns scheduling of students into the courses 
that they have requested.
Such a problem could arise for example at the begin­
ning of a school year, when a school official tries to per­
form his class scheduling by assigning courses to time periods 
and then scheduling students into the courses that they have 
requested. The school official could use some intuitive
method, his previous year's schedule, or some other procedure
for assigning courses to time periods. Once courses are 
assigned to time periods, the problem is to schedule students 
into the courses that they have requested such that the num­
ber of students encountering conflicts is minimized. In this 
chapter a model is presented, based on network flow theory, 
which could be used to schedule students into a given class
schedule in an optimal fashion.
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3.1. Network Flow Model Formulation
To find an optimum solution to the problem described 
above the problem is partitioned into smaller subproblems.
A feasible solution for each small subproblem is found 
and the sum of all the solutions of all small subproblems 
constitutes the overall optimum solution. The parti­
tioning considered is one student at a time, namely, the 
small problem of scheduling a student into the courses 
that he or she is requesting. For each student, based 
on the courses that the student is requesting and the 
time periods at which these courses are scheduled a small 
network flow problem is constructed. The solution to 
this network problem, if one exists, would be a feasible 
schedule for the corresponding student. Those students 
for which a solution to their corresponding network 
flow problem does not exist are the ones which could 
not have a feasible schedule in the given master schedule 
and, therefore, would encounter a conflict. The total 
number of conflicts finally would be equal to the total 
number of infeasible solutions obtained by solving net­
work flow problems for all students. This would be the 
minimum number of conflicts achievable for the given master 
schedule. Any improvements in order to reduce the number 
of conflicts at this point could be achieved by sensi­
tivity analysis.
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3.2, Informal Description of the Network Model Formulation
To show how the original problem of scheduling stu­
dents into a given class schedule is partitioned into 
smaller subproblems, in the form of network flow problems, 
an example would be presented first- Let us consider a 
master schedule consisting of courses 1, 2, ..., 9, and 
the courses are assigned to time blocks as follows;
Time Blocks
1 2  3 4
Courses 5-1 6-1 5-2 6-2
7-1 8-1 8-2 7-2
9-1 9-2 9-3
The first row labeled "time blocks" represents time blocks 
1, 2, 3, and 4. The second row indicates that course 1 
is scheduled at time period 1, course 2 is scheduled at 
time period 2 and so on. The third row indicates that 
course 5, section 1, is scheduled at time period 1; course 
5, section 2 is scheduled at time period 3, and so forth.
Suppose a student is requesting courses 2, 5, 8, and 
9. To set up a network flow problem for this student let's 












In this representation a node represents a single section 
course or a section of a multi-section course and its loca­
tion represents the time period to which it is assigned. A 
student would then be represented by a source node s and 
the arcs carry the flow to some of the nodes according to 
several restrictions. The restrictions ensure the existence 
of arcs between node s and the nodes corresponding to the 
courses that the student has requested and the arc has a 
lower and upper bound on flow as (0-1). Each arc would 
then have a label with general form (L, U, C) where L and Ü
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are lower and upper bounds on the flow, respectively, and C 
represents the cost of scheduling the student into a particu­
lar section.
To achieve a restriction for each multi-section course
a super source would be considered which would receive only
one unit of flow and therefore is able to send at most one
unit of flow (Figure 2). This one unit can then flow into
one of the nodes corresponding to different sections of a
course and no flow into other nodes indicates that the student











In this figure, node s is the supersource representing 
the student. Arcs (s,sl), (s,2), (s,s2), and (s,s3) all 
are of the form (1,1,0). A (1,1,0), for (s,sl) means that one 
unit of flow must flow from s to si. SI represents a super­
source for course 5 which is a two-section course and there­
fore two arcs emanate from si. Arcs (si,5-1) and (si,5-2) 
are of (0,1,0) type which means that 0 or 1 unit of flow 
could flow from si to either 5-1 or 5-2. Consider courses 
5 and 9 and suppose one unit of flow moves from s to 5-1 and 
another unit of flow moves from s to 9-1 yielding a conflict. 
To prevent this from happening two nodes (supersinks) are 
added to the previous diagram (Figure 2) as shown in Figure 3 
by nodes tl and t.
Flows of 0 or 1 unit could flow from 5-1 or 9-1 to
tl but at most one unit could flow from tl to t.
The same line of reasoning would be applied to other
courses and time periods producing the diagram in Figure 3.
The long arc from node t to node s with label (4,4,0) 
is to make sure that 4 units of flow would move from t to s 
and puts this network flow problem into a form called a 
minimum cost circulation problem. The network is constructed 
in this form because the out-of-kilter algorithm developed 
by Fulkerson [39] deals with circulations and a circulation 
is an assignment of flow to arcs such that flow is conserved 
at each node. Totally there are 17 nodes and 24 arcs which 
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problem, if one exists, would be a feasible schedule for the 
corresponding student. Two network flow problems such as 
above one with 12 nodes and 35 arcs and the other with 16 
nodes and 35 arcs were solved using an out-of-kilter 
algorithm code.- The two problems, network set up 
and solution, required .8 and 1.8 seconds of IBM
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370/158 CPU time, respectively. A network flow problem, such 
as above, could be constructed for each student and then 
solved. All the feasible solutions represent all those 
students who could be successfully scheduled. All the 
infeasible solutions represent all those students for which 
a feasible schedule does not exist in the given class sche­
dule. The overall solution, whether the objective is maxi­
mizing number of student requests satisfied or minimizing 
number of student conflicts is optimum for the existing 
class schedule. As to the size of each network flow problem 
consider the example used previously where a student is 
requesting six courses, a single-section, a 2-section, a 
3-section, a 4-section, a 5-section, and a 6-section course. 
The network flow problem constructed for this student would 
have a maximum of 34 nodes and 54 arcs. It is therefore 
seen that, on the average, network flow problems constructed 
for students are relatively small both in terms of number of 
nodes and number of arcs.
At this point the general procedure for constructing 
a network flow problem for each student based on the assump­
tion that a class schedule exists will be discussed. It is 
also assumed that time periods are non-overlapping and all 
the courses require one time period per meeting. Overlapping 
time periods and courses which require more than one time 
period per meeting are discussed in a later section.
Suppose a class schedule is given and a student's 
request list is selected to be considered for scheduling.
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Consider each course and each section of a course that the 
student is requesting as a node in the network context.
Assume there is a supersource node s (normally numbered 1) 
representing the student. This source node is capable of 
sending flow to other nodes and the amount of flow moving 
into and out of it must exactly equal the number of courses 
that the student is requesting. The network flow problem 
must be set up such that at most one unit of flow moves from 
the supersource to each course that the student is request­
ing. If the course is multi-section, then at most one unit 
of flow must move from the supersource s to all the nodes 
representing different sections of the course. This will 
ensure the restriction that the student is scheduled into 
at most one of the sections of a multi-section course.
Units of flow move from a node to another through arcs 
connecting the two nodes and, therefore, the source node s 
is connected to all the nodes corresponding to the courses 
that the student is requesting through capacitated arcs.
The capacitated arcs all are directional and have 
labels of the form (L,U,C), where L and U are lower and 
upper bounds on the amount of flow, respectively, and C repre­
sents the cost of utilizing the arc. For each single 
section course an arc is considered from s to a new node 
representing the course with a label (0,1,0). This means 
that 0 or 1 unit of flow could move from s to the new node 
and the cost is 0. For each multi-section course an
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intermediate supersource is considered- This intermediate
supersource is connected to s through an arc with label
(1,1,0). This means that at least one (L=l) and at most
(U=l) one unit of flow and therefore, exactly one unit of
flow must flow from s to the intermediate supersource and
the cost of utilizing this arc is 0. New nodes are then
considered to represent different sections of the course,
one node for each section. The intermediate supersource is
connected to each of these new nodes by an arc labeled
(0,1,C. ) where C. is the number of students already 
^m Jm







Suppose course 8 is a three-section course requested
by a student and each section has been assigned C- students.Jm
If the existing class schedule and the courses that the 
student is requesting are such that one unit could flow from
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si to either 8-1, 8-2, or 8-3, then that unit will flow into 
the arc with smallest cost and the student will be scheduled 
into the section with fewest number of students already 
scheduled in it. This is an attempt to achieve some balance 
on the number of students scheduled into different sections 
of a course.
New nodes are also considered for all the time 
periods at which a course or a section of a course requested 
by the student are scheduled. Arcs are then constructed 
from all the nodes corresponding to courses and sections of 
the courses to their corresponding time period nodes and they 
are all labeled (0,1,0) . For instance, in the previous 
example suppose course 8 section 1 is scheduled at time 
period 2, section 2 is scheduled at time period 4 and 
section 3 is scheduled at time period 5. A supersink node 
is considered and all the nodes corresponding to time periods 






Suppose this student/ along with course 8, is also request­
ing a single section course, say course 7, scheduled at time 
period 4 and a double section course 9 scheduled such that 
section 1 is at time period 1 and section 2 is scheduled at 
time period 4. The network would be constructed as follows:
Figure
A return arc labeled (3,3,0) eventually ensures that 
exactly 3 units of flow (equal to the number of courses 
requested) moves from s to t if a feasible schedule exists.
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3.3. Network Flow Problem Construction 
NOS = Set of all students
N = Number of courses requested by a student 
j = A course index, j = 1,...,N set of courses 
requested by a student 
C . = Number of students already scheduled into section
m of course j
S . = Number of sections of course j 
 ̂ N
NT = Z S . Total number of sections requested by a 
j=i ]
student
T(m,j) = Time period at which section m of course j is 
scheduled
TL(L) = A time period at which a section of a previously 
considered course requested by student i is 
scheduled. (Ex. when j = 2, the second course
requested by the student is considered, and
TL(1) = 3, TL(2) = 5, (TL(L) = 0, L = 3, NT) 
means that section 1 of the first course requested 
by the student is scheduled at time period 3 and 
section 2 of the first course is scheduled at 
time period 5.)
K = A node index
K = A node index for multi-section coursess
STEP 1: Select student i e NOS. If NOS is empty STOP.
STEP 2: Compute number of nodes necessary to represent
supersources and all the courses and sections of
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the courses requested by the student.
(a) Set NN = N and j = 0
(b) Set j = j + 1
If ] > N Go to STEP 3
If Sj < 1 Go to STEP 2-(b)
Otherwise/ set NN = NN + S^/ Go to STEP 2-(b)
STEP 3: Set j = 0 (TL(L) = 0, L = 1, NT)/ t = 0, m = 1
K = 1 (set up the first node; a supersource)
STEP 4: Set j = j + 1
If j > N Go to STEP 7
If Sj > 1 Go to STEP 6
STEP 5: Set up node K = K + 1 (to represent the single sec­
tion course j). Connect node 1 to node k to form
arc (1/k) and label the arc (0,1,0).
(a) If there is an L (L = 1,...,NT) for which
T(m,j) = TL(L) then a node NN + L has been
already set up. Connect node k to node P = NN + L 
to form arc (k,p) and label the arc (0,1,0),
go to STEP 4.
(b) If T(m,j) ^  TL(L) for L = 1,...,NT set t = t + 1
and TL(t) = T(m,j), then set up node p = NN + t,
connect node k to node p to form arc (k,p) and 
label the arc (0,1,0), go to STEP 4.
STEP 6: Set up node = K + 1 (to represent a supersource
for multi-section course j). Connect node 1 to 
node Kg to form the arc (l,Kg) and label the arc
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(1,1,0). Set up nodes + 1, + 2, ..., + m,
..., K + S. (to represent all sections of course j)s J
and connect node K to each one of these nodes tos
form arcs (K ,K +1), (K ,K +2), ..., (K ,K+S.) ando S S S S S J
label all these arcs (0,1,C. ), set m = 0.
(a) m = m + 1
If m > Sj go to STEP 4
(b) 1. If there is an L (L = 1,...,NT) for which
T(m,j) = TL(L), then a node P = NN + L has 
already been set up. Connect node + m 
to node p to form arc (Kg+m,p) and label it 
(0,1,C. ), goto STEP 6-(a).
2. If T(m,j) 7̂  TL(L) for L = 1,...,NT, set
t = t+1 and TL(t) = T(m,j), then set up
node p = NN + t, connect node K^+m to node 
p to form arc (K^+m,p) and label the arc
(0,1,0. ), go to STEP 6-(a).
STEP 7 : Set up node Q = NN + t + 1 (to represent the last
supersink) , then connect nodes NN + 1, NN 4- 2,
..., p to node Q to form arcs (NN +1, Q),
(NN + 2, Q), ..., (P,Q) and label these arcs (0,1,0)
STEP 8: Connect node Q to node 1 to form the reverse arc
(Q,l) and label the arc (N,N,0). This completes 
the formulation of a minimum cost circulation net­
work flow problem for student i. The solution to 
this problem, if one exists, would show a feasible 
schedule for the student. Go to STEP 1.
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3.4. Model Flexibility in More General Cases
More complex situations could be modeled for more 
sophisticated class schedules. For example, if the school 
offers courses of several-hour type or courses with over­
lapping time periods a network flow problem could still 
be set up for each student. Limitations on the number 
of students allowed to be scheduled into a particular sec­
tion could also be incorporated into the network problem 
formulation. When there are several-hour courses a node 
is considered for the course at each time period and a super­
source considered for all these nodes. A flow equal to the 
number of hours that the course requires is forced into the 
supersource and therefore the student would be forced to 
be scheduled into all those time periods that the course 
requires. If there are overlapping time blocks for two 
courses and a student is requesting both of these courses, 
then there is no feasible solution for this student.
Suppose there is a limit on the number of students 
who could be scheduled into a particular section of a course. 
In this case, schedule students as described originally 
and if the number of students scheduled into this par­
ticular section is more than the limit indicated, resche­
dule all the students who are requesting this course. This 
time assign a higher per unit cost to the arc going into 
the node representing the particular section. If the number
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of students scheduled into the section is still higher than 
the limit; the per unit cost could be raised again and students 
previously scheduled into this course rescheduled until the 
number of students scheduled into the section is less than or 
equal to the required limit. If a very high per unit cost 
for the above-mentioned arc is selected, then only those 
students would be scheduled into this section for which there 
is only one feasible schedule. If the number of students 
scheduled into this section is still higher than the limit, 
then the difference between number of students scheduled into 
the section and the indicated limit would show the number of 
conflicts (students with no feasible schedule) that actually 
would result if a limiting constraint is imposed.
3.5. Model Application
Suppose a heuristic approach is used in scheduling a 
school and a class schedule is generated, students are 
scheduled into classes, and a number of students are indi­
cated as those encountering a conflict. As explained above 
a number of these conflicts could possibly be resolved by 
moving students from one section of a multi-section course to 
another. This means that the class schedule generated by a 
heuristic approach would not normally produce the best pos­
sible result. It is, however, possible to use the model dis­
cussed here and an algorithm similar to the one discussed in sec­
tion 3.3 to find a feasible schedule for some conflicts labeled 
resolvable. A network flow problem could be set up for each student
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encountering a conflict based on the courses that the student 
is requesting and the time periods at which these courses are 
scheduled. A feasible solution obtained for each network 
problem would indicate that the corresponding student's 
conflict could be resolved and a feasible schedule for this 
student exists. All the feasible solutions would show all 
the conflicts which could be resolved. All the infeasible 
solutions would show the total number of irresolvable con­
flicts. This would be the minimum number of conflicts for 
the class schedule.
3.6. Computational Methods
Recent computational advances in the development of 
computer codes to solve network flow problems show that many 
of these problems could be solved far more effectively than 
in the past. As Glover and Klingman [36] indicate new com­
puter codes have succeeded in solving even large size prob­
lems (several thousand nodes and several thousand arcs) with 
an efficiency many times beyond codes previously available. 
The network flow problem considered here, for each student, 
is of a simple type normally, with less than 50 nodes and 
100 arcs. These problems could be easily and efficiently 
solved using very little central computer memory. Glover 
and Klingman [38] indicate that new computer codes for 
solving network problems are extremely efficient and, as an 
example, a network problem with 1000 nodes (equations) and 
7000 arcs (variables) can be solved in 8 seconds on an
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IBM 360/65 using the highly efficient network code [40].
As indicated earlier two network flow problems, of the type 
discussed here, were solved using an out-of-kilter algorithm 
code. The problems one with 12 nodes and 35 arcs and the
other with 16 nodes and 35 arcs required .8 and 1.8 seconds
of the IBM 370/158 CPU time, respectively. Some of the 
references in this area are Barr et al. [41], Clasen [42], 
and Edmonds and Karp [43].
3.7. Summary
In this chapter a network flow model was developed
for scheduling students into an existing class schedule in an
optimal fashion. Existing solution procedures for the type 
of network flow problems developed and other applications of 
the model were discussed.
CHAPTER IV
A HEURISTIC APPROACH FOR CLASS-SCHEDULING 
IN TRADITIONAL SCHOOLS
As indicated earlier, general purpose scheduling pro­
grams have been developed which are very flexible and can be 
used to perform scheduling for a wide range of schools. To 
obtain more flexibility, scheduling programs have been devel­
oped which utilize what is called "modular scheduling." 
Modular scheduling is the case where the basic time unit 
considered is small and any class period could be composed of 
one or more of these basic units. This type of scheduling 
offers a great amount of flexibility which then allows the 
school program to incorporate all sorts of flexible sche­
dules, programs, and new ideas. On the other hand, modular 
scheduling requires a great amount of information regarding 
students' course requests, course requirements, teacher 
requirements, preferences, classroom requirements, etc. This 
obviously indicates that very flexible scheduling requires 
a long planning period for data collection, a huge computer 
program to consider all types of situations and restrictions, 
technical assistance for data setup and computer runs, and
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could become uneconomical in terms of personnel time, com­
puter time, and computer memory requirements.
Since most schools follow a traditional or conven­
tional scheduling system with little flexibility, a rela­
tively small and simple to implement computer program for 
their class-scheduling could provide them with efficiency 
and economy. Conventional schools are characterized by a 
school structure where the cycle is one day, all the courses 
meet for one period during the day, and courses could offer 
more than one section. A modified school structure is very 
similar to a conventional school structure except that some 
of the courses offered would meet daily for more than one 
hour.
A heuristic approach and a computer program is devel­
oped intended to be used by schools with a modified structure 
or a traditional structure.
Heuristic and mathematical optimization techniques 
are incorporated in this program to generate class schedules 
with relatively few student conflicts, be fast as far as CPU 
time is concerned, and be small in terms of memory require­
ments .
4.1. General Problem Description
The approach is basically designed for small to 
medium size schools (300-800 students), although it could be 
used for large size schools as well.
Schools with a modified structure and as a special
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case of this structure, schools with a traditional structure, 
would be considered in the approach and program development. 
This provides some flexibility in the sense that a large 
number of schools could use the program. In the above 
structures a school day is divided into six time periods of 
an hour each. If a class-schedule is constructed, it would 
remain the same every day of the week. Students, on the
average, request six courses per semester.
There are two semesters in a school year. Course 
offerings are such that some courses are offered only in the
first semester, some only in the second semester, and other
courses which start in the first semester and continue 
through the second semester. These types of courses are 
called first-semester, second-semester, and all-year courses, 
respectively. In each category there are courses which offer 
only one section, and courses which offer more than one sec­
tion. Most of these courses are only one hour long, but 
there are some courses, called several-hour courses, which 
require time periods longer than one hour. The latter type 
courses normally could require successive time periods of up 
to four hours long and are such that a group of students and 
one or more classrooms are assigned to a group of teachers 
for several hours. The teachers then plan and perform what­
ever program they are interested in. There are some courses 
which must be scheduled at specific time periods. These 
courses are called locked-in courses. Still, there are other 
types of courses where a group of them must be scheduled at
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different time periods because of lack of enough teachers 
or rooms.
4.1.1. Basic Assumptions
The basic assumptions^ based on which the heuristic 
approach will be developed, apply to the type of problem dis­
cussed above and are as follows :
A limited set of time periods (non-overlapping) are 
given. A number of courses are to be scheduled at these 
time periods such that a set of constraints are satisfied and 
the number of students encountering a conflict is minimum.
Any number of courses could be scheduled at a given time 
period. A course or a section of a course must be scheduled 
at one and only one time period except for several-hour 
courses which must be assigned to several successive time 
periods. A student can take one and only one course (or a 
section of a course) at a time period. If two courses are 
scheduled at a time period some conflicts could encounter 
and the number of conflicts is equal to the number of students 
requesting both courses. A set of courses taught by a single 
teacher or a group of courses utilizing a certain room, must 
be scheduled at different time periods.
4.1.2. Heuristics
School officials who have been doing scheduling 
manually for several years know that, in general, some courses 
or some students are harder to schedule than other courses or 
other students. This knowledge, based on their past
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experience, gives them the ability to recognize those 
courses which are hard to schedule and those students who 
are hard to schedule. Accordingly, they would schedule 
those courses or students at the beginning of their sche­
duling process as a rule. There are several heuristics 
that could advantageously be used in developing a scheduling 
program, some of which are as follows:
(a) Generally speaking, single-section courses are 
harder to schedule than multi-section courses.
(b) In order to make the choice as wide as possible, 
different sections of a course should be scheduled 
at different time periods.
(c) The more single-section courses a student is 
requesting the harder it is to schedule him.
(d) The more crowded courses should be scheduled 
before the less crowded courses.
(e) Two courses offered in different semesters but 
both requested by many students should be scheduled 
at the same time.
4.2. The Heuristic Solution Approach
The solution procedure for the above scheduling 
problem involves dividing the original problem into several 
subproblems according to the type (locked-in, single-section, 
multi-section, etc.) of courses which are being considered 
for scheduling.
The subproblems are considered for scheduling in a
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successive manner and the interaction between them is the 
order in which they are considered. The order in which a 
subproblem is considered for scheduling is based on the rela­
tive scheduling difficulty of courses comprising the sub­
problem. Although determining which types of courses are 
more difficult to schedule than other types is somewhat 
subjective, a good heuristic is that the more restricted 
courses are harder to schedule than less restricted courses.
This heuristic is used to identify subproblems repre­
senting course types and arranging them in the following 
manner: Locked-in. Several-hour, Teacher or room restricted
single-section. Unrestricted single-section, and Multi-section 
courses. Locked-in courses are normally single section and 
restricted to a single time period and therefore, involve no 
decisions.
Each subproblem is further partitioned into smaller 
subproblems of one or more courses to be considered for sche­
duling at a time. The interaction between new subproblems is 
again determined by the order in which they are considered 
for scheduling. The order is determined by assigning a num­
ber, called an index of difficulty, to each course which repre­
sents its relative scheduling difficulty with respect to other 
courses. The index of difficulty is assigned based on one or 
more heuristics and is computed for different course types dif­
ferently. The solution approach originally is designed to 
arrange the courses according to the five general types and 
according to descending order of index of difficulty within
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each type. The scheduling process starts by scheduling 
locked-in courses one by one first. Then, other course 
types are scheduled successively using algorithms developed 
based on heuristics or mathematical optimization techniques 
or a combination of both.
The only course type where the developed algorithm 
considers more than one course for scheduling at a time is 
the teacher or room restricted single-section courses.
In addition to the use of heuristics and mathematical 
optimization techniques, the special structure of the problem 
has been used advantageously, whenever possible, to reduce 
computer time and memory requirements. Finally, the program 
developed for the implementation of the solution approach is 
developed in several components such that each component could 
be processed to schedule a portion of the overall problem 
independently. The advantages are that:
(a) Instead of one huge program several small programs 
are processed successively so that memory require­
ments are kept down.
(b) If after scheduling a portion of the courses the 
resulting schedule is not satisfactory changes could 
be made before all other courses are scheduled.
(c) If an error is detected at a stage only the component 
corresponding to that stage would have to be processed 
again.
A conflict matrix is computed for all locked-in.
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several-hour, and single-section courses. As an example con­
sider:
Courses
Courses 529 550 571
529 0 6 0
550 0 12
571 0
The first row indicates that if courses 529 and 550 
are scheduled at the same time 6 students would encounter 
conflicts and if courses 529 and 571 are scheduled at the 
same time no conflicts would result.
The next sections discuss computation of index of 
difficulty, heuristic or mathematical techniques utilized, 
and the algorithm used for scheduling of each type of course.
4.2.1. Treatment of Locked-In Courses
These courses are supposed to be scheduled at a spe­
cific predetermined time period. Arrays are used to store 
relevant information to be used when other courses are 
scheduled later.
4.2.2. Scheduling Several-Hour Courses
These courses require several successive time periods 
and are originally ordered such that the lengthier courses 
would be considered for scheduling first. For example, 
courses which require four-hour time blocks are considered 
for scheduling before courses which require three-hour time
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blocks and so on. Since these courses would be arranged based 
on the number of time periods that they require, they are 
arbitrarily assigned an index of difficulty of zero. These 
courses could be time restricted. For example, a four-hour 
course could be restricted to morning time periods of 1, 2,
3, and 4.
To explain the heuristic algorithm used for schedul­
ing several-hour courses an example is given. Consider a 
three-hour course 571 which has no time restrictions and all 
the locked-in courses are already scheduled as follows :
Time Period 1 2 3 4 5 6
Course 5 23 538 540 360 529
Course 571 would temporarily be scheduled at time periods 1,
2, 3 such that:
Time Period 1 2 3 4 5 6
Course 5 23 538 540 360 529
571 571 571
And total number of conflicts between 571 and other courses is 
computed. The total number of conflicts between 571 and all 
other courses is computed by identifying (from stored infor­
mation in arrays) all the courses which are already scheduled 
at time periods 1, 2, and 3 and summing up the number of con­
flicts between each one of these courses and 571. Course 571 
would temporarily be scheduled again at time periods 2, 3, 4 
and again total number of conflicts computed.
The above procedure would be repeated for course 571 
for time periods 3, 4, 5 and 4, 5, 6. Finally, course 571
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is scheduled permanently at those set of successive time 
periods for which the penalty is a minimum.
4.2.3. Scheduling Single-Section Teacher or Room Restricted
Courses
These courses are arranged such that all the courses 
(single-section) restricted by a teacher or a room are in one 
group and the order of the courses within a group is not 
important. The groups of restricted single-section courses 
are arranged such that a group of six courses are before a 
group of five courses which are in turn before a group of 
four courses and so forth. This arrangement represents the 
relative scheduling difficulty of different groups and 
implies that it is more difficult to schedule a group of 
six restricted courses than it is to schedule a group of 
five restricted courses and so on.
If there are sets of restricted courses such that 
some of the courses are single-section and some others are 
multi-section, only single-section courses of each set would 
be considered as a group in this category. The multi-section 
restricted courses would be considered later when multi­
section courses are considered for scheduling. To explain 
the method used for scheduling restricted single-section 
courses let us consider the following example;
Suppose all the locked-in and several-hour courses 
are already scheduled as shown in the following table:
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Time Period 1 2 3 4 5 6
Course 5 23 538 540 360 529
571 571 571
573 573 573
Suppose courses 9, 10, 11, and 12 are a group of
teacher-restricted single-section courses which must be 
scheduled at different time periods. Consider the conflict 
matrix computed below.
Time Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6
Courses 9 2 1 4 3 0 5
10 3 1 6 2 1 0
11 1 3 8 4 6 2
12 5 1 3 7 2 3
Entries represent number of conflicts for scheduling 
a particular course at a particular time period considering 
all other courses which are already scheduled. The first row, 
for example, indicates that if course 9 is scheduled at time 
period 1, the number of students who would encounter a con­
flict is 2 (the two conflicts would result because of stu­
dents requesting courses 9, 5 or 9, 571 or 9, 5, 571).
The entries in the first row also indicate that if 
course 9 is scheduled at time periods 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 the 
number of potential conflicts would be 1, 4, 3, 0, or 5, 
respectively. Total number of potential conflicts for a 
course x if scheduled at a time period t is computed such
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that is the sum of the number of conflicts between x and 
all other courses already scheduled at time period t which 
are all-year courses or are offered in the same semester as 
X is, minus sum of all the conflicts between x and all other 
courses scheduled at time period t which are offered in a 
different semester than x is.




Nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 represent time blocks; 
nodes 9 ,  1 0 , 11, and 12 represent courses. Arcs from a 
certain course node to a certain time node indicate that the 
certain course could be scheduled at the corresponding time
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block and the label (0,l,Cj^j indicates that zero or one unit 
of flow could move from the course node to the time node and 
is the cost of per unit flow. For example, node 9 repre­
sents course 9 which can send 0 or 1 unit of flow to node 1 
which represents time period 1 and the cost of sending a unit 
of flow would be equal to 2, the number of conflicts which 
would result if course 9 is scheduled at time period 1. Node 
8 is a supersource and node 7 is a supersink. The arc (7-8) 
has a label (4,4,0) which indicates that exactly four units 
of flow must flow from node 8 to all course nodes 9, 10, 11, 
and 12 (one unit of flow to each node) and then to four of 
the time nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and finally to 7. This 
is the general form of a network flow minimum cost circulation 
problem. The solution to this problem, using an efficient 
algorithm such as Out-of-Kilter algorithm by Fulkerson [39], 
would determine the flow of the four units from course nodes 
9, 10, 11, and 12 to time nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 that 
minimizes the total cost. The solution to the above network 
problem using a computer code for Out-of-Kilter algorithm 
indicates that the minimum cost corresponds to the case 
where one unit flows from node 9 to node 5, another unit 
flows from node 10 to node 6, a third unit flows from node 11 
to node 1, and a fourth unit flows from node 12 to node 2 for 
a total cost of 2 conflicts. This means that courses 9, 10, 
11, and 12 must be scheduled at time periods 5, 6, 1, 2 
respectively to generate an optimum schedule for this course
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group with respect to all the courses already scheduled, and
with a minimum of 2 conflicts.
Finally, the above network flow problem is equivalent
to the following assignment problem.
12 6
Min Z Z C., X.,
j=9 k=l
12
S.T. Z X., ;< 1 k = 1,...,6 at most one course could
j=9  ̂ be scheduled at a time
period
6
Z X., = 1  j = 9,10,11,12 course j must be
k=l  ̂ scheduled at a time
period k
Xjk = 0 or 1 j = 9,10,11,12 k = 1,...,6 
where Cj^ is the potential cost of scheduling course j at
time period k considering all the courses already 
scheduled at time period k.
4.2.4. Scheduling Single-Section Unrestricted Courses (No 
Teacher or Room Restrictions)
Single-section courses are considered for scheduling 
one by one according to descending order of their index of 
difficulty. The index of difficulty for this type of course 
is computed as follows;
Let S represent all the students requesting a single­
section course J. Suppose a student s e S is requesting N 
courses and (K), k = 1,...,N represent the set of courses 
that the student is requesting.




for K = 1,N
If Cg(K) is a locked-in, several-hour, or single­
section restricted course, then IDFS(s) = iDFS(s) + 3
If Cg(K) is another single-section course not
restricted by teachers or rooms, then IDFS(s) = 
IDFS(s) 4- 2
If Cg(K) is a two-section course, then IDFS(s) =
IDFS(s) + 1
If Cg(X) offers more than two sections, then IDFS(s) = 
IDFS(s) + 0
The course index of difficulty is now computed as;
S
IDF(J) = Z IDFS(s.) + a + b*TR 
s=l
where a is an arbitrary large number which keeps the index 
of difficulty for single-section courses higher than all the 
multi-section courses.
b is a constant considered for time restrictions, and 
TR is the number of time period restrictions.
For example, a course which is restricted to morning 
time periods of 1, 2, 3, and 4 should not be scheduled at 
time periods 5 or 6 and therefore has a time restriction 
coefficient of TR = 2.
To schedule single-section courses, the course with 
the highest index of difficulty would be considered first.
The course considered for scheduling would be tem­
porarily scheduled at time period 1, then 2, then 3, and so
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on. At each time period, the number of potential conflicts 
between this course and all other courses already scheduled 
at this time period would be computed. The time period with 
minimum number of potential conflicts would be selected.
The course presently being considered would be scheduled at 
this time period permanently. In the case of a tie that 
time period would be selected at which there are fewest 
number of courses already scheduled.
4.2.5. Scheduling Multi-Section Courses (2 to 5 Sections)
Multi-section courses are types of courses which offer 
more than one section. In this section only multi-section 
courses which offer less than six sections (number of 
periods) are considered. Courses which offer six sections 
or more will be considered in the next section. The index of 
difficulty for these types of courses is computed based on 
such factors as number of sections, course restrictions, time 
restrictions, alternative choices, and number of students 
requesting a course. Course restriction means that a multi­
section course presently being considered for scheduling is 
restricted by another course already scheduled, and differ­
ent sections of the present course must not be scheduled at 
the same time as that of the course already scheduled. For 
example, suppose courses 560, 561, and 562 are all physics 
courses such that course 560 is a single-section course, 561 
and 562 are two-section courses and there is only one physics 
teacher available. Since course 560 is a single section
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course, it would be scheduled when single-section courses 
are considered for scheduling prior to multi-section 
scheduling process. Then, course 561 is restricted by 
course 560 and course 562 is restricted by 560 and 561 
(both sections).
In the above example if everything is assumed as it 
is except that course 562 is a three-section course then the 
three sections must be scheduled at those three time periods 
where courses 560 and 561 are not scheduled. A three sec­
tion course such as 562 should then have a higher index of 
difficulty than those three-section courses which have more 
than one alternative scheduling choice. It should also be 
mentioned here that since course 562 is restricted by 561 
it must be scheduled after course 561 is scheduled and there­
fore course 561 must have an index of difficulty higher than 
562.
Considering the above discussion, the index of dif­
ficulty for a multi-section course J is computed as follows; 
Suppose K = total number of available time periods
ITST(J) = total number of students requesting course J
LI = number of time periods at which course J could 
be scheduled
MSEC(J) = number of sections offered by course J 
Kll = LI - MSEC(J)
TR = Time Restrictions =
0, if there are no time 
restrictions
K-Ll if there are time 
restrictions
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Sum of number of sections
of a set of courses C(J); 
if course J is restricted 
CR = Course Restriction = by C(J)
0 , otherwise
IDF(J) = I
Then, the index of difficulty for course J is:
c+ITST(J) + d*TR + e*CR - f*MSEC(J) if Kll > 0
c+ITST(J) + d*TR + e*CR - f*MSEC(J) + g if Kll = 0
where c, d, e, f, and g are constants. The constant c is a 
large number which is added to index of difficulty of all 
those courses which offer more than one section but less than 
six sections. The value of c is selected such that the index 
of difficulty of all courses offering two to five sections 
would be higher than the index of difficulty for all the 
courses offering more than five sections but less than the 
index of difficulty for single-section courses. In summary, 
c is selected such that
indices of difficulty indices of indices of
for courses offering < difficulty for < difficulty for 
more than 5 sections courses offering single-section
2-5 sections courses
d, e, and f are all arbitrary constants representing sche­
duling difficulty of a multi-section course with respect to 
time restrictions, course restrictions, and the number of 
sections offered by the course, respectively. Finally, g is 
an arbitrary constant representing scheduling difficulty when 
there is only one alternative scheduling choice available.
To explain the algorithm for scheduling multi­
section courses an example is presented. Suppose a class
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schedule is being prepared for a school and all the locked-in, 
several-hour, single-section teacher or room restricted, 
and single-section unrestricted courses are already sche­
duled as follows:
Time Periods 1 2  3 4 5 6
Courses
Locked-in 5 23 538 540 360 529
Several-hour 571 571 571
573 573 573
Teacher or room
restricted 11 12 9 10
single-section
Unrestricted
single-section 320 560 118 559
Course 32 0 is a second-semester course and all other 
courses are either first-semester or all-year courses.
Suppose now that the two-section course 61 is being 
considered for scheduling and this course is (a) restricted 
by course 560 (course restriction) and (b) must not be 
scheduled at time period 6 because of teacher unavailability 
(time restriction), and (c) it is a first-semester course.
Using restriction information course 560 could be 
located and noticed that course 61 cannot be scheduled at 
time period 3 (because of course 560) and time period 6. 
Since course 560 is already scheduled at time period 3, 
course 61 could be scheduled at time periods 1, 2, 4, and 5. 
Several alternative scheduling choices are available :
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1. Schedule course 61 section 1 at time period 1 and section 
2 at time period 2.
2. Schedule course 61 section 1 at time period 1 and section 
2 at time period 4.
3. Schedule course 61 section 1 at time period 1 and section 
2 at time period 5.
4. Schedule course 61 section 1 at time period 2 and section 
2 at time period 4.
5. Schedule course 61 section 1 at time period 2 and section 
2 at time period 5.
6. Schedule course 61 section 1 at time period 4 and section 
2 at time period 5.
4 4 'Total number of alternatives available = Cg = 2121 ~  ^
(For a three-section course and 6 time periods the number of
6 6 'alternative choices would be = yrjr = 20.)
To select one of the alternative choices two heuris­
tics are considered.
1. First heuristic is used to avoid generating conflicts 
and is stated as: schedule different sections of the
course at that alternative choice which generates the 
minimum number of conflicts considering all the courses 
already scheduled.
2. The second heuristic is used to avoid generating conflicts 
in the future when other multi-section courses are 
scheduled and is stated as: schedule a first-semester
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course at the same time as a second-semester course and 
vice versa, if a group of students have requested both 
courses.
As an example of the latter heuristic, suppose a student has 
requested courses 5, 23, 306, 324, 538., 540, 360, and 529. 
Suppose further that courses 5 and 23 are first-semester 
courses, 306 and 324 are second-semester courses and 538, 
540, 360, and 529. are all-year courses. Considering that 
there are six time periods, the student could have a feasi­
ble schedule if the courses are scheduled in an arrangement 
such as follows:
Time Periods _2i ^5
Courses 5 23 538 540 360 529
306 324
The student would not encounter a conflict because 
although scheduled at the same time courses 5 and 306 are 
offered during two different semesters. The same argument 
is true for courses 23 and 324. Another arrangement in 
which the student could have a feasible schedule is :
^
5 23 538 540 360 529
324 306
But, if courses 5, 23 and 306, 324 are scheduled at 
more than two time periods, if not now, the student will
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encounter a conflict later when eventually all these courses 
are considered for scheduling.
The problem of finding the best alternative choice 
for a multi-section course J with respect to all the courses 
already scheduled could be formulated as an integer program­
ming problem as follows:
Max 2 x(i,s,k) 
i,s,k
where:
S.T. Z y(s,k) = 1  s = 1,---,S
k ]
x(i,s,k) ^ y(s,k) i = 1, /Is 1 f f S j 
k = 1,... ,N
iep. s£S.3
x(i,s,k) £ 1 i = 1,...,I
k = 1,...,N
x(i,s,k) = 0  k = 1,...,N
x(i,s,k) =
y(s,k) = <
1 if student i is scheduled into section 
s at time period k
0 otherwise
1 if section s is scheduled at time 
period k
0 otherwise
I is the set of students requesting course J 
Sj is the number of sections offered by course J 
Pĵ  is the set of students who cannot be scheduled
at time period k (without encountering a conflict), 
In this formulation, the objective function maximizes
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the nimber of students successfully scheduled into different 
sections of the course presently being scheduled. The first 
constraint insures that a section s is scheduled at one and 
only one time period. The second constraint states that 
student i could be scheduled into section s at time period k 
if section s is scheduled at time period k. The third con­
straint insures that student i is scheduled into at most one 
of the sections of the course presently being considered for 
scheduling. The fourth constraint forces x(i,s,k)'s to zero 
for those students who cannot have a feasible schedule at time 
period k considering all other courses already scheduled at k.
This model does not easily lend itself to a simple 
solution procedure and can still be a large size problem if 
a multi-section course is requested by many students. As an 
example if a 5-section course is requested by 200 students and 
the sections could be scheduled to any of the 6 time periods 
then the number of x(i,s,k) variables would be 200 x 5 x 6 = 6000 
and the number of y(s,k) variables would be 5 x 6 = 30. Total 
number of constraints would be 7211.
A different heuristic procedure is employed here for 
scheduling multi-section courses which is extremely effi­
cient and produces the best solution (or one as good as the 
solution which could be obtained by utilizing the above 
model) for a multi-section course presently being scheduled 
with respect to all other courses previously scheduled. To 
show how this procedure works let us consider the previous
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example where a set of courses are already scheduled and 
course 61, a first semester two-section course, could be 
scheduled such that different sections may be assigned to time 
periods 1, 2, 4, and 5. Suppose further that the identifica­
tion numbers for 18 students requesting course 61 are given 
as:
1014 1030 1075 1091 1094 1112 1148 1156 1160
1169 1174 1206 1240 1257 1279 1282 1286 1288
All these students have requested other courses, some of 
which are already scheduled, and some other ones which will
be scheduled after course 61 is scheduled. If any of these
students has requested a course which is already scheduled at 
time period k, then the student cannot be successfully sche­
duled at period k and if a section of course 61 is scheduled 
at time period k the student cannot be successfully sche­
duled into this section. Based on this concept a list is 
determined of all the students who could successfully be 























1112 1148 1156 1169 1174 1279
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The above list simply indicates that, as an example, 
students whose ID's are 1014, 1030, 1075, ... could suc­
cessfully be scheduled at time period 1, but students whose 
i d 's are 1094, 1148, 1156, ... cannot be successfully sche­
duled at this time period because these ID's are not 
included in the list for time period 1.
Since 18 students have requested course 61, a 
desired situation would be that approximately 9 students be 
scheduled into each of the two sections of the course, if 
possible. It is seen from the above lists that at time 
period 2 a maximum of 2 students could successfully be sche­
duled. This means that if one of the sections is scheduled 
at time period 2 and the other section at one of the time 
periods 1, 4, or 5, a balance between the two sections is 
almost impossible and it is highly likely that many students 
would encounter a conflict. Therefore, it could very well 
be advantageous to disregard time period 2 from further 
considerations and only investigate time periods 1, 4, and 5 
for determining the best alternative choice. The selection 
of the best alternative choice at this point is simply deter­
mining, from the ID lists given above, the combination of 
time periods (1,4), (1,5), or (4,5) which would produce 
minimum number of students who would encounter a conflict.
Since course 61 is a first-semester course, if the 
sections are scheduled such that they are at the same time 
periods as a second-semester course (or sections of a second-
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semester course) , most of the students requesting both 
courses could be scheduled at the same time into both 
courses and possibly avoid many future conflicts. For this 
reason, the number of students requesting course 61 and all 
the second-semester courses already scheduled at each of the 
alternative choices (1,4), (1,5), and (4,5) are subtracted 
from the number of conflicts which is computed at the cor­
responding alternative choice and then the minimum selected. 
For example, if course 320 is the only second-semester 
course already scheduled at time period 1 and there are 
three students requesting both courses 320 and 61 these 
three students scheduled into a section of 61 at time period 
1 could be prevented from encountering a conflict in the 
future.
Assume a situation for course 61 and alternative 
choices (1,4), (1,5), and (4,5) with respect to all the 
courses which are already scheduled such that for course 61 
if:
1. Section 1 is scheduled at time 1 and section 2 at time
4 number of conflicts would be 5.
2. Section 1 is scheduled at time 1 and section 2 at time
5 number of conflicts would be 6.
3. Section 1 is scheduled at time 4 and section 2 at time 
5 number of conflicts would be 3.
It is seen that the minimum number of conflicts 
would be for the case where section 1 is scheduled at time
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period 4 and section 2 at time period 5 and, therefore, the 
third alternative choice seems to be the best at this point. 
But considering the fact that three students are requesting 
both courses 61 and 320 they would encounter a conflict, if 
a section of 61 is not scheduled at time period 1, now or 
later when some of their other courses are scheduled. By 
scheduling section 1 at time 1 (where the three students 
could successfully be scheduled into both courses) and 
section 2 at time 4 the number of conflicts could be com­
puted as:
Number of conflicts = Number of conflicts which would en­
counter considering all other courses 
already scheduled - Number of poten­
tial conflict reduction in the future 
5 - 3  = 2
And, therefore, alternative choice (1,4) is the best choice.
Now, assuming the selection is alternative choice 
(1,4) for permanently scheduling the two sections of 
course 61 the new problem is to schedule the students into the 
different sections such that potential future conflicts are 
prevented and, also, there is a balance between the two sec­
tions of the course. For our example suppose section 1 is 
permanently scheduled at time period 1 and section 2 at time 
period 4. The first student requesting course 61 is the 
student whose ID is 1014. If this student is requesting a 
second-semester course which is already scheduled at time 
period 1, the student would be scheduled into section 1 (at
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time period 1). If this student is requesting a second- 
semester course which is already scheduled at time period 4, 
the student would be scheduled into section 2 (at time 
period 4). If this student is not requesting a second- 
semester course already scheduled at either time periods 1 
or 4, then he would be scheduled into that section (1 or 2 
of 61) which has the fewest number of students already sche­
duled in it (assuming he could successfully be scheduled into 
both time periods). This is an attempt to develop a balance 
between the two sections. If this student could be success­
fully scheduled into one of the time periods, then he would 
be scheduled into the section corresponding to that time 
period. Finally, if the student cannot be successfully sche­
duled into either of the two time periods, the student is 
encountering a conflict.
The above procedure is repeated for all the students 
requesting course 61, one by one, until all the students are 
either successfully scheduled into a section or identified 
as encountering a conflict.
The scheduling of all multi-section courses (2 to 5 
sections) is the same as explained here for course 61 and 
is performed for all courses successively according to the 
descending order of their indices of difficulty.
4.2.6. Scheduling Multi-Section Courses (6 Sections or More)
These are types of courses which offer 6 sections or 
more. Since there are totally 6 time periods available, it
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is best to schedule at least one section at each time period, 
if possible, to prevent conflicts. Then, schedule addi­
tional sections at those time periods where many students 
could successfully be scheduled such that eventually there 
is some balance between the sections and some balance between 
the time periods. Once it is decided how many sections would 
be scheduled at each time period, then the scheduling of stu­
dents into these sections is the same as student scheduling 
in the previous section (4.2.5)-
To show how scheduling is done for those courses 
which offer 6 sections and more, let us consider the fol­
lowing example. Suppose a class schedule is being prepared 
for a school and all the locked-in, several-hour, single­
section and multi-section (less than 6 sections) are already 
scheduled as follows:
Time Periods 1 2  3 4 5 6
Locked-in courses 5 23 538 540 360 529
Several-hour 571 571 571
courses 573 573 573
Single-section 11 12 9 10
courses 320 560 118 559
Multi-section 61-1 61-2
courses 530-1 530-2 530-3 530-4
Suppose further that course 580 offers 10 sections, is 
requested by 200 students, and is considered for scheduling 
at this time.
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It is desirable that each section of the course average 
approximately 20 students. This could formally be defined by 
NO = W*K1/M, where W is a section balance indicator,
0<W^1, and K1 and M are number of students requesting the 
course and number of sections offered by the course, respec­
tively. Suppose the number of students who could successfully 
be scheduled at each time period K, SN(K), could be computed 
and is given as:
Time Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6
SN(K) 8 62 36 110 85 28
This means that out of 200 students requesting course 580,
8, 62, 36, 110, 85, and 28 could successfully be scheduled 
at each time periods 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
It is noticed that only 8 students could successfully 
be scheduled at time period 1 and this is much lower than an 
average of 20 students per section. It could very well be 
decided then, that no sections be scheduled at time period 1.
Considering time periods 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 indicates 
that at each one of these periods more than an average of 20 
students could successfully be scheduled and, therefore, a 
section could be scheduled at each indicated time period.
The remaining 5 sections should be scheduled at those time 
periods at which more than 2*20 = 40 students could success­
fully be scheduled. These time periods are 2, 4, and 5 where 
62, 110, and 85 students could successfully be scheduled.
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This indicates that 3 more sections, e.g., sections 6, 7, 
and 8 could be scheduled at time periods 2, 4, and 5, 
respectively. The remaining 2 sections should be scheduled 
at those time periods at which more than 3*20 = 60 students 
could successfully be scheduled. These time periods are 
again 2, 4, and 5. This indicates that the two remaining 
sections could be scheduled at two of the three time periods 
2, 4, and 5. To select two of the three time periods, for 
the remaining two sections, it is noticed that only three 
courses are already scheduled at time period 2 and four 
courses are already scheduled at each one of the time 
periods 4 and 5. To have some balance between the periods 
one section could be scheduled at time period 2 and the 
final last section could arbitrarily be scheduled at either 
time periods 4 or 5, say period 4.
An attempt is made to keep conflicts at a minimum, 
have some degree of balance between the sections, and some 
degree of balance between the time periods. The course would 
then actually be scheduled as above and students scheduled 
into sections such that some balance eventually would exist 
between the sections and the procedure of scheduling stu­
dents is the same as described in the previous section.
Suppose for the above same example a situation such 
as the following exists for number of students who could 
successfully be scheduled at different time periods.
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Time Period 1 2 3 4 5 6
SN(K) 8 42 36 68 42 28
On the average, it is desirable that approximately 
NO = W*2G = 1*20 students be scheduled into each section.
It is seen, from the above information, that at each one of 
the periods 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 one section could be scheduled 
and approximately 20 students scheduled into it. This will 
take care of 5 sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. For the remain­
ing 5 sections it is seen that at each one of the time 
periods 2, 4, and 5 approximately 2 sections could be sche­
duled since at these time periods more than 2*20 = 40 stu­
dents could successfully be scheduled. Therefore, sections 
6, 7, and 8 could be scheduled at time periods 2, 4, and 5, 
respectively. Two more sections, i.e., sections 9 and 10 
remain to be considered. One more section, say section 9 
could be scheduled at time period 4 , since 3*20 = 60 
students could successfully be scheduled at this time period. 
The final section, i.e., section 10, then, cannot be sche­
duled at any of the time periods.
In a situation such as this the average number of 
students to be scheduled into each section would be rede­
fined as follows: NO = W*20 = .9*20 = 18, where W = .9
and the same procedure as above would be repeated to see if 
all 10 sections could successfully be scheduled, only this 
time on the average, it is desired that approximately 18 
students be scheduled into each section. In this case the
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procedure yielded a feasible schedule.
If the attempt to find successful schedules for all 
10 sections would have failed for the second time, a new 
NO = W*NO = .9*N0 = .9*18 = 16 would have been redefined 
and the above procedure repeated again.
The index of difficulty for these type of courses 
are determined simply based on their number of student 
requests. The more the number of students requesting a 
course the higher the index of difficulty of that course. 
For a course j the index of difficulty is equal to the num­
ber of students requesting the course.












List of Variables 
Total number of students 
Student identification number 
Number of courses requested by a student 
ID number of courses requested by a student 
An index L = 1,...,NSC0
That section of JCRS(L) at which the student 
is scheduled. If the student is not scheduled 
or the course is not scheduled KSEC (I,' = 0.
Student name
Student grade (9th or 10th, etc.)
Student sex (M = Male, F = Female)
Student index of difficulty























Total number of students requesting Jth course
ID of students requesting the Jth course where 
N1 = 1,. ..,ITST(J)
ID number of the course presently being con­
sidered for scheduling
Number of sections offered by the Jth course
Section index number, JS = 1,2,...,MSEC(J)
Index of difficulty of the Jth course
Type of the Jth course (0 = Locked-in, >1 = 
Several-hour, =1, others)
Maximum number of students allowable in a 
section of the Jth course
Semester in which the Jth course is offered 
(0 = all-year, 1 = first-semester, 2 = second 
semester)
Course restriction (1 = there is course 
restriction, 0 = otherwise)
Time restriction (1 = there is time restric­
tion, 0 = otherwise)
The starting time period if there is time 
restriction
The final time period if there is time restric­
tion
Sum of the number of sections of those courses 
by which the Jth course is restricted
ID of the Kth course by which a course is 
restricted (K = 1,...,ITIME4(J))




















Time period at which a course NCR(K) is sche­
duled by which the present course being sche­
duled is restricted
Time period index, KT = 1,2,3,4,5,6
Number of courses scheduled at time period KT 
so far
= N(KT)
Index number of the INth course scheduled at 
time period KT
ID number of the INth course scheduled at 
time period KT
The section of the INth course which is sche­
duled at time period KT (IKF(KT,IN) = JS is 
the section of the INth course, IKC(KT,IN), 
scheduled at time period KT)
The semester of the INth course which is 
scheduled at time period KT (MSEM(KT,IN) = 
MSEM(J) is the semester in which the INth 
course is offered and the INth course 
IKC(KT,IN), scheduled at time period KT)
Iteration number
Number of conflicts if courses J1 and J2 are 
both scheduled at the same time period
Total number of conflicts at iteration IT
Number of restricted courses in a group of 
single section teacher or room restricted 
courses (in this case NOCO = ITIME4(J))
Total number of conflicts if the Jth course is 
scheduled at time period K (with respect to 
all courses already scheduled)
Number of students which could successfully 
be scheduled at time period KT
ID of those students which could successfully 




KTN(NP) Time periods KT at which a section of the
present course, being considered for scheduling, 
could be scheduled
L12(KT) Number of students common between two courses
which are offered in different semesters and 
considered for scheduling at time period KT
ID12(KT,I1) ID of those students common between two courses
which are offered in different semesters and 
considered for scheduling at time period KT 
where II = 1,...,L12(KT)
ITC(IT) Total number of conflicts at iteration IT
JT(IT,JS) Time periods at which different sections of
the present course, being considered for 
scheduling, are temporarily scheduled where 
JS = 1,...,MSEC(J)
NK(KT) Number of students scheduled at time period
KT so far
NST(JS) Number of students scheduled into section JS
of the present course being considered for 
scheduling
MCRS(JS,I2) ID of those students scheduled into section
JS of the present course being considered for 
scheduling, 12 = 1,...,NST(JS)
Scheduling Locked-In Courses
STEP 1: Set J = 0 N(L) = 0 L = 1,6
STEP 2: Set J = J + 1 KT = ITIME(J)
If ITYP(J) > 0 Set J = J - 1, Go to STEP 4
STEP 3: N(KT) = N(KT) + 1
IKP (KT ,N (KT) ) = J 
IKC(KT,N(KT)) = ICRS (J)
IKG(KT,N(KT)) = IG(J)
MSEM(KT,N(KT)) = ISEM(J)
IKF(KT,N(KT)) = 0 
Go to STEP 2
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• Scheduling Several-Hour Courses 
STEP 4; Set J = J + 1, LI = 1, LL = 6, IT = 1
If ITYP (J) <, 1 course is not several-hour,
set J = J - 1, go to STEP 9
STEP 5: If ITIME(J) = 0 there are no time restrictions,
go to STEP 6
Otherwise, there are time restrictions 
LI = ITIME2(J)
LL = ITIME3 (J) Course J must be scheduled between
time periods LI and LL
STEP 6: LF = LI + NHR - 1
for LK = LI to LF compute:
LCON(IT) = SUM KC0N(J,J1)
LK
where J1 = IKP(LK,I),
I = 1,N(LK)
STEP 7: Set IHOLD(IT) = LI
LI = LI + 1 
LF = LF + 1 
IT = IT + 1
If LF £ LL go to STEP 6
STEP 8: Find I such that LCON(I) = min{LCON (I) , 1 = 1 , IT>
Set LI = IHOLD(I)
LF = LI + NHR - 1
for LK = LI to LF Compute: N(LK) = N(LK) + 1
IKP(LK,N(LK) ) = J 
IKC(LK,N(LK) ) = ICRS(J) 
IKG(LK,N(LK) ) = IG(J) 
MSEM(LK,N(LK) ) = ISEM(J) 
IKF(LK,N(LK) ) = 0 
Go to STEP 4
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Scheduling Teacher- or Room-Restricted Courses 
STEP 9: Set J = J + 1  LI = 1 L L = 6  IN = J K = 1 
If ITIME(J) = 0 the course is not restricted, 
set J = J - 1,
Go to STEP 15
STEP 10: NOCO = ITIME4(J) Number of restricted courses in
this group.
If ITIMEl(J) = 0 There are no time restrictions,
go to STEP 11 
LI = ITIME2 (J) K = LI 
LL = ITIME3(J)
STEP 11; C(J,K) = 0
For I = 1,N(K) Compute:
Jl = IKP{K,I) Ith course already scheduled at time
period k
If ISEM(J) * MSEM(K,I) = 2 Courses J and Jl are
supposed to be offered at two dif­
ferent semesters. Go to STEP 11(b)
(a) C(J,K) = C(J,K) + KC0N(J,J1), 
go to STEP 12
(b) C(J,K) = C(J,K) - KC0N(J,J1)
STEP 12: K = K + 1
If K £ LL go to STEP 11
J — J t 1, K = LI
If J <. IN + NOCO go to STEP 11
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STEP 13: Solve the assignment problem:
Min C(J,K) X.,
S.T. IN+NOCO
Z X . 1 K = LI f. . . / LF
J = IN ]
LF
Z X., = 1 J = IN,..., IN+NOCOK=LI 3^
^jk = 0 or 1 J = IN,...,IN+NOCO, K = LI,...,LF
STEP 14: For courses J = IN,...,IN+NOCO and each x., = 1
compute:
N(K) = N(K) + 1  





Go to STEP 9
Scheduling Single-Section Unrestricted Courses 
STEP 15: Set J = J + 1 LI = 1 LL = 6
If MSEC(J) > 1 the course is multi-section, 
set J = J - 1, go to STEP 22 
If ITIMEl(J) = 0 There is no time restriction, 
go to STEP 16 
LI = ITIME2(J)
LL = ITIME3(J)
STEP 16: K = LI, LCON(IT) =0, IT = LI,LL, 1 = 0  Initiatization 
STEP 17: For 1 = 1 + 1
If I > N(K) go to STEP 18
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Jl = IKP(K,I)
If ISEM(J) * MSEM(K,I) = 2 J and Jl are offered in
different semesters, 
go to STEP 17(b)
(a) LCON(K) = LCON(K) + KC0N(J,J1), 
go to STEP 17
(b) LCON(K) = LCON(K) - KC0N(J,J1), 
go to STEP 17
STEP 18: K = K + 1
If K < LL set 1 = 0 ,  go to STEP 17 
Find K such that
M = LCON(K) = Min{LCON(K),K=LI,LL}
STEP 19: Set L = 0
For K = LI,LL
If LCON(K) = M Set L = L + 1
STEP 20: If L = 1 go to STEP 21
Find K such that
N(K) = Min{N (K)/LCON (K) = M}
STEP 21: Set
N(K) = N(K) + 1  





Go to STEP 15
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Scheduling Multi-Section Courses 
(2 to 5 Sections)
STEP 22: Set J = J + 1 ,  L I = 1 ,  L L = 6
NCAN(KT) = 0, L12(KT) = 0, KT = LI, LL
If MSEC(J) > 5 the course offers 6 sections or more,
go to STEP 37
If ITIMEl(J) = 0 There is no time restriction,
go to STEP 23
LI = ITIME2(J)
LL = ITIME3(J)
STEP 23: If ITIME(J) = 0 there is no course restriction, 
go to STEP 24
Otherwise, there are course restrictions 
Restrictions are (NCR(K),K=1,ITIME4(J)), set K = 0
(a) Set K = K + 1
for time periods LI to LL find that time period 
KT for which NCR(K) = IKC(KT,I) ,I=1,N(KT)
Then, set KG(K) = KT
If K < ITIME4 go to STEP 23(a)
(b) set NP = 0
for KT = LI to LL 
Set NP = NP + 1
If KG(K) ^ KT for K = 1, ITIME4,
set KTN(NP) = KT
STEP 24: Set Nl = 0
(a) Nl = Nl + 1, if Nl > K1 go to STEP 28
(Consider student Nl in the list of those 
students requesting the present course.)
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IDS = ISTl(Nl) ID Of student Nl,
(JCRS(L), KSEC(I), L=l, NSCO) Courses 
requested by student Nl and the corresponding 
sections to which he is scheduled, if any.
K = 0
(b) Set K = K + 1 KT = KTN(K)
If K > NP go to STEP 24(a)
IN = 0 
(C) IN = IN + 1
If IN > N(KT) go to STEP 27
If there exists an L such that {IKC(KT,IN) =
JCRS(L), L=l, NSCO} go to STEP 25
Go to STEP 24(c)
STEP 25: Jl = IKP(KT,IN)
If MSEC(Jl) = 1 The student is scheduled into a
single section course at time 
period KT. Go to STEP 26
If MSEC(Jl) ^ 1 Then KSEC(L) indicates the section
in which the student is scheduled.
If IKF(KT,IN) = KSEC(L) The student is scheduled
at a section of a course previously
scheduled at time period KT,
go to STEP 26
If IKF(KT,IN) KSEC(L) go to STEP 24(c)
STEP 26: ISEM = ISEM(J)*MSEM(KT,IN)
If ISEM = 2 The present course and Jl are supposed 
to be scheduled at different semesters
L12(KT) = L12(KT) + 1
ID12(KT,L12(KT) ) = IDS
Go to STEP 24(c)
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If ISEM /= 2 Go to STEP 24 (b)
STEP 27: NCAN(KT) = NCAN(KT) + 1 
KS = NCAN(KT)
KCRS(KT,KS) = IDS 
Go to STEP 24(b)
STEP 28: K1 = ITST(J)
MO = Kl/MSEC(J)
NO = PECENT*MO 
• NP = 0 
KT = LI
(a) If NCAN(KT) < NO go to STEP 28(b)
NP = NP + 1
KTN(NP) = KT
(b) KT = KT + 1
If KT £ LL go to STEP 28(a)
STEP 29: NP = No. of feasible time periods
M = MSEC(J) No. of sections offered by the course.
NPPossible assignment combinations = =
Alternative choices 
JS = 0, IT = 0, ITC(IT) = 0, IT =
(a) NK(KT) = 0, KT = LI, LL, IT = IT + 1
(b) JS = JS + 1 
KT = JT(IT,JS)
ITC(IT) = ITC(IT) - L12(KT)
If JS < M go to STEP 29(b)
Ll = 0
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STEP 30: JS = 1
Ll = Ll + 1
If Ll > K1 go to STEP 33
(a) KT = JT(ITfJS)
(b) If NK(KT) > NCAN(KT) go to STEP 31
If ISTl(Ll) > KCRS(KT,NK(KT)) go to STEP 32
If ISTl(Ll) < KCRS(KT,NK(KT) ) go to STEP 31
NK(KT) = NK(KT) + 1
Go to STEP 30
STEP 31: JS = JS + 1
If JS £ M go to STEP 30(a)
ITC(IT) = ITC(IT) + 1
Go to STEP 30
STEP 32: NK(KT) = NK(KT) + 1
Go to STEP 30(b)
NPSTEP 33: If IT <. go to STEP 29(a)
Find IT such that
ITC (IT) = Min{ ITC ( IT) JIT=1, }
Then JT(ITfJS), JS=1,M is the best alternative choice 
Set NST(K) = 0, NK(K) =1, K = 1,...,6, Ll = 0 
STEP 34: ITC(J) = 0
(a) Ll = Ll + 1
If Ll > K1 go to STEP 36 
IDSl = ISTl(Ll)
If ISEM(J) = 0 the course is all-year, 
go to STEP 35
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Set JS = 1
(b) KT = JT(IT,JS)
If IDSl = ID12(KT,K), K=l, L12(KT), 
go to STEP 35(b)
JS = JS + 1
If JS < M go to STEP 34(b)
STEP 35; Consider S = 1,2,...,M
(a) Find JS such that NST(JS) = Min{NST(IS), ISeS} 
Then KT = JT(IT,JS)
(b) If IDSl = KCRS(KT,IL), IL = 1,...,NCAN(KT), 
then NST(JS) = NST(JS) + 1,
MCRS(JS,NST(JS)) = IDSl 
Find L such that ICRS (J) = JCRS(L), L = 1,NSC0 
Set KSEC(L) = JS, go to STEP 34(a)
If IDSl f  KCRS(KT,IL), IL = 1,...,NCAN(KT),
then S = S - JS
If S = * Go to STEP 35(c)
Go to STEP 35(a)
(c) ITC(J) = ITC(J) + 1 
Go to STEP 34(a)
STEP 36: JS = 0
(a) JS = JS + 1 
KT = JT(IT,JS)
N(KT) = N(KT) + 1 
IKP(KT,N(KT) ) = J 
IKC(KT,N(KT) ) = ICRS (J)
IKG(KT,N(KT)) = IG(J)
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IKF(KT,N(KT) ) = JS 
MSEM(KT,N(KT) ) = ISEM(J)
If JS < M Go to STEP 36(a)
Go to STEP 23
Scheduling Multi-Section Courses 
(6 Sections or More)
STEP 37: Set J = J + 1, LI = 1, LL = 6, NCAN(KT) = 0,
LI2(KT) = 0, KT = LI,LL
If J > NOC end of scheduling, go to STEP 49 
If ITIMEl(J) = 0 there is no time restriction,
go to STEP 38.
LI = ITIME2(J)
LL = ITIME3(J)
STEP 38: If ITIME(J) = 0 there is no course restriction,
go to STEP 39 
There are course restrictions given by:
(NCR(K), K = 1,ITIME4(J))
Set K = 0
(a) K = K + 1
for time periods KT = LI to LL
If NCR(K) = IKC(KT,I), I = 1,N(KT) Set KG(K) = KT
If K <_ ITIME4(J) go to STEP 38(a)
STEP 39: Set Nl = 0
(a) Nl = Nl + 1
Consider Nlth student in the list of those 
requesting the present course
If Nl > K1 Go to STEP 43
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IDS = ISTl(Nl) ID of Nlth student
JCRS (L)/KSEC(L),L=1,NSC0 Course requests and
sections of courses to which Nlth student is
scheduled
IN = 0
KT = LI - 1
(b) KT = KT + 1
(c) Set IN = IN + 1 If KT > LL go to STEP 39(a)
If IN > N(KT) go to STEP 42
If there exists an L such that
(IKC(KT,IN) = JCRS(L), L=l, NSCO} Go to STEP 40
Go to STEP 39(c)
STEP 40: J1 = IKP(KT,IN)
If MSEC(Jl) = 1 the student is scheduled into a
single-section course at time KT.
Go to STEP 41
If MSEC ( Jl) 7̂  1 then KSEC (L) indicates the section
in which the student is scheduled
If IKF(KTflN) = KSEC(L) the student is scheduled at
a section of a course previously
scheduled at time period KT.
Go to STEP 41
If IKF(KT,IN ^  KSEC(L), go to STEP 39(c)
STEP 41: ISEM = ISEM(J) *MSEM(KT ,IN)
If ISEM = 2 The present course and Jl are supposed 
to be scheduled at different semesters.
L12(KT) = L12(KT) + 1
ID12(KT,L12(KT)) = IDS
Go to STEP 39(c)
If ISEM 2 Go to STEP 39 (b)
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STEP 42; NCAN(KT) = NCAN(KT) + 1 
KS = NCAN(KT)
KCRS(KT,KS) = IDS 
Go to STEP 39(b)
STEP 43: Kl = ITST(J)
MO = Kl/MSECCJ)
NO = PECENT*MO 
If ITIME = 0  Go to STEP 44 
MCAN(KT) = NCAN(KT), KT = LI, LL 
KT = LI
(a) If KG(K) = KT for K = 1, ITIME4(J), 
set NCAN(KT) = NO, If NCAN (KT) > NO
Otherwise KT = KT + 1
If KT <. LL go to STEP 43(a)
KT = LI - 1, lA = 0
(b) KT = KT + 1
If NCAN (KT) Z NO lA = lA + 1 KTN(IA) = KT
If KT < LL go to STEP 43(b)
LA — 0
Set N02 = NO 
STEP 44: If MSEC(J) £ lA go to STEP 46 
LA = LA + 1 
KEEP(LA) = lA
N02 = N02 + NO, IB = 0, KT = LI - 1
(a) KT = KT + 1
If NCAN (KT) _> N02 lA = lA + 1 IB = IB + 1 
KTN(IA) = KT
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If KT < LL go to STEP 44 (a)
If IE = 0 go to STEP 45 
Go to STEP 44 
STEP 45; AO = NO
NO = .9*A0 (PERCNT = .9)
KT = LI - 1, lA = 0 go to STEP 43(b)
STEP 46: If MSEC(J) = lA go to STEP 47 
K = KEEP (LA) + 1 
I = KTN(K) ,...,KTN(IA)
(a) Find KT such that
N(KT) = Min{N(I), I=KTN(K) . .,KTN(IA)}
Set KTN(K) = KT 
K = K + 1
If K > MSEC(J) go to STEP 11 
I = {KTN(K),...,KTN(lA)} - KTN(KT)
Go to STEP 46(a)
STEP 47: Ll = 0, M = MSEC(J), (NST(JS) = 0, JS = 1,...,M)
(a) Ll = Ll + 1
If Ll > Kl go to STEP 48 
IDS = ISTl(Ll)
Consider S = 1,2,...,M
(b) Find JS such that NST(JS) = Min{NST(IS), ISsS}, 
then KT = KTN(JS)
If IDS = KCRS(KT,IL), IL = 1,...,NCAN(KT), 
then NST(JS) = NST(JS) + 1 
MCRS(JS,NST(JS)) = IDS
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Find L such that ICES(J) = JCRS(L), L = 1,NSC0 
Set KSEC(L) = JS go to STEP 47(a)
If IDS f  KCRS(KT,IL), IL = 1,...,NCAN(KT),
then S = S - JS
If S = (j) go to STEP 47(c)
Go to STEP 47(b)
(c) ITC(J) = ITC(J) + 1 
Go to STEP 47(a)
STEP 48; JS = 0
(a) JS — JS + 1 
KT = KTN(JS)
N(KT) = N(KT) + 1 
IKP(KT,N(KT)) = J 
IKC(KT,N(KT) ) = ICRS(J)
IKG(KT,N(KT)) = IG(J)
IKF(KT,N(KT)) = JS 
MSEM(KT,N(KT) ) = ISEM(J)
If JS < M go to STEP 48(a)
Go to STEP 37
STEP 49: End of scheduling process. All courses have been
considered and scheduled.
4.4. Implementation
All the algorithms for the heuristic approach have 
been implemented on the IBM 370/158 computer of the University 
of Oklahoma.
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All the programs are written in FORTRAN and compiled 
with IBM FORTRAN IV level G compiler.
As indicated earlier the overall solution approach 
could be considered in several independent modules, yet 
related to each other in the sense that each module or 
component is a logical succession of previous segments.
Therefore, an overall program is developed which is 
composed of several components, mainly based on the type of 
courses considered for scheduling, as follows:
Component 1: Program MASTERFILE
Component 2: Program SCHEDULE-1
Component 3: Program SCHEDULE-2
Component 4: Program SCHEDULE-3
To run the overall program the above components 
must be run successively in the order given above. The 
functions of each component is discussed subsequently.
4.4.1. Component 1: Program MASTERFILE
Program MASTERFILE originally sets up several files 
on an auxiliary disk as follows:
1. CSF: Course specification file
2. SRF: Student request file
3. CRF: Course request file
4. NRF: New request file
5. HLD: Hold intermediate results file
6. SWP: Swap intermediate results file
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Information concerning courses' to be scheduled are 
read in by this program from cards and stored in course 
specification file (CSF). This input information is punched 
on cards one card for each course as follows:
Columns Format
ICRS(J) = Course ID number: (IG(J), Type A 
or B or blank) 1-5 14
MSEC(J) = Number of sections 
course
offered by the 7-8 12
NJ = Maximum number of students allowed 
in a section
9-12 14
ITYP(J) = Course type 13 11
ISEM(J) = Semester offered 14 11
ITIÎ4E (J) = Course restrictions 15 11
ITIMEl(J)=Time restrictions 16 11
ITIME2(J)=If time restricted. beginning time 17 11
ITIME3(J)=If time restricted. ending time 18 11
ITIME4(J)=If course restricted, number of 19 11
sections
NCR1,NG1= First course restriction 20-24 14,A1
NCR2,NG2= Second course restriction 25-29 14,A1
NCR3,NG3= Third course restriction 30-34 14,Al
Conventions for the use of the above variables
are as follows :
0 for locked in courses 2, 3 or 4
for several-hour courses (based on number 
of hours
for other types of courses
ITYP(J) =
0 for all-year courses 
ISEM(J) = ^ 1 for first-semester courses 
2 for second semester courses
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_ _ _ _ , _  J w if there is no course restriction rijjyuLw; S -I if there are course restrictions
_____ _ > V. if there is no time restrictionxijjxuixij; \ 1 if there are time restrictions
ITIME2(J) = If ITIMEl(J) = 1 then ITIME2 (J) is the begin- 
ITIME3(J) ning time period and ITIME3(J) is the ending
time periods at which course ICRS(J) is allowed 
to be scheduled
ITIME4(J) = If ITIME(J) = 1 (course restrictions), ITIME4(J) 
is the number of sections and NCI, NC2, NC3, are 
the corresponding courses by which ICRS{J) is 
restricted.
IG(J), NGl, NG2, and NG3 could be characters A, B, or blank.
Information concerning students are stored in stu­
dent request file (SRF) and they are read in from cards one 
card for each student according to their ascending ID number 
as follows:
Columns
I = Student identification number 1-6
NAME(L) = Student's name 7-36
IGRD = Student's grade (9th grade, 10th 37-38
grade, etc.)
ISEX = Student's sex (male, female) 39
NSCO = Number of courses requested by the 40
student
JSCR(L), = List of courses requested by the 41-76
JG(L) student (L = 1, NSCO)
^The information about courses, stored in course 
specification file, and about students stored in student 
request file is used by program MASTERFILE to generate ano­
ther file called Course Request File (CRF) which includes.
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for each course, information, about the course, and a list 
of ID of those students who are requesting the course. This 
program computes an index of difficulty for each course in 
the single-section and multi-section category and then 
arranges all the courses and their corresponding information 
according to the descending order of the index of difficulty 
in a new file called New Request File (NRF). The indices of 
difficulty for different groups of courses are computed as 
explained in previous sections. The two files HLD and SWP 
are set up by program MASTERFILE, but they are used by other 
program components when multi-section courses are being 
scheduled.
Information about courses and their corresponding
request lists are printed such that all the information
such as course number, number of sections, restrictions, 
index of difficulty, etc., are printed first and then the ID 
of all the students requesting the course are printed.
4.4.2. Component 2: Program SCHEDULE-1
SCHEDULE-1 computes a conflict matrix for all the 
locked-in, several-hour, single-section restricted, and 
single-section unrestricted courses. The conflict matrix 
is printed out as follows :
COURSE 1 (529) AND COURSE 2 (538) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS = 0
COURSE 1 (529) AND COURSE 7 (570) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS = 1
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This means that no students have requested course 529 and 
538 at the same time, i.e., if these two courses are sche­
duled at the same time no conflicts would result. On the 
other hand, if course 529 and 570 are scheduled at the same 
time period, one student would encounter a conflict, and so 
on.
SCHEDULE-1 considers locked-in courses first and 
after all the locked-in courses are scheduled, several-hour 
courses, single-section restricted, and single-section 
unrestricted courses are scheduled, respectively. For each 
of the above course categories the corresponding algorithm 
explained in previous sections is implemented.
Information concerning courses, the time periods at 
which they are scheduled, conflicts, ID of students encounter­
ing conflicts, etc. is printed out and a part of this infor­
mation is stored in CSF to be used, in the future, when 
other program components are used to schedule multi-section 
courses. This program also prints out a table showing the 
time periods and the courses scheduled at their corresponding 
time periods. The input data for program SCHEDULE-1 is 
already stored in one of several files mentioned earlier and, 
therefore, there is no new input data to be read in by this 
program.
4.4.3. Component 3: Program SCHEDULE-2
SCHEDULE-2 is designed for scheduling multi-section 
courses which offer less than 6 sections employing heuristics
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and models discussed in earlier sections for these types of 
courses. The input data to this program comes from the 
information stored in various files set up by program 
MASTERFILE and computed partially, in some cases, by program 
SCHEDULE-1.
Information about courses, the corresponding sections, 
time periods at which each section is scheduled, ID of stu­
dents scheduled into each section, etc., is printed out and 
a part of this information is stored in CSF and CRF to be 
used, in the future, when other multi-section courses and 
other program components are considered. Finally, this 
program also prints out a table showing the time periods and 
the courses and sections of courses and their corresponding 
time periods.
4.4.4. Component 4: Program SCHEDULE-3
This program is designed for scheduling courses which 
offer 6 sections or more employing heuristics and procedures 
discussed earlier for these types of courses. The input- 
output operations of this program are very similar to that 
of SCHEDULE-2.
4.4.5. Setting Up the Program and Data Deck
Data deck for program MASTERFILE is shown in Figure 8.
Other programs, i.e., SCHEDULE-1, SCHEDULE-2, and 
SCHEDULE-3 do not require input information from cards and they 
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The algorithms described in Chapter IV and incor­
porated in a program were tested on a data set obtained 
from Central Mid-High School, in Norman, Oklahoma. This 
school was selected as a typical example because of its 
relatively complex school structure. The school, unfor­
tunately, has no schedules generated by other systems and 
therefore it is not possible to compare this system with
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other systems. However, a careful manual class schedule 
has been constructed by the school principal for the data 
set mentioned above.
The school had 714 students and 68 courses with a 
total of 157 sections. There were 11 locked-in courses, 4 
several-hour courses (4-hours and 3-hours length), 6 single­
section teacher or room restricted courses, 7 single-section 
unrestricted courses, and all the rest (40 courses) were 
multi-section courses offering between 2 and 10 sections. 
Some of the multi-section courses were restricted by other 
multi-section courses and/or other single-section courses. 
There were 10 first-semester courses (single-section and 
multi-section), 9 second-semester courses (single-section 
and multi-section), and the rest of the courses were of all- 
year type.
The class schedule constructed by the heuristic 
algorithms generated student conflicts less than one-half 
student conflicts resulting from the manual class schedule 
as shown in Appendices II and III. The number of conflicts 
generated by scheduling different types of courses using the 
heuristic approach and total number of conflicts for the 
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*The corresponding-first run manual schedule generated 
over 400 conflicts.
There was a good degree of balance between different sections 
of most courses (as can be seen in the sample output part) 
although a measure of balance or imbalance was not calcu­
lated -
The relevant cost factors for the system IBM 370/158 












Different components of the overall program were 
quite fast as far as CPU time is concerned. For one clean 
run from original input data to final complete class sche­
dule the following information was obtained.
C.P.U. Time C.P.U. Cost Total Cost
Program in Seconds Dollars Dollars
MASTERFILE 25 1.90 4.50
SCHEDULE-1 21 1.56 3.40
SCHEDULE-2 193 14.50 18.89
SCHEDULE-3 66 4.94 7.04
Total 305 22.90 33.83
The total cost column includes the sum of CPU, storage 
residency, cards read, lines printed, and Disk I/O costs 
for each component program. Considering the above informa­
tion it is seen that:
CPU time per student = 305/714 = .4 sec.
CPU cost per student = $.075*.4 = $.03 = 3 cents
Total cost per student = 33.83/714 = $.046 = 4.6 cents
As indicated above, the costs are for one successful 
run of each program component. It is, however, unlikely that 
a single first run of each component would be successful, 
especially for program MASTERFILE where original errors in 
the input data could easily require several runs of this 
program. The comparison of costs between this system and 
others is not easily possible, since there is no way of
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knowing how much it would cost to perform class scheduling 
for this case using other systems.
The costs per student figures^ nonetheless, could be 
roughly compared to those of other programs or systems such 
as IBM's CLASS (Class Load And Student Scheduling) and ECSS 
(Educational Coordinates Scheduling System) which is a much 
improved variation of the SSSS (Stanford School Scheduling 
System). In the case of IBM CLASS [21] computer costs ran 
approximately 35 cents per student for performing scheduling 
for schools in the Cleveland, Ohio-Pittsburgh, Pennsyl­
vania area. Salazar [37] indicates that traditional 
school scheduling work (one pass from data to final 
schedule, excluding final printouts) using the ECSS system 
represents computer expenditures of 25 to 30 cents per stu­
dent. The comparison shows that the present system requires 
costs which are almost one tenth of those encountered when 
using such systems as IBM CLASS and ECSS.
Finally, from the experience of the present system 
implementation, it is the author's belief that the overall 
system composed of several components, processed successively 
and not at the same time, is suitable for implementation on 
small computers. The main reason being that each of the 
programs MASTERFILE, SCHEDULE-1, SCHEDULE-2, and SCHEDULE-3 
are relatively small size programs. The sizes of these pro­
grams for runs using Central Mid-High data, as indicated by 
FORTRAN IV level G compiler is summarized below:
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Sacrifices, however, would perhaps be necessary to make such 
as giving up CPU speed for lower memory requirements or 
reducing a component's size by eliminating some of its non- 
essential options. To keep main memory requirements rela­
tively low, auxiliary storage such as magnetic disks for 
setting up different files and storing intermediate and 
final results would be necessary.
4.6. Summary
In this chapter a heuristic scheduling algorithm was 
developed and coded in FORTRAN which is suitable for gen­
erating class schedules for traditional and modified school 
structures.
The overall algorithm was composed of several com­
ponents. Each component incorporated heuristics, mathe­
matical optimization techniques, or a combination of both 
and was specifically developed for scheduling a specific type 
of course being considered.
For scheduling groups of teacher or room restricted 
courses, an assignment problem was constructed for each 
group of courses restricted by a teacher or room. The
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solution to this assignment problem was used to schedule the 
group of restricted courses simultaneously and optimally with 
respect to all other courses already scheduled.
For multi-section courses an integer programming 
model was presented, and an enumerative procedure used to 
schedule a multi-section course optimally with respect to 
all other courses already scheduled.
The heuristic algorithm was implemented using actual 
data from a local high school. Computational results indi­
cated that the algorithm was fast, generated relatively few 
conflicts, and computer memory requirements were low. Com­
putational results were reported and compared to a manually 
constructed schedule using the same set of data.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
One important characteristic of the overall algorithm 
is its relatively low main memory reqnirements and use of 
auxiliary memory for the storage of data. The author 
believes that the algorithm could be implemented on a small 
computer installation, such as those often available to many 
secondary schools. However, some compromises would perhaps 
have to be made, such as the trade-off between speed and 
memory requirements or, in other words, sacrificing computers 
speed for lower memory requirements.
5.1. Conclusions
Considering the theoretical model for the problem 
of scheduling students into an existing class schedule it is 
seen that:
(a) The model based on network flow concepts could be 
used to obtain an overall optimum solution by formu­
lating and solving a small network flow problem for 
each student.
(b) The model is flexible in the sense that different
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types of coursesf time periods, cycles, etc., could 
be incorporated in it.
(c) Other applications of the model could be considered 
such as resolving student conflicts, evaluating a 
heuristic procedure, evaluating a class schedule 
constructed by a heuristic procedure, etc.
(d) The model could be quite practical since there are 
extremely efficient techniques for solution of net­
work flow problems of the type encountered here. 
Considering the heuristic system, designed for tra­
ditional and modified school structures, developed, imple­
mented, and tested, it is concluded that:
(a) The system is composed of several components each
designed for scheduling one or several special types 
of courses. The courses are considered for schedul­
ing successively and each course, or group of courses, 
theoretically, is scheduled optimally with respect to 
all other courses which are already scheduled.
(b) The system is quite fast in terms of computer cpu
time and therefore economical in terms of costs. In 
the case of a complex schedule constructed for a 
local school cpu times of .4 seconds per student and 
total costs of approximately 5 cents per student were 
observed.
(c) The system is very flexible in the sense that it is 
capable of handling several types of courses and more
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importantly could be revised and improved to make it 
able to handle still more complex situations in terms 
of courses; time periods, cycles, etc.
(d) The system is efficient in terms of number of stu­
dent conflicts generated. In the case of class 
schedule mentioned in part (b) above the number of 
student conflicts generated using this system was 
less than one-half the number of student conflicts 
generated by a carefully manually constructed class 
schedule for the same data.
(e) In most cases there was a good degree of balance 
between different sections of each course for Central 
Mid-High final class schedule.
(f) Since the system is composed of several small compo­
nents it is suitable for implementation on small 
computers which are often available to secondary 
schools.
5.2. Suggestions for Further Research
Further research is recommended in three main areas. 
These include theoretical investigations, improvements on 
the existing programs and algorithms, and development of new 
programs and algorithms. More specifically, the following 
areas are suggested for further research;
(a) Development of models similar to those investigated 
in this research, possibly using network flow 
theory, for other types of scheduling problems such
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as multi-section scheduling, etc.
(b) Design, development, implementation and testing of 
algorithms and programs based on the network flow 
model discussed here to schedule students into an 
existing class schedule, resolve conflicts generated 
by a heuristic approach, and evaluate a heuristic 
approach or its corresponding class schedule.
(c) Computational experience on several other data sets 
from different schools is highly recommended to 
gain insight into weak and strong points of the 
present system and obtain more reliable information 
such as speed, efficiency, flexibility, section 
balancing, etc.
(d) Improve the present system for reduced cpu time (or 
cost) and memory requirements possibly by program 
modifications to represent arrays in bit strings 
for more efficiency. This may be achieved by having 
parts of different programs written in assembler 
language. Other improvements include allowing for 
computation of a measure of balance or imbalance 
between different sections of a course, refined 
output information, etc.
(e) Revise the present system to allow for more schedul­
ing flexibility such as use of weekly or other types 
of cycles in addition to daily cycles, use of con­
flicting time periods, etc. It should be pointed out
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that the present system allows for these types of 
revisions and modifications and all the algorithms 
utilized by the present system could easily be modi­
fied and used in more complex situations indicated 
above.
(f) Finally, assuming a class schedule is constructed 
using a heuristic technique, possibilities of 
improvements on the number of conflicts for this 
class schedule should be investigated. These types 
of improvements could be obtained in one of two ways: 
One way is to attempt to find feasible schedules for 
some of the students who have encountered a conflict. 
This is the problem of finding a feasible schedule 
for a set of students when a class schedule exists.
It was shown, in previous chapters, that this problem 
could be solved optimally using a network flow model. 
The second way of improving on a present schedule 
could be to deschedule and reschedule one or a set 
of courses which produce a reduction on the total num­
ber of students encountering conflicts. In this case 
existing methods such as piecewise interchange or 
other optimization methods could be promising.
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Master Schedule; Time schedule of courses
Conflict = student conflict: When two single-section courses
requested by a student are scheduled at the same time period 
the student is encountering a conflict.
Time period = Time block; A time interval at which courses 
could be scheduled such as 8-9 A.M., 9-11 A.M., etc.
Conflicting Time Blocks; Time blocks or time periods which 
overlap such as 8-9 A.M., Monday and 8-11 A.M., Monday.
Cycle: A time interval during which all courses are repeated
once, such as a day where all courses are repeated every day 
at the same time or a week where all the courses meet T Th 
or MWF at the same time every week.
Heuristic: An intuitive rule which works well in real life
and is usually based on past experience. For example "more 
crowded single-section courses are harder to schedule than 
(and therefore should be scheduled before) less crowded 
single-section courses."
Index of Difficulty: A number assigned to each course based
on some heuristics such as number of sections that the course 
is offering, number of students requesting the course, types 
of courses that these students are requesting, etc.
This number represents the relative difficulty of scheduling 
this course with respect to all other courses.
Algorithm: A step by step solution procedure for a problem,
specially a mathematical problem, frequently involving 
repetition of one or more operations.
Student Request List; A list containing information about 
students and courses that they are requesting. For each 
student the list contains students, ID, name, grade, sex, 
and courses requested.
Course Specification List: A list containing information
about courses offered. For each course the list contains 
course number, recommended number of sections, recommended 
index of difficulty, semester in which the course is offered, 




1. Course Conflict Matrix; A matrix constructed by 
listing courses both row wise and column wise and 
each element of the matrix represents number of 
students which would encounter a conflict if the 
corresponding row and column courses are scheduled 
at the same time: example
20 21 22
20 0 1 2
21 1 0 222 2 3 0
Suppose there are only three courses 2 0 ,  2 1 , and 22. 
The conflict matrix above (considering the first row) 
indicates that if course 20 and course 21 are sche­
duled at the same time one student would encounter 
a conflict and if course 20 and 22 are scheduled at 
the same time two students would encounter conflicts 
and so on.
The conflict matrix would be constructed for single­
section courses only.
2. Time Block Conflict Matrix: A matrix constructed by 
listing time blocks both row wise and column wise 
and each element of the matrix is a zero or one. A 
one indicates that the corresponding time blocks 
overlap and a zero indicates that the corresponding 





then the conflict matrix is:
Time Block 1 2  3
Time 1 1 0  1
blocks 2 0 1 1
3 1 1 1
A "1" in row 2 column 3 means that time blocks 2 and 
3 overlap. A "0" in row 2 column 1 means that time 
blocks 2 and 1 do not overlap.
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PROGRAM LISTINGS AND SAMPLE OUTPUTS
APPENDIX III 
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2 S O I  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
301 6 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 2 5 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
552 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
569 7 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 16 316 0
533 7 0 1 0 Q 0 0 0 Û 0 0 0
53 7 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
565 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
567 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 û 0 0 0
580 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 10 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0
31 4 10 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
student 10 NAME GRADE SEX REQUESTS REOUEST LISTtool ADAMS CINDY SUE 9 F 6 533 54 4 546 552 567 5801 002 CHRISTIAN JEFF 5 9 H 6 534 53 5 557 559 568 5811003 AKERMAN RALPH TALÜE 9 H 4 548 55 3 559 5731 004 ALEXANDER MICHAEL A 9 H 4 540 548 552 5731 005 ALLEN TONY ri 9 H 6 634 66 7 559 568 578 5011 006 ANDERSON 01 ETNA JEA 9 F 7 24 32 1 531 534 S52 568 581I0ÛT ANDERSON ALOERT 9 M 6 531 534 542 557 560 5811 008 ANNCSLEY JAMES 9 H 6 630 534 548 557 568 5611 009 ARGO GEORGIA LYNN 9 F 6 531 533 550 553 567 5801010 ARGO HARK WAYNE 9 M 6 533 648 553 559 567 580toil ATNIP CHUCK RAY 9 M 6 534 536 557 559 568 5811012 AYRES KAREN RENEE 9 F 6 531 533 552 064 567 5801013 OOOICH KPISTEN EL12 9 F 5 21 32 1 551 552 5731 014 BACON PEGGY SUE 9 F 7 a 32 4 534 544 553 568 5811 0)5 OAKER LEAH RODIN 9 F 3 530 64 6 570
1016 BALLOU CATHERINE L 9 F 6 531 53 3 553 561 667 580101 7 HALStlAUGH TOM' JAY 9 H 6 531 533 552 560 567 5801018 UARELA LORI ANN 9 F 6 533 55 1 553 567 577 5601019 BAHNAHD GERALD RAY 9 H 6 631 53 4 546 557 568 SOI1020 BARNHILL RITA KAYE 9 F 6 525 53 t 533 553 567 5801021 UARR SHARI KAY 9 F 6 530 531 534 557 566 5811022 OELUEN CHERYL LYNN 9 F 6 531 533 552 56 7 575 5801023 DELL OCNNA LEE 9 F 4 531 538 552 5731024 BEST FRANK 9 M 7 23 399 534 557 568 578 5811 025 BEVERLY RÜUSCO SCOTT 9 H 4 531 55 2 559 5731026 UlCKHAM GARY 9 H 6 534 535 548 557 568 5811027 BICKHAM GWENDULYN 9 F 6 534 546 557 568 578 5811028 BLAKE MARICE GIU8S 9 H 6 533 54 8 553 560 567 5801029 BOYD MARGARET ELEAN 9 F 4 530 552 573 5781 030 BOYCE KARLA LEE 9 F 7 8 324 531 533 552 567 580* 1031 BOYD TRACEY ALISON 9 F 6 530 533 552 564 56 7 5801 032 DRAOLEY JOSEPH ANDERSON 9 M 4 548 550 558 5731 033 BRATCHER TERRI LYNN 9 F 4 531 546 553 5731034 BP Aw nER DANA LEA 9 F 5 19 320 551 552 5731035 BREShEARS DEBRA ANN 9 F 6 531 534 546 557 560 5811036 BROCK TIMOTHY JAY 9 M 6 530 533 546 557 567 5801037 ORCMS DONALD AUSTIN 9 H 6 531 533 552 539 567 5801 038 BROWN TRACY DAWN 9 F 6 531 533 546 553 567 5601 039 BRL'Ce TRACY LYNN 9 F 7 5 321 533 558 564 567 5801 040 BRUEHL KIM ANN 9 F 7 24 308 531 533 552 567 5801041 BURKETT WILLIAM SID 9 M 7 5 306 534 551 557 568 5811 042 BURLESON TEDDI ELlZ 9 F 6 533 55 0 552 564 667 5801 043 ÜURNETT MICHAEL RAY 9 M 4 530 550 552 5731044 BURNETT TIMOTHY ALL 9 M 4 S3 1 54 2 552 5731 045 BURNSWURTH JUDl AN 9 F 7 24 305 533 546 557 567 5801 046 BUTLER TINA MARIE 9 F 6 531 53 4 553 561 568 5611047 CADY JANANN L 9 F 6 531 533 550 553 567 5801 048 CAMPBELL DOUGHLAS H 9 M 4 534 55 7 568 5811 049 CANO DANNY LC2AN0 9 H 6 531 534 657 559 568 5811050 CANO LISA LOZANO 9 F 6 531 53 4 657 562 568 5011051 CASEY JERRY GLENN 9 M 6 533 648 552 559 567 5001052 CASKEY JAMES WlNOE 9 H ' 6‘ 531 533 552 559 567 5801053 CAVENDISH LISA MARIE 9 F 7 21 321 533 552 561 567 580
10Ü4 C E U 5 N 0  C M Ü U H I O  YAHE 9 F 6 3 2 3 6 3  3 5 3 8 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 0 5 5 C M E V C S  K A T H R Y N  M I C l l 9 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 7 6 . 5 6 0
1 0 5 6 CliCO SHOU VU SCUTT 9 M 4 a 5 3  1 5 5 8 6 7 3
1 0 5 7 CL A6K H I C H A R D  l . £ c 9 M 6 5 3 0 5 3  4 5 4 6 5 5 8 668 5 8 1
1 0 0 0 CLCUSe C Y N T H I A  UUO 9 F 6 5 3 0 531 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 6 8 5 6 1
t  0 5 4 C O L L I N S  O A V I O  P A T l U 9 M 4 5 4 4 5 5 6 5 5 9 5 7 3
1060 C O H U E  Y RAY 9 M 4 548 55 2 5 5 9 5 7 3
1 0 6 1 C O R N E L L  P A U L 9 M 6 5 3 4 54 6 5 5 3 559 66 8 5 0 1
1 0 6 2 C L O U S E  D A V I D  A L V I N 9 M 6 5 3 0 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 8 5 8 1
1 0 6 3 C O N N E R  D A V I D  HRŸAN 9 H 4 5 3 1 55 6 559 5  7 3
1 0 6 4 C R A I G  U A L l N D A  J  I L L 9 F 4 5 3 8 5 5 1 552 5 7 3
1 0 6 5 C R A I G  RÜ DY N UEA 9 F 6 5 3 0 5 3 3 552 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 6 6 C R A N D E L L  J U A N I T A  H 9 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 7 7 5 0 0
1 0 6 7 CR OWN T AMARA DAWN 9 F 7 a 3 1 6 5 3 3 5 5 2 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
106B C U R R E N  E A R L  L E R Ü V 9 M 4 5 3 3 5 6  7 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 6 9 D A I G N A U L T  H Ü U E R T 9 M 6 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 6 0
1070 D A N I E L  DE HO RAI I  CAR 9 F 6 5 3 3 5 5  0 5 3 2 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 7 1 D A N I E L  T A N I E  I R E N E 9 F 7 2 1 3 2 1 5 3 3 6 5 2 6 6 1 5 6 7 5 6 01072 D A N I E L S  G E O R G E  DANE 9 H 6 5 3 0 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 S O I
1 0 7 3 D A N N E R  K E V E N  C H H L T 9 M 6 2 3 5 3 3 5 4 4 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 0 7 4 D A R N E R  K E I T H 9 M 6 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 4 8 5 5 7 6 6 7 5 6 0
1 0 7 5 D A V D S U N  C A R R I E  L V N 9 F 7 a 3 2 4 5 3 1 5 3 3 552 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 0 7 6 D A V I D S O N  J I L L  ANN 9 F 4 5 3 0 5 3 1 552 5 7 3
1 0 7 7 D A V I S  DANA P U D  I N 9 F 5 2 4 3 0  0 5 3 1 6 5 3 5 7 3
1 0 7 0 D A V I S  T R A N K  J A M E S 9 M 6 5 3 3 5 4 8 5 5 2 5 5 9 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 7 9 D A V I S  L A W R E N C E  J R 9 M 7 1 6 3 0 6 5 3 3 5 5 2 559 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 QUO D E L M E I M E R  J I L L  L Y N N 9 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 8  1 D E N S M U R E  J I M M Y  RÜ Y C 9 H 6 5 3 1 5 3  3 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 7 5 5 6 0
1 0 0 2 D I C K S C N  D O R E L L A  J E 9 F 7 1 9 3 2 0 5 3 1 6 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 0 3 D I R H A M  U A R R I E  E L L E N 9 F 6 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 6 4 D O M I N G U E Z  D A N I E L  J A 9 M 6 5 3 3 5 4 6 552 5 5 9 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 0 0 5 O U N A T H A N  M I C H A E L  E V 9 M 7 1 9 3 2 0 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 6 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 8 6 DOWNEY F L A V I L  L E E 9 M 6 5 3 3 5 5 7 5 6 0 5 6 8 5 7 8 S O I
1 0 0 7 DRUM J O N A T H A N  O l L U E 9 M 6 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 0 8 D U N C A N  U I L L  L E V I 9 M 4 5 4 4 5 5  3 5 5 9 5 7 3
1 0 0 9 D U NN K E L L I  J O 9 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 4 6 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 6 3 8 1
1 0 9 0 E A R L S  M A R T I N  L Y N C H 9 H a S 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 3 6 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7
1 0 9 1 E L L I O T  TAMMY KAY 9 F 7 a 3 2 4 5 3 4 5 5 7 6 6 4 5 6 0 5 6 1
1 0 9 2 E L L I S  R R A O L E V  MART 9 M 6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 9 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 0 9 3 E M E R Y  M I C H A E L  L E E 9 M 7 S 3 0 6 5 3 4 5 5 2 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 8 1
1 0 9 4 E M B E R L I N  P A T R I C A  L Y N N 9 F 7 S 3 2 4 6 3 4 5 5 7 6 6 4 5 6 0 3 8 1
t  0 9 5 E S T E S  R I C H A R D  L E E 9 M 6 5 3 3 5 4 0 5 5 0 5 5 3 6 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 9 6 E w i N G  VANA L E E 9 F 7 S 3 0 6 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 0 9 7 F A R R I S  T E R R I  GA L E 9 F 6 5 3 3 5 5  3 5 6 4 5 6 7 5 7 7 5 0 0
1 0 9 0 F I E L D S  1 Ï ARANDI  E A Y L E 9 F 6 5 3 0 5 3  1 5 3 3 6 5 7 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 0 9 9 F O X  J E F F R E Y  K E N T 9 H 4 5 3 1 5 4  4 5 5 2 5 7 3
1 1 0 0 F R A f J O I E L E  K I M B E R L Y 9 F 7 S 3 0 8 5 3 1 5 3 3 552 5 6 7 5 6 01 loi F R A T J C I S  K I R K  L E L A N D 9 M 6 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 3 5 5 9 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 1 0 2 F R A N K S  S HAWN E 9 M 6 5 3 0 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 2 5 6 7 3 0 0
1 1 0 3 F R A N K L I N  K E R l  A L L I S 9 M 7 1 9 3 0 8 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 0 0
1 1 0 4 F R E E M A N  J E R R Y  THOM 9 M 7 2 3 3 0 8 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 5 9 5 6 7 3 6 0
1 1 0 5 F R E E Z E  H A R I 9 F 6 5 3 3 5 5 3 6 6 1 5 6 7 5 7 5 5 8 0
1 1 0 6 F R Û N 5 L Ë Y  j a n e  E U Z A 9 F 4 5 3 1 5 4 6 5 5 2 5 7 3
1 1 0 7 F R O S T  J I M M Y  RAY 9 M 7 S 3 2 3 5 3 3 552 5 6 0 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 1 0 8 F R Y A R  R E U E C C A  M A R I E 9 F 6 5 3 4 5 5 7 6 6 4 5 6 8 5 7 5 6 6 1
1 1 0 9 G A L L A H E R  T HOMAS  HE R 9 H 4 5 3 1 5 5 2 5 7 3 5 7 5
1 1 1 0 GAMMON J A N A  L Y N 9 F 4 5 4 6 5 5 8 5 7 3 5 7 5
t i l l G A R D N E R  U R C n DA KAY 9 F 3 5 4 6 5 6 4 5 7 0
1 1 1 2 G I A D E N S  K l M U E R L Y  K C N A E 9 F 7 2 1 3 2 4 5 3 3 6 4 6 552 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 1 1 3 G I L L  D A V I D  A L L E N 9 M 6 5 3 3 5 4 6 6 5 0 5 5 2 6 6 7 5 6 0
1 1 1 4 G I L L  J I M M I E  J E A N 9 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 1 552 5 6 7 5 6 0
1 1 1 5 GOAD S O N A I  L A V c R N E 9 F 6 5 3 3 5 4 0 5 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
1 1 1 6 G O R D O N  E R I C  L I N N 9 M 6 5 3 4 5 4 0 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 8 5 8 1
1 1 1 7 GR AD Y TOMMY J A M E S 9 M 3 5 4 8 5 7 0 6 8 5
Ilia G R A Y  J A M E S  WARREN 9 M 6 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 8 S O I
1 1 1 9 G R E E N  C A A L  A L L E N 9 W 4 5 3 3 552 5 6 7 5 5 0
5 8 0
U 2 0 0 H l S h 4 H  T £ R 8 Y  VAN 9 M
1 1 2 1 G R I Z Z L I :  GARY U A V I D 9 iT M
1 1 2 2 G R I Z Z L E  R I C K  J O E 9 H
1 1 2 3 G R C S E  S U Z A N N E  O I C K i 9 F
1 1 2 4 G U I N N  L I A  DAVtN 9 F
lias HAGGAR D O L R R I C K  WAY 9 M
1 1 2 6 H A L L  O R L N D A  KAY 9 F
I  1 2 7 HA L L  J A N I C E  M A R I E 9 F
1 1 2 8 H A L L  L O U I S  RAY 9 M
1 1 2 9 HA LL  R O O E R T  MATHEW 9 M
1 1 3 0 NA M E S  C U U S T I E  HAVL 9 F
1 1 3 1 N A M E S  S H A R U N  L Y 6 N 9 F
1 1 3 2 NA M E S  S T E V E  L Y N N 9 M
1 1 3 3 HAMM O E V E R L Y  F 9 F
1 1 3 4 MAMMON J E R R Y  O R V C E 9 H
I 1 3 S h a r d c a s t l G j a c k 9 H
1 1 3 6 H A R D I N  U I L L Y  S 9 H
1 1 3 7 HA R T  CNR 1 S T  I E  E 9 F
1 1 3 8 HAWK I N S  UÛUNY M I C H 9 M
1 1 3 9 H A U S A M  J A M E S  T E S T E R 9 H
1 1 4 0 H A W K I N S  N E A L  R A Y 9 14
1 1 4 1 N A V E S  J I M M Y  RAY 9 M
1 1 4 2 H E A I O N  D O N A L D  A L L E 9 H
1 1 4 3 H E O R O N  L U I S  A L F O N S O 9 H
1 1 4 4 H E D R I C K  J A M E S  R U O E R T 9 M
1 1 4 5 H E L M S  F R E D O N N A  L Y N N 9 F
1 1 4 0 H E N D E R S O N  K E L L Y  J AM 9 H
1 1 4 7 H E N D R I C K S  T E R R Y  L Y N N S 9 F
1 1 4 8 H E N N I N G  AMY L Y N N E 9 F
1 1 4 9 H E N S O N  G A V I N  L E E 9 H
1 I S O HE NRY OUOOY L E E 9 H
1 1 5 1 H I C K S  C H E R Y L  ANN 9 F
1 1 5 2 H I C K S O N  D O U G L A S  S C O 9 H
1 1 5 3 H I G G I N O O T H A M  M A E I N O 9 F
1 1 5 4 H O L L A D A V  D A V I D  RANO 9 M
1 ) 5 5 HO R N ÜA C K J O H N  P A U L 9 M
1 1 5 6 H O R n DACK THOMAS DE 9 M
1 1 5 7 H U D S O N  C H E R Y L  KAY 9 F
1 1 5 8 HYDE M I C H A E L  L E E 9 H
1 1 5 9 J A C K S O N  J A M E S  A L L E N 9 M
1 1 6 0 J A M E S O N  e U D U Y  J 9 M
1 1 6 1 J A M E S C N  D E S I R A  ANN 9 F
11  6 2 J E N S E N  G R E G  D E A N 9 H
1 1 6 3 J E N N I N G S  K E N  A U S T E N 9 H
1 1 6 4 J C h N S C N  C Ü M M I L L E  LY 9 F
1 1 6 5 J O L L S  F R A N K  A 9 M
1 I Ô 6 J C h N S C N  V A L E R I E  ANN 9 F
1 1 6 7 J U A R E Z  KA T H Y L 9 F
1 1 6 8 K A O R l  OANU NO R A 9 H
1 1 6 9 K A R N P H A U S  T R A C Y  L Y N N 9 F
1 1 7 0 K E R D Y  K E N N E T H  DON 9 M
1 1 7 1 K I R f i Y  D O N A L D  WAYNE 9 H
I  1 7 2 K I V L L R  K E N N E T H V M
1 1 7 3 K N I G H T  N O R A  K H I  S T I N E 9 F
1 1 7 4 K G N D C N A G S I S  Y C L A n OA 9 F
1 1 7 5 K R A U S E  URA I N  L E E 9 M
1 1 7 6 KUHL MAN K A T H Y  J O Y C 9 F
1 1 7 7 LAMO C L I N T O N  I K E 9 M
1 1 7 8 L A M P R E C H T  S H E R R Y  K 9 F
I 1 7 9 L A N E  8 R I A N  CODY 9 M
1 1 8 0 L A N E  K A R E N  K A T H R Y N 9 F
1 1 8 1 L A R K I N G  K E L L Y  J C E 9 H
1 1 0 2 L A R I M O R E  C H R I S T I N E 9 F
I  1 0 3 L A Y  J A M E S  TODD 9 M
1 1 8 4 L A Z A L I E R  K R I S T E N  AN 9 F
11 as L E O N A R D  P E G G Y  L Y N N « F
6 5 3 3 6 4  0 6 5 7 6 6 1 5 6 7 5 0 0
7 a 3 2  3 5 3 0 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 6 0 5 8 1
4 5 3 1 5 4 6 6 5 2 5 7 3
5 1 9 3 2 0 5 3 8 5 5 2 5 7 3
7 1 9 3 2 0 5 3 3 5 5 7 5 6 4 5 6 7 5 6 0
7 1 6 3 0 6 5 3 4 5 5 3 5 5 9 5 6 6 5 8 1
6 5 3 3 5 6 0 5 5 3 5 6 4 5 6 7 5 6 0
6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 3 3 3 5 4  6 5 5 7 5 6 0 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 3 0 0 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 2 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 0 3 : 5 3 4 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 6 5 8 1
7 2 3 3 0 6 5 3 3 6 4 0 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
4 5 3 3 5 5 2 5 6 7 5 6 0
4 5 2  7 5 5 0 5 5 8 5 7 3
7 5 3 0 6 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 4 5 4  6 5 5 3 5 6 0 5 6 6 5 6 1
6 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 4 5 4  8 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 8 5 8 1
6 3 2 3 5 3  1 5 3 4 5 5 3 5 6 6 5 6 1
6 5 3 1 5 3 3 6 4 8 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 0 5 3  4 5 3 5 5 5 7 5 6 8 5 8 1
6 2 4 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 5 2 5 6 7 5 8 0
4 5 5 1 5 6 2 5 5 9 5 7 3
6 5 3 4 5 4  6 5 3 7 5 6 0 5 6 8 5 6 1
6 5 3 1 5 3  4 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 8 5 6 1
7 a 3 2 3 5 3 3 5 5 2 5 5 9 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 3 6 4 6 5 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
5 S 3 2 4 5 3 1 5 5 3 5 7 3
6 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 5 7 5 6 7 6 7 5 5 0 0
6 5 3 4 5 3 5 5 4 8 5 5 7 5 6 6 5 8 1
4 5 3 1 5 4 2 5 5 2 5 7 3
7 2 3 3 0 8 5 3 4 5 4 6 5 5 3 5 6 8 5 6 1
4 6 3 1 5 4 2 5 5 2 5 7 3
4 5 3 1 5 5 2 5 7 3 5 7 5
6 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 4 6 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
7 S 3 2 4 . 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
4 5 3 3 6 5 2 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 4 5 4  8 5 5 7 5 6 6 Q 7 6 5 8 1
7 1 9 3 2 0 5 3 3 5 5 3 • 8 6 0 5 6 7 5 6 0
7 S 3 2 4 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 8 5 6 1
6 5 3 1 5 3  4 6 5 2 5 6 1 5 6 8 5 8 1
6 2 4 5 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 2 5 6 7 5 8 06 5 3 3 5 4 8 5 5 2 5 5 9 5 6 7 5 8 0
4 3 4 4 55 8 5 6 2 5 7 3
4 5 3 1 5 5 0 5 5 2 5 7 3
7 2 4 3 0 8 5 3 1 6 3 3 5 6 3 5 6 7 5 6 0
6 5 3 4 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 8 5 7 8 5 8 1
4 5 3 0 5 5 2 5 5 9 5 7 3
7 a 3 2 4 5 3 3 5 3 6 5 5 2 5 6 9 5 8 0
6 5 3 4 5 4 8 5 5 7 5 6 0 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 4 6 4 8 5 6  7 5 6 8 5 7 0 5 8 1
4 0 5 4 0 5 5 7 5 7 3
6 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 6 5 8 1
5 1 9 3 2 4 5 3 0 5 5 8 5 7 3
7 S 3 0 6 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 2 5 6 7 5 8 0
4 5 4 6 55 0 5 5 2 5 7 3
7 2 1 3 2 1 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 8 0
4 5 4 6 5 5 1 5 5 2 5 7 3
6 5 3 0 6 3 3 5 4 6 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 6 0
7 2 1 3 2 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 5 3 4 5 3 5 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 6 5 8 1
6 5 3 4 5 4 6 5 5 7 5 6 0 5 7 7 SOI
6 3 3 0 5 3  1 5 3 3 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 8 0
7 2 1 3 2  1 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 7 5 6 7 5 8 0
4 5 3 1 5 5 1 5 5 2 5 7 3
1186 LEPPERI UYNOA LOUIS 9 F 4 550 558 561 573
1187 LEWIS MAKK ALAM 9 M 6 19 53 0 533 553 567 500
1188 LIOERIY STUART ÜPEN 9 M 6 530 533 553 559 667 seo
1 IB9 LOCKE CARLENE RHAE 9 F S 24 316 530 552 673
1 190 LOVEOAY niLLlE LAV 9 F 4 531 55 2 573 573
1 191 LUUINS CARL DEAN 9 H 6 8 534 557 560 568 SOI
1 192 LUNDV KIMIKO M 9 F 4 533 552 567 500
1193 LVLES KARLA KAV 9 F 6 534 533 546 557 568 SOI
1 194 MAMANCS KIMBERLY ANN 9 F 6 533 546 552 564 567 580
1 195 MARTIN KATHY DIANE 9 F 6 530 534 557 564 568 501
1 196 MARTIN MARK 9 M 6 534 55 7 559 566 570 581
1 197 HAST PAULA SUE 9 F 5 S 30 8 531 552 871
1 198 MASTERS DONNA MARIE 9 F 6 530 533 557 567 578 580
1 199 MCCAIN LINDA LEA 9 F 6 533 546 552 561 567 560
1200 MCCULLOM JANNINÊ SUE 9 F 6 530 533 540 532 567 300
1201 HCCOOL RICHARD IVY 9 H 6 533 55 2 559 567 575 560
1 202 MCCRACKEN GLENUA KE 9 F 6 533 55 1 557 561 667 580
1203 MCCRAY PHYLLIS LYNN 9 F 7 21 321 533 557 567 575
1 204 MCCURLCY GREGORY N 9 H 6 533 540 548 557 567 560
1205 MC GARITY JOE 9 M 6 530 533 550 553 567 5001206 MCKENZIE DONNA SUE 9 F 5 a 324 550 552 573
1207 hclehaney tommy 9 M 6 533 54 0 548 553 567 560
1208 MCMILLEM PAUL GENE 9 H 6 531 533 557 567 575 5001209 MEEKS PAT DAVID 9 H 6 533 550 552 559 567 5001210 HEINERS nODDY CARL 9 H 4 5 307 570 575
121 1 HCLTCN TROY 9 H 6 534 54 6 557 559 568 561
1212 MEYER WILLIAM PAUL 9 M 6 534 54 8 557 560 578 SOI
1213 MILLER ROSA DIANA 9 F 6 531 534 546 557 560 sot
1214 MILLER TRACY SCOTT 9 M 6 533 54 0 557 560 567 5001215 Ml TCHELL DRAIN LEE 9 H 6 534 540 553 560 568 SOI
1216 MITCHUM CINDY 9 F 6 53 4 55 0 557 564 568 5611 21 7 MITCHELL JANICE FAY 9 F 6 531 534 557 564 568 SOI
1218 MITCHELL LEE ANN 9 F 6 531 534 546 553 567 580
1219 MITTON DIANNE NARl 9 F 6 21 531 534 557 568 581
1220 MOORE IVAN RAY 9 H 6 533 540 552 559 567 5601221 MONTGOMERY GLENN ALLEN 9 M 6 534 55 0 557 560 560 SOI1 222 MOORE JAMIE LOUISE 9 F 4 530 546 552 573
1223 MOCRE TOMMY GUY 9 H 6 533 54 8 552 559 567 5801224 MORRIS HOLLY JEAN 9 F 7 a 305 531 533 553 5671 225 MORRISON CYNThIA 9 F 6 531 533 552 56 7 570 5001226 MORRISON UlCKY DALE 9 M 7 5 323 634 540 557 5601227 MYERS GREGORY GUI 9 M 4 531 558 559 573
1 228 NEAL GLENN MITCELL 9 M 7 a 323 533 548 552 5671 229 NELSON RÜORET NATHAN 9 H 6 533 540 552 559 567 5801230 NEWEV TERRY LYNN 9 H 6 531 533 553 564 567 3001231 NEWTON JEFF ALLEN 9 H 6 534 551 553 559 568 SOI1232 NCLAN SONYA MlChELL 9 F 7 21 321 531 533 563 567
1233 ODAM DAVID JEROME 9 M 6 530 533 538 557 567 5601234 OWEN JEFFERY 9 M 6 530 533 540 553 567 5801 235 OWEN JOANNA L 9 F 7 21 32 1 533 546 553 5671236 PARKS WADE ALLEM 9 M 6 530 533 530 552 567 5801237 PARNELL CHARLENE ELLEN 9 F 6 531 533 553 561 567 5801238 PEERY DEANNA LYNN 9 F 6 531 533 557 564 567 6801239 PERSONS JEANNE ANNE 9 F 5 19 32 0 552 573 577
1240 PESMEL ROUERT LEE 9 M 7 60 324 534 535 557 5681 241 PETERSON JAMES OLAK 9 M 6 534 548 55 7 559 568 SOI1242 PETTYS OCnpA ANN 9 F 6 533 552 562 567 577 5801243 PLUARNIK MIKCL 9 H 6 5 53 3 540 553 567 560
1244 PHAM G I AO NGÜC 9 H 5 7 323 552 559 5731245 PIERCE MAX RAY 9 M 5 6 316 558 559 @731246 PIGG DEOORAH LEANN 9 F 5 24 30 0 558 664 5731247 PCLASEK TIM P 9 H 6 530 533 540 552 567 sao1248 POWELL KENNY DAVID 9 M 6 ;• 533 544 540 657 667 5801 249 PRICE KIMOEFLY SUE 9 F 6 534 546 553 561 568 5811260 PRIMROSE JOHN GREGÜ 9 M 4 531 55 8 559 573








*252 PUCKETT J LVNNETTE 9 F 6 531 533 653 564 567 580I2&3 QUINTON STANLEY GEN 9 M 4 531 55 0 552 5731254 rainer JEFFREY SCOT 9 M 5 23 306 558 559 573I2S5 RANEY HOWARD JAMcS 9 H / 5 323 534 551 557 568 5811256 RANEY JU.IE LSI HER 9 F 5 19 320 531 552 573125/ REA JACK TRACY 9 M 8 5 23 306 324 534 557 5681258 REOCGHN YANCEY GAR 9 M 4 550 552 561 5/3
1259 RCOMON LISA ANN 9 F 6 530 533 56/ 667 577 580126 0 REICH RUNNIE UEAN 9 H 6 530 533 553 559 567 sao1261 REICH RONNIE DEAN 9 M 6 530 533 553 559 567 6801262 REID LAURA ALLENc 9 F 6 533 542 553 567 575 5801263 REID MICHAEL FORRES 9 M 4 548 55 1 550 5731264 RHEA LISA ANN 9 F 6 533 552 564 56/ 577 5801265 RILEY TERESA DALE 9 F 4 531 538 553 5731266 RINGWALD JOHN ALLEN 9 M 6 531 534 538 657 568 581126/ ROGERTS GllRCON CLIFFORD 9 H 6 534 53 5 557 559 568 5011268 RoncnsuN h eth 9 F 6 531 533 553 661 667 5001269 ROMLRTS PETER NICH 9 M 7 19 320 533 538 563 567 58012/0 ROCKETT tammy K 9 F 6 531 534 551 657 568 5811271 ROGERS JASON LEWIS 9 M 6 533 540 557 660 66/ 5801272 RCLLER GERRI LYNN 9 F 6 24 53 3 550 552 567 58012 73 RUSSELL GORDON PAUL 9 M 6 531 533 540 657 567 5801 274 RUSSELL MITCH RAY 9 M 4 5 306 570 6051275 SANDERS CERRY JEAN 9 F 6 531 533 553 561 667 5801 276 SANDERS JOHN JOSEPH 9 M 6 530 533 540 653 667 580127/ SANDERS LOW ANNA MA 9 F 7 0 305 531 533 563 667 sao1278 SCHUIEN2 DARLEENA S 9 F 6 534 546 557 564 668 5601279 SCHNERINGCF S RENEE 9 F 7 S 324 531 633 562 56/ 5801260 SETTLE OAVIO HARRY 9 M 6 533 544 553 559 567 seo1261 SETTLE FRED *CSLEY 9 M 6 533 544 553 559 667 5801282 SHAFFER SHERRY KATH 9 F 7 S 324 533 657 561 667 5801263 SHAVER UUNNA CAROL 9 F 6 533 65 3 564 567 577 5801 264 SHAW DONALD RAY 9 H • 7 a 316 533 64 8 553 667 58012 85 SHAW RODERT WAYNE 9 H 6 533 54 0 557 560 567 5801206 SHEARER KATHY ANN 9 F S 5 324 550 552 573128/ SHELL JUDY ANN 9 F 6 531 533 553 667 577 5801208 SHERIDAN LYNDA KAYE 9 F 7 5 324 533 546 553 667 5801 209 SMINERT THERESA LOU 9 F 6 533 653 561 567 677 5601290 SIMONS HAPOLÜ ALLEN 9 M 7 5 30 6 534 548 553 568 5811291 SIMS SHANNON DEE 9 F 4 533 552 56/ 500
1292 SMITH FLOYD ALLEN 9 H 7 23 308 533 548 552 567 5601293 SMITH KIH8F.RLY ANN 9 F 6 534 557 562 568 577 5811 294 SMITH STEVEN Ch ARLE 9 H 6 533 548 553 659 567 5801295 SMITHSON f r a n k l i n DELANA 9 N 6 530 533 542 562 567 5601296 SHELL ALATh EA JOY 9 F S 544 552 573 577 500
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1317 VANDCRHELM MICHAEL 9 M 6 533 536 553 560 567 580
I3ia VANNASrilAM DARLA DE 9 F 7 19 321 533 552 667 577 580
1319 VESELV SIEVEN MURE 9 " M S 24 308 553 559 573
1320 VIS DANIEL RAYMUNU 9 M 4 24 531 558 573
1321 WAGGONED FRANK GREG 9 M 6 534 53 5 54 8 553 568 581 .
1323 WAGNER MARY MARGARET 9 F 4 531 558 56 1 573
1323 WALKER CHARLES EUGENE 9 M 6 530 533 55 3 560 567 580
1 324 WALKER KENT LEE 9 M 7 5 306 533 552 559 567 580
1325 WALTNER KELLY ANN 9 F 4 531 558 56 1 573
1326 WARÜ1US GEORGE SCOT 9 M 4 548 55 6 559 573
1 32 7 WARREN PAUL EUGENE 9 M 6 533 557 560 567 578 580
1328 WEAVER RANDAL SCOTT 9 M 5 24 323 540 558 573
1 329 WEOiJ WARREN DOUGLAS 9 M 6 533 546 552 560 567 580
1330 WEOER KARL UERNARD 9 M 7 5 324 533 557 560 567 sao
1 331 WEED TINA MARIE 9 F 6 530 534 546 55 7 568 581
1 332 WEIRICH AMY LOUISE 9 F 6 531 533 558 564 567 560
1333 WESNER JACnO C 9 M 6 16 19 300 320 558 573
1334 WHEELER tiRAD LEE 9 H 7 23 308 530 534 557 568 581
1335 WHEELER KEVIN SCOT 9 M 7 5 306 533 552 559 567 500
I 336 WHITE SHEILA KAY 9 F 6 531 53 4 538 557 566 SOI
1337 WHITE MARE S EDWARD 9 H 6 534 55 1 557 567 575 500
1330 WIGGINS RONNIE G 9 H 6 534 535 548 55 7 568 581
1339 WILKINSON E CHARLES 9 M 6 530 533 553 559 567 580
1340 WILLCOX TIOMMIE JOE 9 M 6 5 534 544 557 568 581
1341 WILLIAMS MICHELLE i) 9 F 6 531 533 553 561 567 580
1342 WILLIAMS RUDYN LEE 9 F 7 5 306 53 1 533 553 567 580
1342 WILLlAMS POHGN LEE 9 F 7 5 306 531 533 553 667 5601343 WILLIAMS SCÜTTIE RA 9 M 7 6 324 534 548 553 568 561
1344 WITCHER JAMES CHRISTOPHER. 9 M 7 8 323 533 548 552 567 5801345 WOLF KIM RENEE 9 F 7 5 306 531 533 553 567 500
1346 WOLVERTGN LISA ANN 9 F 6 534 557 564 568 575 581
134 7 YATES LARRY TODD 9 H 6 533 544 557 559 567 seo
1 340 YOUNG JOE ARVINE 9 H 4 534 557 568 560
1 349 YOUNG MARK GREGORY 9 M 6 530 53 1 533 552 567 580
1350 YOUNG VAN 9 H 6 334 546 557 560 568 SOI
1351 2AKCLA TONI Dt'NlSE 9 F 6 533 653 564 567 577 500
1 302 ZASTE MARLIN 9 M 7 5 306 534 557 560 560 501
1353 ZIRÜLSKY SUZANNE 9 F 7 21 321 • 531 533 552 567 580
1354 ZIMMER RICKY DEAN 9 M 3 548 570 585
t 355 MCOEVl1r DOLAN JAM 9 H 6 531 534 638 653 £68 sei
2001 AKIN PATRIC|C SUE 10 F 7 1 2 309 537 530 558 561 569
2002 ALEXANDER U LQRNA GAI 10 F 7 8 309 531 537 558 565 569
2003 A L INGCR DANIEL SCUT 10 M 7 23 309 533 549 556 565 569
2004 ALLISCN JALYN DENIS 10 F 4 539 55 1 558 571
2005 AMCS DENISE ANN 10 F 2 556 571
2006 ANOERSON RDEUCRT MIC 10 M 7 12 309 537 558 559 565 569
2 007 ARGU MICKEY E 10 M 7 6 323 537 558 559 565 669
2000 ARMSTROMG JAMI JUI 10 F 4 309 53 9 558 571
2 009 AUGHTRY JONNIE LYNN 10 F 7 12 309 53 7 558 561 565 569
2010 AVILES K ICHARD 10 . M 3 8 30 5 572
201 1 IÎAAOE JIMMY 10 N 6 530 53 7 54 9 556 566 569
2012 DAllD THOMAS EDWARD 10 H 6 16 55 7 560 565 569 575
2013 OAUCOCK SHARI LYNN 10 F 6 9 53 1 537 552 565 569
2014 QACHARCH CASSIL LAA 10 F 5 21 309 539 558 571
2015 OACON RANDALL DEwAY 10 M 7 24 309 537 5 5 8 559 565 569
201 6 BAIRD RUUFRT MARC 10 M 7 9 300 637 5 5 6 560 566 569
201 7 OAKER DAVID SHAWN 10 H 7 24 309 537 552 559 565 569
2018 BANKS REMIT A FAYE 10 * F 5 16 309 631 56 7 572
2019 BARKSDALE GARY LYNN 10 M 7 9 323 537 544 552 565 569
2020 BARNARD MARVIN WAYNE 10 . M 5 9 317 548 566 572
2021 BARNETT ROBERT DALE 10 M 4 309 56 7 572 578
2022 BATES SCOTTY NOLAN 10 M S 5 309 566 572 678
2023 BELKNAP HAL R 10 H 6 537 538 550 560 565 569
2024 QELYEA DAVID J 10 H S 9 306 54 9 558 571
2025 BENTON CHRIS STEPH 10 H 7 9 323 537 550 558 565 569





2 0 2 7 P t A C K  O e C K Y  l . Y N O U L L 1 0 F 5 1 6 3 0 9 5 6 1 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 0 2 U O L A Y L Ü C K  Of l NNA L U U 1 0 F 7 2 3 3 0 9 5 3 7 6 5 6 5 6 6 5 6 9 5 7 5
2  0 2 V O L A Y L O C K  K A R L A  K 1 0 F 4 3 0 9 5 5  0 5 6 8 5 7 1
2 0 3 0 Ü E L V I N S  A L I C I A  MAE 1 0 F 4 5 4  1 5 5 6 5 7 1 5 7 5
2 0 3 1 H O Ü O S  K E L L I E  J U 1 0 F 5 9 3 0 5 5 3 9 5 5 8 5 7 1
2 0 3 2 UO KO C U R I N A  L 1 0 F 5 S 3 0 9 5 3 1 5 6 4 5 7 2
2 0 3 3 B U O N E  O K I A N  K H I  TM 1 0 M 7 2 3 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 0 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 3 4 O O k L N  R I C H A R D 1 0 M 5 9 3 0  5 3 0 8 3 2 3 5 7 2
2 0 3 5 n U X  M I C H A E L  A L B E R T 1 0 M 7 2 3 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 4 9 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 3 6 D R E 5 H E A R S  OUNNA S U E 1 0 F S 9 3 1 6 5 3 1 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 0 3 7 B R I T T  R E N A  KAY 1 0 F 7 2 1 3 0 9 5 3 2 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 3 8 DROWN J E A N E T T E  CARO 1 0 F 7 9 3 0 8 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
2 0 3 9 BROWN MEL ODY ANN 1 0 F 7 9 3 0 5 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
2 0 4 0 D R O E N L E E  M A H Q U E T T A 1 0 F 7 2 4 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 7
2 0 4 1 B R A Y A N T  DANA C A R L O 1 0 F 7 1 9 3 0  9 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 9 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 4 2 b r a v a n t  D A R R E L  J A M E S 1 0 M 6 5 3 4 5 3 5 8 5 7 5 6 0 5 6 8 5 8 1
2 0 4 3 B U R O E T T  W I L MA  J E A N 1 0 F S 9 3 0 5 5 4 4 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 0 4 4 B U S S E Y  T E R R Y  L Y N N 1 0 M 6 9 5 3 7 5 4 9 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 4 5 B O I L E R  DANNY J O to H 7 9 3 0 5 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 4 6 B U T L E R  G L E n NA J E A N 1 0 F 5 2 3 3 0 9 5 3 2 5 5 8 5 7 1
2 0 4 7 B Y R D  B A R B A R A  M A R I E 1 0 F 6 5 3 1 5 3  7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 9
2 0 4 0 C A M P B E L L  K I H U E R L Y  R 1 0 F 7 9 3 0 8 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 7
2 0 4 9 C A P E  C H E S T E R  D E wA YN 1 0 M 7 a 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 5 0 C A R P E N E T H  D A V I D  M 1 0 H S 2 1 3 0 9 5 6 6 5 7 2 5 8 0
2 0 5 1 C A R S O N  DAN W A L L A C E 1 0 H 6 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
2 0 5 2 C A R T E R  J O H N  C H R I S 1 0 H S 1 7 3 0 9 5 6 6 5 7 2 5 7 9
2 0 5 3 C A R Y  D A V I D  A 1 0 M S 9 5 4 0 5 5 0 5 5 8 5 7 1
* 4 *  I N F E A S A U L E  R E Q U E S T  L I S T  4 4 4
2 0 5 4 C A S H  C A R L E N E - 0 1 0 F S S 3 2  4 6 6 2 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 0 5 5 C A V E S  L I S A  MAR I E 1 0 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
2  0 5 6 C H R I S T I A N  1 AN MARK 1 0 M 4 5 3 7 5 5  0 5 5 5 5 5 9
2 0 5 7 C L A E Y S  C A R O L  Ü A I L 1 0 F 7 7 3 2 3 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 1 5 6 6 5 6 9
2 0 5 8 C L A R K  L U M M I E 1 0 F 7 9 3 2 4 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 1 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 5 9 C L A R K  T R A C Y  L E l H G H 1 0 M 7 7 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 3 9 6 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 6 0 C L E A R  KE AL WAYNE 1 0 H 6 1 7 3 0 9 5 5 6 5 5 9 5 6 7 5 6 9
2 0 6 1 C L I N K E N O E A R D  L I S A  J 1 0 F S 5 3 1 5 4  6 5 5 8 5 7 1 5 7 5
4 4 * I N F E A S A U L E  R E Q U E S T  L I S T  4 4 4
2 0 6 2 C L A S C N  L I S A  A N N E T T E 1 0 F 7 a 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 2 5 6 7 5 6 9
2  0 6 3 C O L W E L L  S T E V E  E O 1 0 M 7 2 4 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 6 4 C C M P 1 Û N  S T E V E N  SC 1 0 H 4 3 0 9 5 4 9 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 0 6 5 C C N N E R  M I C H A E L  S T E V E 1 0 M 7 Ü 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 6 6 C 0 S 3 E Y  T I M  J 1 0 M S 6 3 1  7 5 6 0 5 6 5 5 7 2
2 0 6 7 C O U C H  S T E V E N  D A L E 1 0 H 7 9 3 0  5 6 3 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 6 8 C O X  A N N E T T E 1 0 F 5 3 0 9 3 2 4 5 5 8 5 6 4 5 7 1
4 4 4  I N F E A S A B L E  IR E Q U E S T  L l S T  4 4 *
2  0 6 9 C R A I G  B R E N D A  ANN 1 0 F 5 Ü 3 0 9 5 5 0 5 6 6 5 7 1
2 0 7 0 C R A I G  T W E S S I E  R O S S 1 0 F 4 5 3 9 5 5 1 5 5 8 5 7 1
2 0 7 1 C R A N D E L L  R O B E R T  U 1 0 N 4 5 5 9 5 6 6 5 7 2 5 7 8
2 0 7 2 CROWN MARC HOWARD 1 0 M 7 9 3 0 8 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 7 3 C U R R Y  S H A R O N  KAYE 1 0 F 3 5 6 7 5 7 2 5 8 0
2 0 7 4 DANG NQUY E T  M l N H 1 0 F 7 7 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 3 9 5 9 2 5 6 9 9 6 9
2 0 / 5 D A N I E L  B A R B A R A  L L A I N E 1 0 F 4 5 3 1 5 6 6 5 7 2 5 7 5
2 0 7 6 D A N I E L  RON D A L E 1 0 H 7 1 9 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 7 7 0  D A V I S  B R E N D A  KAE 1 0 F 8 1 6 2 4 3 0 8 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 6 5
2 0 7 8 O A V I S  D E E  ANN 1 0 F 4 9 3 2 5 5 7 0 5 7 5
2 0 7 9 D A V I S  MELODY ANN 1 0 F 6 9 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 8 0 D A V I S  R E G I N A 1 0 F 5 7 5 3  7 5 5 3 5 6 5 5 6 9
2  0 8 1 D A w S O N  D E B R A  L Y N N 1 0 F 5 9 3 1 6 5 3 1 5 5 8 6 7 1
2 0 0 2 O E T T A V E N  R O S A N N A  MAR 1 0 F 7 9 3 0 5 6 3 7 5 5 2 5 6 1 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 8 3 D E H N  T E R R I  L Y N N 1 0 F 6 9 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 0 4 D E L A U Ü H T C R  J O H N 1 0 M 4 5 3 0 6 4 3 5 5 8 5 7 1
2  0  8 5 O E L H E I M E R  T H OMAS  S T E V E N 1 0 M 6 9 5 3  7 5 4 9 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 6 6 D E N S M O R E  T E R E S A  J O 1 0 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 6 4 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 0 6 7 D E L V E E S  J O H N 1 0 M .5 8 5 3 7 5 4 8 5 6 5 6 6 9
2 0 8 8 D I E R S  GANE G 1 0 M 4 9 5 5 0 5 5 8 5 7 1





2090 DOYLE TRACY CUGENE 10 M 6 309 537 556 565 669 579
2091 UftAUGhN DANNY RAY 10 M 4 540 559 566 572
2092 OnlGKtLL CINDY LCN 10 F 7 12 30 9 537 550 550 569 5772093 D1S*CLL KARLA ANN 10 F 0 23 24 309 316 537 556 5672094 ÜUMI» TAMMY GAIL 10 F 7 12 309 537 550 550 565 5692095 DURHAM KELLY EL UA 10 F 5 12 309 550 571 6752096 DURKEE OAKY RHFA 10 M 6 531 537 54 1 552 565 5692097 DUVALL MICHAEL LEE 10 M 6 309 545 552 559 565 569
2090 EAÜES OÛRIAN SUE 10 F 4 9 53 2 566 571
2099 ED1NGTÜN CARD DON 10 M S 21 309 558 559 571
2100 ELLIOT LORI N 10 F 4 9 325 547 570
2101 FIELDS JEFFREY ALAN 10 H 6 309 537 54 9 558 565 5692102 FISHBECK LESLIE h A 10 F 6 0 309 532 551 558 571
4 4 # INFEASABLE REQUEST LIST 4 4 #
2103 FISHER LAWRENCE MlC 1 0 M 6 0 309 550 550 559 571
4 4 # INFEASABLE REQUEST LIST # 4
2104 FLOYD drain 10 M 4 9 305 570 505
210S FOWLER TOMMY HAY 10 M 7 21 309 537 556 565 569 57521 Ob FRAYAR WILLIAM LEE 10 N 4 9 305 570 SOS
2107 GAGE SHELLEY DIANA 10 F 7 9 300 53? 564 666 569 5752100 GASS LOUISE alma 10 F 6 532 537 556 565 569 5702109 GATES RONALD JAY 10 M 6 537 541 551 556 566 569
21 10 GENTRY COLIN LYNN 10 H 7 23 309 537 560 568 565 5692111 r.MASEHl NAFISEH 10 F 6 9 537 538 556 566 569
2112 GIBBONS MELISSA OEA 10 F 5 9 300 531 558 571
2113 GOAD MICHAEL 10 M 2 566 572
2114 GRADY HAROLD WAYNE 10 M 4 9 505 540 570
4 4 # INFEASABLE REQUEST LIST 4 4 *
2115 GRAF KARIE MARIE 10 F ? 9 306 537 550 565 569 5752116 GREEN KENNY JOE 1 0 M 6 537 549 552 565 569 5792117 GRAFF IN ANNA CECIL 1 0 F 7 0 309 537 552 565 569 575
2118 GROVE GLORIA 10 F 6 535 537 556 566 569 5772119 HAAS LOR: MICHELE 10 F S 12 309 550 550 5712120 HAHUV ROSS RANDALL 1 0 M 7 7 309 537 548 556 565 569
2121 hamil l t o n dick h 10 M 7 5 309 537 544 649 658 5692122 HANGER STEVEN HUGO 10 M 7 7 309 537 545 658 565 5692123 HANSMEYLR TODD EUÜE 10 M 6 537 552 565 569 575 5792124 HARDEN KAF EN KV.M 10 F 4 309 631 550 571
2125 HARDMAN MELE 1A LYNN 10 F 5 24 309 525 550 5712126 HARKEY BEVERLY LÜU1 10 F 6 532 53 7 556 564 565 5692127 HAHRl PATRICK 10 H 7 7 309 533 556 560 566 5692120 HARRIS MAHEN 10 F 7 24 317 537 556 564 565 5692129 HARRIS SHERRY JANE 10 F 4 550 556 561 571
2130 HARRIS JERRY HO-JARO 10 H 4 531 55 1 550 571
2131 HART TERRI ALANA 10 F 5 9 30 6 550 556 5712132 HARTMAN RAYMOND EAR 10 M 6 537 54 9 552 565 569 575
2133 HAUSAM BETTY JEAN 10 F 7 24 309 531 537 556 565 5692134 HEARD STEVEN ISAAAC 10 M 7 60 309 537 552 665 569 5752135 HEIT2 MARC IE LYNN 10 F 7 9 364 537 546 566 565 5692136 HELM:T KATHI LYNN 10 F S 23 309 551 566 572
213f HENDRICKS LINDA MAR 10 F 7 S 323 531 537 556 565 5692130 HENNINGS BILL ALEX 10 M 7 23 309 537 649 666 565 5692139 HENSLEE BILLYE G 10 F 4 537 556 565 569
2140 HEWITT LISA ANN 10 F S 24 309 532 560 6712141 HICKS JIMMY 10 M 5 9 323 549 666 572
2142 HGDSON DAVID MICHA 10 M 4 539 550 559 571
2143 HOLMAN STEVEN DUNAL 10 H 4 525 550 559 5712144 HOPKINS KAREN OENlS 10 F 5 0 309 556 571 570
2145 HORN DECKY OEEANNC 10 F 7 9 32 4 537 552 565 569 5752146 HORNQACK LISA ANN 10 F 4 550 656 561 571
2147 HOSKINSÜN 10 F 5 24 399 562 566 572
2140 HOWLAND KATHLEEN AN 10 F 7 24 309 537 560 561 565 569
2149 HUGHES DANIEL 10 M 7 9 300 535 549 556 568 569
2150 HUGHES DOW RAY 10 M S 12 309 558 559 571
2151 HUGHES JOHN CHARLES 10 M 6 0 16 309 324 566 5722152 HUNT CARRIE BETH 10 F 6 531 *63 7 636 556 569 577
569
2153 HUNTCA OEN 10 M 6 53 7 546 556 565 569 579
2&S4 HUNTCH UOniW LYNN 10 HM 4 537 556 566 569
2155 INGELS CARUL SUSANN 10 F 6 537 543 550 658 565 5692 156 IRWIN RUOERT LUOlS 10 H 6 19 309 541 550 556 571
INFEASAULE REOUEST LIST 4#4
2157 JACUnS JUDY LYNN 10 F 7 16 17 21 308 531 552 5642158 JAMAR ROSEMARY CARO 10 F 7 16 300 537 551 552 565 5692159 JENNINGS SHEILA 1 10 F 7 9 305 531 537 558 565 5692160 JESSOP SAMUEL ZANE 10 M 4 849 560 566 572
2161 JEWELL ALUCE V 10 F f 6 S 8 309 323 537 556 5652162 JOHNSON p a t t y JANN 10 F 7 9 306 531 537 556 565 5692163 JOHNSON SPENCER COLE 10 M 6 537 542 556 559 865 5692164 JONES KENT MARUICE 10 M 7 60 309 537 556 565 569 578
2165 JOHNSON MARK 10 M 7 16 308 531 53 7 556 565 5692166 JONES JERRI LYNN 10 F 6 530 537 539 556 565 5692167 KEITH LELIA SHELLY 10 F 7 9 324 537 556 564 565 569
2168 KELLEY LAOUNNA SUE 10 F 7 9 336 530 537 556 565 5692169 KENNEDY GEWtN ELAINE 10 F 7 21 308 637 551 556 565 5692170 KENNEDY LEA ANN 10 F 4 532 538 552 571
2171 KERRY KARl DAWN 10 F 7 25 309 537 552 565 569 5752172 KERR KIHHERLY ANNE 10 F 6 531 537 552 561 565 56921 73 KERSEY TONY DALE 10 H 6 531 537 558 565 569 5792174 KESLER CYNTHIA ANN 10 F 5 9 32 4 532 558 571
2175 KLIMA CRAIG W 10 M 7 5 309 537 558 569 565 56921 76 KLIMA CRAIG W 10 M 7 5 309 537 558 569 565 5692177 KYURIGER SHARON LOUl 10 F 7 9 537 543 550 558 565 569
INFEASABLE REQUEST LIST 44»
2176 LACK PAUL EDWARD 10 M 7 9 308 537 644 556 565 66921 79 LANDRY SHERRY LYNN 10 F 7 24 309 537 556 564 565 5692100 LANE COLLEEN ANN 10 F 6 537 545 552 565 567 569
2161 LANGE KIHHERLY ElA 10 F S a 309 538 558 571
2182 LASATER TERRY Ü 10 M 7 6 309 537 566 565 569 6752183 LAWRENCE LISA GAILc 10 F 6 530 537 556 565 569 5752104 LEMONS TONY CULc 10 M 7 9 317 533 552 560 565 56921 85 LE SSLY MARK EDWARS 10 H 7 7 323 637 557 559 565 5692186 LEWIS DANE D 10 H 4 549 556 560 5722187 LUCWEN JANICE MARIE 10 F 4 531 544 558 571
2180 LOVlNS DONNA JO 10 F 7 9 399 537 552 561 565 5692109 LOYD VICKI ANNETTE 10 F . 6 531 537 552 565 569 5752190 LUCAS MARY ELIZABETH 10 F 4 9 30 5 547 570
2191 LUMPKINS JONATHAN R 10 H 4 531 549 555 5712 192 LUNDY DAPHNE LUU 10 F S 9 308 550 558 5712193 LYNN DONALD 0 10 M S 9 32 3 558 559 5712194 LYONS JILL M 1 0 F a a 24 303 309 537 556 5652195 LYONS JILL M 10 F 5 537 556 561 565 569
2196 MANGUS DEUniE LYNN 10 F 7 9 308 537 556 565 569 5792197 MANNJING JAY DEE 10 M 4 549 560 566 5722198 MASTERS KAEN ANN 10 F 5 12 309 550 561 5712199 MAULDIN PATRICIA M 10 F 5 9 306 531 566 5722200 HAYOERRY LANDA DAW 10 F 4 53 8 555 561 571
2201 MAYES CYNTHIA ANNE 10 F 6 525 53 7 556 564 565 6692202 MAYES KELLY MICHELLE 10 F 6 530 532 537 552 565 5692203 MCALISTER RODIN CLA 10 F S a 309 558 559 5712204 HCCARREL tammy LYN 10 F 6 537 557 564 565 569 5752205 MCCAUGHTRY ÜARR LYN 10 F 6 531 537 552 564 565 5692206 MCCLELLAN HITCH OAR 10 H S 9 360 549 566 572
2207 MCDONALD EiRYAN WAYN 10 M • 7 9 308 637 550 559 565 8692200 MCGRATH JENNIE KAY 10 F 4 530 564 565 572
2209 MCKINZIE LINDA KAY 10 F 7 S 309 531 537 556 565 5692210 MCNUTT JIMMY RAY 1 0 M 7 9 306 537 550 556 565 569221 1 MEADOWS SHAWNA gay 10 F 5 9 324 532 558 571
2212 HEISSNER PATRICIA L 1 0 F 7 9 306 532 537 558 565 569
2213 MESSERLE SUS ANNE 8 10 F 4 531 544 558 571
2214 MEYER DENISE KAE 10 F a 7 9 305 325 531 537 5562215 WEAVER DONNA RAE 10 F 7 9 325 530 532 537 552 5692216 MEYER JODIE LEANN 10 F S 9 324 531 837 572
9 69
969
221 7 MILLCH DAVID RAY 10 M 7 24 309 537 558 559 565 5692218 miller JAMES M 10 M 6 531 537 558 559 565 5692219 MITCHELL HICK ALLEN 10 N 7 24 309 537 556 560 565 5692220 MlTTEN LÜH1 ANNE 10 F 7 12 309 532 537 558 565 5692221 MIZE VALERIE JEAN 10 F 4 547 566 572 5772222 MONTAVNE RCHIN N 10 F 7 9 325 537 556 569 575 5772223 HONrCUMEHY DA K 10 M 7 9 323 530 537 556 565 5692224 NONTGCHEKV SHELIA L 10 F 6 537 543 558 665 569 5772225 MÜÜHE KEVIN wade 10 H S 60 309 549 558 5712226 MGRHEN THOMAS R 10 M 7 7 309 537 552 559 565 5692227 MUSES DARRYL 10 M 7 16 309 537 556 659 565 5692228 MURPHY CYNTHIA ANN 10 F 5 9 36 1 545 560 5712229 MUSGIUVE SHEnni LYN 10 F 7 62 309 537 550 558 865 5692230 MYERS NANCY DARLENE 10 F 6 532 537 550 556 565 5692231 NEFF MARY ANN 10 F 7 9 323 537 552 565 569 5752232 NELMS HRENT RUSSELL 10 M 5 a 309 559 572 5782233 NCWDERG GREG to M 2 566 572
2234 NEWTON KAMI LISA 10 F 4 558 564 571 5772235 NICKERSON DOUGLAS A 10 M 7 59 309 537 550 552 565 5692236 NOTTENSMEYER EVELYN 10 F 5 8 309 631 566 5722237 OUEHHILLER MARK GUN 10 M 5 a 309 558 559 5712238 ODOM ANGELA G 10 F 7 9 316 537 547 552 565 5692239 OLIPHANT MELISSA JA 10 F 7 21 309 537 558 564 565 5692240 ORTH DANIEL LEO 10 H 7 9 324 537 552 559 565 5692241 PATTERSON LARRY E 10 M 7 9 308 537 552 560 565 5692242 PAYNE PAMELA J 10 F 5 9 308 532 567 5722243 PEACE ROUF.HT WAYNE 10 H 7 9 308 537 549 552 565 5692244 PELLEY KATHERYNE R 10 F 6 9 308 531 551 558 571
44# INFEASAÜLE REQUEST LIST 444
2245 PHILLIPAS SUSAN LYNN 10 F 5 19 30 9 566 572 5782246 PLASTER SHELLY LYN 10 F 7 9 308 537 556 565 569 5782247 POLK DAVID DWAIN 10 F 7 a 323 537 552 559 565 5692248 POTTS JERRY 10 M 2 566 5722249 POTTS LORI L 10 F 7 64 309 532 537 552 565 5692250 POWELL JAMIE W 10 H 6 537 549 556 565 569 5792201 PRlOEMORE CAROLYN 6 10 F 7 9 308 537 558 559 565 5692252 PUGH GREGORY WILLIAM 10 M 7 24 309 537 544 558 565 5692253 HAEL ORLANDO FRANCIS 10 M 7 6 305 531 537 558 565 5692254 RAMAY RUSSELL C 10 H 5 8 399 560 572 5792255 RAMSEY TODD M 10 M 6 537 54 4 550 958 565 5692206 RANEY JOHN OAVIO 10 M 7 7 309 537 551 556 565 5692257 REED SHELLEY LYNN 10 F 6 537 556 564 565 569 5772258 RF ID NATFAN LINN 10 M 7 19 309 537 543 550 552 5692259 REYNOLDS DALE C 10 N 6 531 53 7 549 558 565 5692260 REYNOLDS ERIC EUGEN 10 M 7 16 309 530 537 558 565 5692261 REYNOLDS RALPH THOM 10 M 7 24 309 537 556 559 563 5692262 RICHARDSON JANEY 10 F S 12 309 558 564 5712263 RIDGE WAY ÜURNEY GENE 10 H S a 309 559 572 5782264 RIEGER ROUERT HENRY 10 M 6 9 32 3 531 548 555 571
4 4 4  INFEASABLE REQUEST LIST 4 4 4
2265 RITCHEY KAREN CLARK 10 F 7 64 309 531 537 552 565 5692266 R008INS URYAN KEITH 10 M 7 a 324 537 552 559 565 5692267 ROPER JOE JERAL 10 M 7 23 309 537 549 556 565 5692260 ROSS JILL ELAINE 10 F 6 9 300 537 552 565 5692269 ROSS SHERYL OEn ISE 10 F S a 309 550 555 5712270 RUSSELL GREG THOMAS 10 H 6 9 308 539 556 559 571
4 4 4  INFEASABLE REQUEST LIST 4 4 42271 RUSSELL MARK OROÛKS 10 M 7 7 309 537 550 558 565 5692272 RUSSELL RUOERT LEON 10 M 6 537 54 9 556 559 565 5692273 SANCHEZ DORA DEL ISA 10 F 6 537 539 556 561 565 5692274 SANDERS RALPH MARK 10 M 5 9 308 545 556 5712275 SCHMIDT TROY KEVIN 10 M 7 9 359 537 549 556 565 5692276 SHAW MARGUERITE 10 F 5 ' U 309 658 561 5712277 SHETTON JOHN TRIY 10 M 5 9 306 543 555 5712270 SHERIDAN LORI L 10 F 4 550 558 561 5712279 HSIPMAN GENE ALLEN 10 M 7 9 32 3 537 556 565 569 578
J
2 2 B 0 S H O U E R T  K R I S T I  L E I G H 1 0 F 6 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 4 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 7
2 2 A 1 S I D E S  V I C K Y  4 UN 1 0 F 7 0 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 6 4 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 0 2 S 1 M M U N 5  H E L E N  S 1 0 F 8 9 2 4 3 2 3 3 9 9 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5
2 2 0 3 S I M 5 Û N  D A V I D  W 1 0 M 7 9 3 2 3 5 3 7 5 4 8 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 0 4 S K I R L I ' C E  J A N E S E  GAL 1 0 F 5 0 3 2  3 5 4 6 5 5 8 5 7 1
2 2 0 5 S M I T H  O R E N D A  E I L E E N 1 0 F 6 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 4 4 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 0 6 S M I T H  G L O R I A  DE AN 1 0 F 6 9 1 6 3 0 6 3 9 9 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 2 0 7 S M I T H  TAMARA KAV 1 0 F 4 5 3 1 5 5 8 5 6 1 5 7 1
2 2 0 8 s m i t h  YVONNE  N 1 0 F 7 0 3 0 9 5 3 2 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 0 9 S N I D E R  C Y N T H I A  KAY 1 0 F S 1 2 3 0 9 5 5 8 5 6 1 5 7 1
2 2 9 0 S NUW S H A R O N  J 1 0 F 7 9 3 6 4 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 9 1 S P A N N  O A N U I  L 1 0 F 7 1 2 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 8 6 6 4 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 9 2 S T A N D I F E H  M I C H A E L  J 1 0 M 5 0 3 0 9 5 5 0 5 5 8 5 7 1
2 2 9 3 S T  C L A I R E  S T E V E  G L E N 1 0 H 7 6 0 3 0 9 5 3  0 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 9 4 S T E E L Y  M I C H A E L  E 1 0 M 6 5 3  7 5 4 8 5 5 6 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 9 5 S T E V E S  C A L V I N  L 1 0 H 3 5 2 9 5 7 0 5 8 5
2 2 9 6 S T E V E S  C L I N T O N  C 1 0 M 4 9 3 0 5 5 4 9 5 7 0
2 2 9 7 G T R A T E G I L R  K l M ü E H L Y 1 0 F 5 9 3 9 9 5 5 5 5 5 9 5 7 1
2 2 9 3 S T R E E T  C L I N T O N  L E O N 1 0 M 6 5 3 7 5 4 9 5 5 1 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 2 9 9 SU ANN M I C H A E L  K 1 0 H 7 1 6 3 0 0 5 3 7 5 5 2 6 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
2 3 0 0 T A U U  S H E L V I E  R 1 0 M 7 2 3 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 4 9 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 0 1 TA O D  T E R R Y  E L A I N E 1 0 F S 9 3 6 2 5 4 7 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 3 0 2 T A L I  F E R R O  K E I T H  L E E 1 0 M 4 9 3 0 5 5 4 8 5 7 0
2 3 0 3 T A T E  C A R T E R  L E E t o M 4 9 3 0 5 5 4 8 5 7 0
2 3 0 4 T A Y L C R  S A L L Y  E L l Z A U E T G 1 0 F 7 1 9 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 4 7 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 0 5 T A Y L O R  S A N Ü H A  KAV 1 0 F 7 1 6 3 6  7 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 6 4 5 6 5 S o 9
2 3 0 6 T E E  D O R E E N  J U 1 0 F 7 2 3 3 0 9 6 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 0 7 T E  VAUL T  H A M I U  L Y N E T 1 0 F 7 9 9 3 0 9 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 0 8 T H C H P S U N  S H E R I  L E E 1 0 F 5 1 2 3 0 9 5 5 8 5 7 1 6 7 5
2 3 0 9 T I L K E N S  ANNA J O Y C E 1 0 F 7 9 3 0 8 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 1 0 T ODD J U H N  E R I C 1 0 H 7 5 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 2 6 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 1  1 T C K L I N  G E NA L O U I S E 1 0 F 5 8 3 0 9 5 5 6 5 6 2 5 7 1
2 3 1 2 T O U H E Y  D E U n i E  S U E 1 0 F 3 6 4 3 0 9 5 5 0 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 3 1 3 T C U N S E N D  J E R R Y  DON 1 0 H 7 1 6 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 1 4 T R A V I S  J A N  T H A R E S A 1 0 F 6 5 3 0 5 3 4 5 3 5 5 5 7 5 6 8 5 8 1
2 3 1 5 T U R N E R  J E R R Y  D 1 0 H 5 2 4 3 0 9 5 5 8 6 6 0 5 7 1
2 3 1  6 V A I L  D I A N A  L Y N N E 1 0 F 7 1 2 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 1 7 V A L E N T I N E  MARK S 1 0 H 7 7 3 9 9 5 3 7 5 4 9 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 1 8 V A N O E R H E L M  D E C K Y  S 1 0 F 7 9 3 2 3 5 3 7 5 4 1 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 1 9 V A KH ÜR N T H O M A S  H 1 0 M 2 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 3 2 0 VAUGHAN H O L L Y  J E N I S 1 0 F 6 5 3 7 5 3 9 6 5 2 5 6 1 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 2 1 VO h C A N E  ANH T H I 1 0 F 6 5 3 1 5 3  7 5 3 9 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 2 2 WA D D L L E  M I C H A E L  D 1 0 H 7 9 3 2 3 5 3 7 5 4 9 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 2 3 W A D D L E  S H E L L Y  S U E 1 0 F 7 6 4 3 0 9 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 2 4 WAL K E R H A S  H R E T T 1 0 M 4 5 6 0 5 6  7 6 7 2 5 7 5
2 3 2 5 W A L K U P  S C O T T  D A N I E L 1 0 M 7 2 3 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 9
2 3 2 6 W A L L A C E  D A V I D  E A V E N 1 0 N 7 7 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 4 5 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 2 7 WAL S H D A V I D  G L E N N 1 0 M 7 7 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 1 6 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 2 8 W A R R E N  S A NDY KAY 1 0 F 7 S 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 1 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 2 9 WAT F ORD J O H N  C L A U D E 1 0 M 6 2 3 3 0 9 5 5 2 5 6 0 6 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 3 0 W E O n  R O U E R T  L 1 0 M S 9 9 3 0 9 5 6 0 5 6 6 5 7 2
2 3 3 1 W E L C H  D O U G L A S  GRANT 1 0 H 6 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 3 2 W E L L S  MARY Û E T H t o F 5 1 2 3 0 9 5 5 0 5 6 4 5 7 1
2 3 3 3 W H E E L E R  T O D D  V E R 1 0 H 4 5 5 9 5 6 5 6 7 2 5 7 8
2 3 3 4 W H I T E H E A D  ROY D A L E 1 0 H 7 2 4 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 4 9 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 3 5 W H I T M O R E  J A M E S  Ê 1 0 M 7 2 3 3 2 5 5 3 7 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
2 3 3 6 W I C K H A M  N O V E L L A  L Y N 1 0 F 4 5 3 1 5 5 0 5 5 8 6 7 1
2 3 3 7 W I G G I N S  Q I C K Y  D A L E 1 0 M 4 5 6 0 5 6 6 5 7 2 5 7 9
2 3 3 0 W I L K E R S O N  G I N G E R  P 1 0 F 7 9 3 0 8 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 3 9 W I L L C O X  U I L L V  D C N 1 0 M S 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 6 0 5 6 8 5 8 1
2 3 4 0 W I L L I A M S  G K E N T 1 0 M 7 9 3 2 3 5 3 7 5 5 1 5 5 2 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 4 4 1 W I L L I A M S  M A R V I N  RAY 1 0 M 6 5 3 7 5 4 8 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 9
2 3 4 5 W I L L I A M S  R O D I N  L Y N N 1 0 F 7 1 2 3 0 9 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 4 6 W I L L I A M S O N  L I C I A  NÙ 1 0 F 7 9 3 1 6 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 1 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 4 7 W I L L I F O R D  D O U G L A S  L 1 0 H 6 5 3 1  ' 5 3  7 6 5 2 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
2 3 4 0 W I L L S O N  H I K E  L E E 1 0 M S 9 3 2 3 5 4 8 5 6 6 5 7 2
56*
2349 WILSON ALLEN OOEAN
2300 WILSON JENNIE LLU
2351 WIMSETT OENISE LEE
2352 WINES STEVE VINEYURO
2353 WIIT DONNA OAYLE
2354 WOLF OAVIO WAYNE
2355 WOMACK SUSAN RHENEA
2356 WOOD CECILIA ANN
2357 WOODCOCK PATRICIA D
2358 YAHN KIMUERLY DIAN
2359 YATES THEODORE THOM
2360 2 IDOLSKY LISA KAY
2361 ZWICK EVAN
10 M 7 9 316 537 551 555 565 56910 F 4 S39 558 571 57510 F 7 S 309 531 537 558 565 56910 H 6 530 533 557 559 565 56910 F 7 12 309 531 537 550 558 56910 M 6 530 53 1 637 556 565 56910 F S 9 316 550 561 57110 F S 12 309 558 561 571
10 F 7 9 399 537 556 565 569 57710 F S 9 317 552 564 571
10 N 7 9 323 537 557 659 566 56910 F 7 25 309 537 556 565 569 56010 H 7 19 309 537 567 565 569 575
APPENDIX III 
PART B. OUTPUT LISTINGS
NUMÜEH OF COURSES OFFERED 60 
NO. OF COURSES tlAVlNO NO REQUESTS 6
NUMDER OF COURSES TO HE SCHEDULED 62
NUHHER OF STUDENTS 714 
NO OF STUDENTS WITH INFEASABLE REQUEST LISTS 12 
NURUER OF STUDENTS TO BE SCHEDULED 702
COURSES ARRANUEO ACCORDING TO INDICES OF DIFFICULTY
COURSE SECTIONS TYPE SEMESTER INDEX OF DIFFICULTY COURSE AND TIME RESTRICTIONS
52 9 MSEC= 1 ISEC* 1 NJ» 0 ITYP* 0 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 6 ITI
NCR! NCI NCR2 NC2 NCR3 NC3 0 0 0 Kl* 1
2295
538 MSEC» 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITYP* 0 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 3 ITI
NCRI NCI NCR2 NC2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl* 22
1023 1054 1064 1123 1169 1174 1 189 1233 1236 1265 1266 1269
1317 1336 1355 2001 2023 2111 2152 2170 2101 2200
540 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 1IVP* 0 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 4 ITI
NCRI NCI NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NC3 0 0 0 Kl* II
1 004 1095 Ills 1 1 72 1200 1204 1207 1234 1271 1276 1320
541 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITYP* 0 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 4 ITI
NCRI NCI NCR2 NC2 NCR3 NC3 0 0 0 Kl* 4
2030 2096 2109 2318
550 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITYP* 0 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 5 IT
NCRI NCI NCR2 NC2 NCR3 NC3 0 0 0 Kl* 64
1009 1032 1042 1043 104 7 IC69 1070 1087 1095 1113 1 126 1134
1135 1137 1165 11 75 1176 1104 1106 1205 1206 1209 1216 1221
1253 1250 1272 12 80 2025 2029 2041 2056 2062 2069 2003 2008
2092 2094 2110 21 19 2129 2131 21 46 2155 2192 2210 2229 2230
2235 2255 2200 2269 2271 2278 2290 2292 2306 2309 2312 2313
2331 2336 2338 2353
551 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITYP* 0  ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 1 THE* 0 ITIMEI* 4 IT
NCRI NCI NCR2 NC2 NCR3 NC3 0 0 0 Kl* 28
1013 lOlU 1034 1041 1064 1114 1143 1178 1 185 1202 1231 1255
1263 1270 1309 1337 2004 2070 2109 2130 2136 2150 2169 2256
2298 2327 2340 2349
559 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITYP* 0 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 6 IT
NCRI NCI NCR2 NC2 NCR3 NC3 0 0 0 Kl* 117
1002 1003 1005 1010 1011 1025 1037 1049 1051 1052 1 059 1060
1061 1062 1063 1072 1078 1079 1084 1088 1092 1093 1101 1104
1 1 16 1125 1138 1143 1146 1160 1163 1160 1101 1108 1196 1201
12 09 1211 1220 1223 1227 1229 1231 1241 1 244 1245 1250 1254
1260 1261 1267 12 80 1281 1294 1299 1302 1303 1305 1307 1310
1314 1315 1319 1324 1326 1335 1339 1347 2006 2007 2015 201 7
2045 2049 2056 2060 2063 2065 2067 2071 2072 2076 2091 2097
2099 2142 2143 21 50 2163 2175 21 76 21 85 2193 2203 2207 2217
22 18 2226 2227 2232 2237 2240 2247 2251 2261 2263 2266 2272
2294 2297 2310 2316 2331 2333 2347 2352 2359
561 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITYP* 0 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 6 IT




ITIME3- 0 ITIME4> 0
ITIHE3> 0 ITIME4"
ITIHE3» 0 ITIHE4» 0
0 ITIHE33 0 ITIME4» 0
0 ITIME3> 0 ITIME4" 0
1016 1046 1053 1065 1067 1070 1071 1089 1 105 Ills 1120 1127
1147 1161 1100 1106 1199 1202 1237 1249 1258 1268 1275 1282
1269 1300 131 1 1322 1325 1341 2001 0 2009 2027 2057 2058 2082
2129 2146 2146 21 72 2188 2195 2190 2200 2273 2276 2278 2287
2269 2320 2326 2346 2355 2356
578 •MSEC= 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 1 IVP* 0 I SEN* 0 IDE* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 1 IT 1
NCRI NOl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NGJ 0 0 0 Kl* 26
1005 1024 102 7 1029 1006 1150 1167 1171 1196 1198 1212 1225
1251 1327 2021 2022 2071 2108 2144 2164 2232 2245 2246 22 63
2279 2333 '
579 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ = 0 I IVP* 0 ISEM* 0 I OF* 0 IIME* 0 ITIMEI* 1 IT 1
NCRI NOl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NÜ3 0 0 0 Kl* 14
2047 2052 2009 2090 2116 2123 2103 2173 2196 2250 2254 2325
2337 2344
12 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITVP* 0 ISEM* 1 IDF* 0 IIME* 0 IIIMEI* 3 111
NCRI NGl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl* 19
2001 2006 2009 2092 2094 2095 21 19 2150 2190 2220 2262 22 89
2291 2306 2316 2332 2345 2353 2356
570 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 1 IVP* 4 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 1 IT
NCRI NÜ1 NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl* 15
10 15 n i l 1117 1210 1274 1354 2078 2100 2104 2106 2190 2295
2296 2302 2303
571 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 ITVP* 3 ISEM* 0 IOF» 0 IIME* 0 ITIMEI* I IT
NCRI NGl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl* 60
1 197 1314 2004 2005 20Ô0 2011 2024 2029 2030 2031 2046 2069
2070 2001 2004 2000 2095 2096 2099 2112 2119 2124 2125 2129
2130 2131 2140 2142 2143 2144 2146 2150 2170 2174 2101 2107
2191 2192 2193 2190 2200 2203 2211 2213 2225 2228 2234 2237
2262 2269 2274 22 76 2277 2278 2284 2287 2209 2292 2297 2308
2311 2315 2332 2336 2350 2355 2306 2358
572 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 I IVP* 3 ISEM* 0 IDF* 0 IIME* 0 ITIMEI* I III
NCRI NGl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 K l * SO
2010 2010 2020 2021 2022 2026 2027 2032 2034 2036 2043 2050
2052 2054 2064 2066 2071 2073 20 75 2091 2113 2136 2141 21 47
2151 2160 21 06 2197 2199 2206 2200 2216 2221 2232 2233 2236
2242 2245 2246 2234 2263 2280 2301 2312 2319 2324 2330 2333
2337 2340
573 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 1 IVP* 3 ISEM* 0 lOF* 0 IIME* 0 ITIMEI* 1 IT
NCR 1 NGl NCR2 NÜ2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 K l * 69
1003 1004 1013 1023 1025 1029 1032 1033 1034 104 3 1044 1056
1059 1060 1063 1064 1076 1077 1088 1099 1 106 1109 11 10 1122
1123 1134 1143 1148 1101 1153 1154 1164 1165 1168 11 72 1174
11 76 il76 1105 1 1 06 1169 1190 1206 1222 1227 1239 1244 1245
1246 1250 1253 1254 1256 1250 1263 1265 1286 1290 1304 1308
1311 1315 1319 1320 1322 1325 1326 1320 1333
19 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 1 IVP* 1 ISEM* 1 IDF* 0 IIME* 1 ITIMEI* I IT
NCRI NGl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl* 21
1 034 1002 1005 1 103 1123 1124 1159 11 74 1107 1239 1266 1269
1303 1310 1333 2041 2076 2245 2258 2 304 2361
21 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ= 0 1 IVP* 1 ISEM* 1 IDF* 0 IIME* 0 ITIMEI* 1 III
NCRI NCI NCR 2 NG2 NC63 NG3 0 0 0 K l * 22
10 13 1053 1071 1 090 1112 1177 1100 1184 1203 1219 1232 1235
1315 1353 2014 2037 2050 2099 2105 2157 2169 2239
320 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0 IIVP* I ISEM* 2 IDF* 0 IIME* 1 ITIMEI* 1 IT
NCRI NGl NCH2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl* 10
1034 1082 1005 1123 1124 1159 1239 1256 1269 1333
ITINE3» 0 ITIHE4» 0
ITtHE3> 0 ITIHE4» 0
ITIHE3X 0 ITIHE4<> 0
ITIHE3C 4 iriNE4» 0
ITIHE3> 3 ITIHE4» 0
ITIHE3« 6 ITIHE4- 0
IHE2» I ITIME3# 3 :T:ME4= 0
ITIHE33 S ITIHE4S 2
ITIHE33 S ITIHE4> 2
4 ITIHE3» 5 ITIME4» 2
321 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0
NCRI NGl 
1006 1013 1039 
1315 1310 1353
ITYP* 1 ISEM* 2 IDF* 0
NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0
1053 1071 1090 1177 1180
ITME* 0 ITIMEI* I ITIME2* 4
0 0 Kl* IS
1184 1203 1232 1235
ITIME3* 5 ITIME4» 2






ITYP* 1 ISEM* 0 IDF* 
NCR2 NC2 NCR3 NG3 
1105 1100 1109 1110
1337 1346 2012 2020
2105 2107 2115 2117
2204 2222 2231 2299
0 ITME* 1 ITIMEI* 0 ITIHE2» 0 ITIHE3* 0 1TINE4* 2
0 0 0 Kl* 48
1149 1154 1190 1201 1203
2030 2030, 2039 2051 2055
2123 2132 2134 2145 2171
2300 2324 2335 2350 2361
577 MSEC* 1 ISEC* I NJ* 0
NCRI NGl 
10 18 1066 1097 
1318 1351 2040 
2280 2357
ITYP* 1 ISEM* 0 lOF* 0
NCR2 NG2 NCRJ NG3 0
1182 1239 1242 1259 1264
2048 2092 2110 2152 2221
(THE* 0 ITIMEI* 0 ITIHE2» 0
0 0 Kl* 26
1283 1287 1289 1293
2222 2224 2234 2257
ITIHE3* 0 ITIME4* 0




ITYP* 1 ISEM* 1 IÜF* 90104
NCI12 NG2 NCN3 NG3 0
2012 2018 2027 2077 2151
2305 2313
ITME* 0 ITIMEI* 0 ITIME2* 0
0 0 Kl* 17
2157 2150 2165 2227
1TIME3* 0 ITIME4» 0
532 MSEC* 1 I SEC* I NJ* 0
NCRI NGl 
2037 2046 2098
ITYP* 1 ISEM* 0 IDF* 90086 
NCW2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0
2108 2126 2140 2170 2174
2220 2230 2242 2249 2280
ITME* 0 (TIHEI* 0 1T1ME2» 0
O 0 Kl* 17
2202 2211 2212 2215
IT1ME3* 0 ITIHE4* 0
316 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0
NCRI NGl 
1067 1189 1245








555 MSEC* 1 ISEC* 1 NJ* 0
NCRI NGl 
2056 2191 2200
547 MSEC* t ISEC* I NJ* 0
NCRI NGl 
2100 2190 2221










581 MSEC* 3 ISEC*
1002


















3 NJ* 0 
NCRI NGl 
1005 1006
ITYP* 1 ISEM* 2
NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 
1284 2026 2036
ITYP* I ISEM* I 
NCR2 NG2 NCH3 NG3 
2074 2000 2120
232/
ITYP* 1 ISEM* 2 
NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 
11 35 1175 1257
ITVP* I ISEM* 0
NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 
2269 2277 2297
ITYP* I ISEM* 0 
NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 
2230 2301 2304
ITYP* 1 I SEN* 0 









ITYP* 1 ISEM* 0 
NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 
1007 1008 1011
IDF* 90075 ITME* 0 ITIMEI*
0 0 0 K 1*
2081 2093 2238 2346 2349
IDF* 90073 ITME* 0 ITIMEI*
0 0 0 Kl*
2122 2127 2185 2214 2226
IDF* 90072 ITME* 0 ITIMEI*
0 0 0 Kl*
1274 1290 1324 1335 1352
IDF* 90056 ITME* 0 ITIMEI*
0 0 0 Kl*
2349
IDF* 90034 ITME* 0 ITIMEI*
0 0 0 Kl*
lOf * 64253 ITME* 0 ITIMEI*
• 0 0 0 Kl*
1014 1019 1021 1024 1026
105 7 1058 1061 1062 1072
1121 1 125 1131 1136 1138
1160 1 161 1 167 1170 1171
1211 1212 1213 1215 1216
1241 1249 125S 1257 1266
1306 ' 1312 13 13 1321 1331
1348 1350 1352 1355 2042
IDF* 64247 ITME* 0 ITIMEI*
1 0 0 0 Kl*





0 ITIHE2* 0 
13 
2162
JTIME3» 0 ITIME4* 0
|TIME3= 0 ITIME4» 0
ITIME3* 0 ITIME4» 0
ITIME2* 0 1TIME3» 0 ITIME4» 0
1TIHE2* 0 ITIME3= 0 ITIME4* 0










1 IT1HE2= 4 lT|ME3a 6 tTXME4» 0
93
1027
e BV3HUI 0 >C3KUI
C mt3HUI 0 bCBHUI 0 S33HI1I
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I »»3H11I 0 *C3H!il
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9 1 C I ♦ O E l 3 1 3 1 9 V 3 1 6 8 1 1 9 9 1 1 3 9 1  1 3 5 1 1 / / O l 9  5 0 1 © ♦ 0 1 © 0 0 1
9 E a l X 0 9 ^ 8 1 » 9 EO N C H O N  3 0 N 3 HD N I O N I MD N
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I 0 S 4 1 0 9 0 1 1 0 7 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 9 1 1 4 6 1 2 2 6 1 2 2 8 1 2 4 4 1 2 5 5 1 3 0 6 1 3 2 6
1 3 4 4 2 0 0 7 2 0 1 9 2 0 2 5 2 0 3 4 2 0 5 7 2 1 3 7 2 1 4 1 2 1 6 1 2 1 8 5 2 1 9 3 2 2 2 3
2 2 3 1 2 2 4 7 2 2 7 9 2 2 8 2 2 2 8 3 2 2 8 4 2 3 1 0 2 3 3 2 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 8 2 3 5 9
I S E C = 2  N J a  Ü 1 f y i » = 1 I S E M =  1 I O F » 6 0 1 0 1 I T M E * 1 I T I M E I * 0  I T
N C R I  N G l N C R 2 N G 2  N C K 3  N G 3 5 7 5 5 7 7 0 K 1 = 2 4
1 0 2 4 1 0 7 3 1 1 0 4 1 1 3 2 1 1 5 2 1 2 5 4 1 2 5 7 1 2 9 2 1 3 3 4 2 0 0 3 2 0 2 8 2 0 3 3
2 0 3 5 2 0 4 6 2 0 9 3 2 1  1 0 2 1 3 6 2 1 3 8 2 2 6 7 2 3 0 0 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 5 2 3 2 9 2 3 3 5
I S E C » 4  N J s  0 1 l Y P a 1 I S E M a  2 1 D F » 5 6 6 9 7 -  i r M E a 0  I T I M E I * 1 I T
N C R I  N G l N C R 2 N G 2  N C R 3  N C 3 0 0 0 K l * 1 3 3
2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 6 2 0 0 8 2  0 0 9 2 0 1 4 2 0 1 5 2 0 1  7 2 0 1 6 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 2
2 0 2 7 2 0 2 6 2 0 2 9 2 0 3 2 2 0 3 3 2 0 3 5 2 0 3 7 2 0 4 0 2 0 4 1 2 0 4 6 2 0 4 9 2 0 5 0
2 0 5 2 2 0 5 9 2 0 6 0 2 0 o 2 2 0 6 3 2 C 6 4 2 0 6 5 2 0 6 9 2 0 7 4 2 0 7 6 2 0 7 7 2 0 9 0
2 0 9 2 2 0 9 3 2 0 9 4 2 0 9 5 2  0 9 7 2 0 9 9 2 1  0 1 2 1 0 5 2 1 1 0 2 1  1 7 2 1 1 9 2 1 2 0
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 4 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 7 2 1 3 3 2 1  3 4 2 1 3 6 2 1 3 8 2 1 4 0 2 1  4 4 2 1 4 8
2 1 5 0 2 1 5 1 2 1 5 8 2 1 6 1 2 1 6 4 2 1 7 1 2 1 7 5 2 1 7 6 2 1 7 9 2 1 8 1 2 1 8 2 2 1 9 4
2 1 9 0 2 2 0 3 2 2 0 9 2 2  1 7 2 2 1 9 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 5 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 7 2 2 2 9 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 5
2 2 3 6 2 2 3 7 2 2 3 9 2 2 4 5 2 2 4 9 2 2 5 2 2 2 5 6 2 2 5 8 2 2 6 0 2 2 6 1 2 2 6 2 2 2 6 3
2 2 6 5 2 2 6 7 2 2 6 9 2 2  71 2 2 7 6 2 2 8 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 8 9 2 2 9 1 2 2 9 2 2 2 9 3 2 3 0 0
2 3 0 4 2 3 0 6 2 3 0 7 2 3 0 8 2 3 1 0 2 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 5 2 3 1 6 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 5
2 3 2 6 2 3 2 7 2 3 2 8 2 3  2 9 2 3 3 0 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 2 3 4 5 2 3 5 1 2 3 5 3 2 3 5 6 2 3 6 0
2 3 C 1
isec= 4  N J a  0 I T Y P a 1 I S E M = 1 I D F  = 5 6 4 2 2 I T M f  a 0  I T I M E I * 1 I T
N C R I  N G l N C R 2 N G 2  N C H 3  N G 3 0 0 0 K l * 9 8
2 0  1 3 2 0 1 6 2 0 1 9 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 4 2 0 2 5 2 0 2 6 2 0 3 1 2 0 3 4 2 0 3 6 2 0 3 8 2 0 3 9
2 0 4 3 2 0 4 4 2 0 4 5 2 0 4 8 2 0 5 8 2 0 6 7 2 0 7 2 2 0 7 8 2 0 7 9 2 0 8 1 2 0 8 2 2 0 0 3
2 0 6 5 2 0 0 8 2 0 8 9 2 0 0 8 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 4 2 1 0 6 2 1 0 7 2 1 1  1 2 1 1 2 2 1  I S 2 1 3 1
2 1 3 5 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 5 2 1  4 9 2 1 5 9 2 1 6 2 2 1 6 7 2 1 6 8 2 1 7 4 2 1  7 8 2 1 8 4 2 1  8 8
2 1 9 0 2 1 9 2 2 1 9 3 2 1  9 6 2 1 9 9 2 2 0 6 2 2 0 7 2 2 1 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 4 2 2 1 5
2 2 1 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 8 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 0 2 2 4 0 2 2 4 1 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 4 6 2 2 5 1
2 2 6 3 2 2 7 4 2 2 7 5 2 2 7 7 2 2 7 9 2 2 0 2 2 2 8 3 2 2 0 6 2 2 9 0 2 2 9 6 2 2 9 7 2 3 0 1
2 3 0 2 2 3 0 3 2 3 0 9 2 3 1 8 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 6 2 3 4 8 2 3 4 9 2 3 5 5 2 3 5 7
2 3 5 0 2 3 5 9
I S E C a 4  N J a  0 I T Y P * 1 I S E M a  0 I D F = 6 6 3 5 7 I T M E a 0  I T I M E I * 1 I T
N C R I  N G l N C R 2 N G 2  N C F 3  N Q 3 0 0 0 K l * 1 0 2
1 0 0 3 1 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 1 0  1 4 1 0 1 6 1 0 1 8 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 3 1 0 3 3 1 0 3 8 1 0 4 6 1 0 4 7
1 0 5 4 1 0 6 1 1 0 6 6 1 0 o 9 1 0 7 3 1 0 7 7 1 0 8 2 1 0 8 3 1 0 8 5 1 0 8 7 1 0 8 0 1 0 8 9
1 0 9 0 1 0 9 5 1 0 0 7 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 5 1 1  I S 1 1 2 5 1 1 2 6 1 1 2 7 1 1 2 9
1 1 3 2 1 1 3 6 1 1 3 7 1 1  3 9 1 1 4 0 1 1 4 7 1 1 4 8 1 1 5 2 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 6 1 1 5 9 n  66
1 1 7 9 1 1 8 0 1 1 8 7 1 1 6 8 1 2 0 5 1 2 0 7 1 2 1 5 1 2 1 0 1 2 2 4 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 2
ITINE3» 0 ITIHE4» 3
ITIHE3» 4 ITIME4» 0
ITIME3» 4 ITIME4- 0
tTIME3> 0 ITIME4» 2
ITIHE3» 0 ITIHE4» 2
ITIHE3» 4 ITIME4- 0
ITIME3» 4 ITIME4» 0
ITIHE3» 4 ITIME4» 0




558 M S E C :
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 5 1 2 3 7 1 2 4 3 1 2 4 9 1 2 5 2 1 2 6 0 1 2 6 1 1 2 6 2 1 2 6 5 1 2 6 0 1 2 6 9
1 2 7 5 1 2 7 6 1 2 / 7 1 2  0 0 1 2 0 1 1 2 0 3 1 2  0 4 , 1 2 8 / 1 2 0 0 1 2 8 9 1 2 9 0 1 2 9 4
1 3 0 2 1 3 0 6 1 3 0 7 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 6 1 3 1 / 1 3 1 9 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 3 1 3 3 9 1 3 4  1 1 3 4 2
1 3 4 2 1 3 4 3 1 3 4 5 1 3 5 1 1 3 5 5 2 C O O
1 S E C = 2  N J =  0 1 l Y t > : 1 I S E M :  0 I D F : 5 6 2 0 5 I T M E : 0  I T I M E I : 0  I T I
N C N l  N G l N C H 2 N G 2  N C H 3  N G 3 0 0 0 K l : 3 2
2 0 0 3 2 0 1 1 2 0 2 4 2 0 3 0 2 0 4 4 2 0 6 4 2 0 0 5 2 1 0 1 2 1  1 6 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 0
2 1 4 1 2 1 4 9 2 1 6 0 2 1 8 6 2 1 9 1 2 1 9 7 2 2 0 6 2 2 2 5 2 2 4 3 2 2 5 0 2 2 5 9 2 2 6 7
2 2 7 2 2 2 7 5 2 2 9 6 2 2 9 0 2 3 0 0 2 3 1 / 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 4
I S E C : 3  N J :  0 I  I V f : 1 I S E M = 0 I D F : 5 6 2 0 4 I T M E : 1 I T I M E I : 0  I T I
N C H l  N G l N C R 2 N G 2  N C H 3  N G 3 5 4 9 0 0 K l : 8 3
1 0 0 3 1 0 0 4 l O O O 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 9 1 0 2 6 1 0 2 8 1 0 3 2 1 0 5 1 1 0 5 7 1 0 6 0 1 0 6 1
1 0 7 4 1 0 7 0 1 0 8 4 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 / 1 1 1 8 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 8 1 1 2 9
1 1  3 2 1 1 3 0 1 1 4 0 1 1 4 4 1 I S O 1 1 5 2 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 0 1 1 6 2 1 1 6 3 1 1 7 0 11 71
1 1 7 9 1 2 0 4 1 2 0 / 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 5 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 6 1 2 2 8 1 2 2 9
1 2 4 1 1 2 4  3 1 2 4 7 1 2 4 0 1 2 6 3 1 2 7 3 1 2 0 4 1 2 0 5 1 2 9 0 1 2 9 2 1 2 9 4 1 2 9 9
1 3 0 2 1 3 0 5 1 3 0 7 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 6 1 3 2 9 1 3 3 8 1 3 4 3 1 3 4 4 1 3 5 0 1 3 5 4
2 0 2 0 2 0 0 7 2 0 9  1 2 1 2 0 2 1 5 3 2 2 0 3 2 2 9 4 2 3 0 2 2 3 0 3 2 3 4 4 2 3 4 8
I S E C : 2  N J :  0 I T Y R : 1 I S E M =  0 l O F : 5 6 1 6 3 I T M E : I  I T I M E I : 0  I T I
N C H l  N G l N C B 2 N U 2  N C H 3  N G 3 5 5 9 0 0 K l : 4 5
1 0 1 7 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 6 1 1 0 7 1 1 2 0 1 1 3 6 1 1 4 4 1 1 5 9 1 1 7 0 1 1 9 1 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 5
1 2 2 1 1 2 5 1 1 2 / 1 1 2 8 5 1 3 0 6 1 3 1 / 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 7 1 3 2 9 1 3 3 0 1 3 5 0 1 3 5 2
2 0  1 2 2 0 1 6 2 0 2 3 2 0 2 6 2 0 3 3 2 0 4 2 2 0 6 6 2 1 2 7 2 1 6 0 2 1 8 4 2 1  0 6 2 1 9 7
2 2 1 9 2 2 4  1 2 2 5 4 2 3 1 5 2 3 2 4 2 3 2 9 2 3 3 0 2 3 3 7 2 3 3 9
I S E C : 4  N J :  0 1 l Y P : 1 I S E M :  0 I D F : 5 2 3 / 0 I T M E : 1 I T I M E I : 0  I T
N C H l  N C I N C R 2 N G 2  N C H 3  N G 3 8 0 0 K l : 1 1 9
1 0 0 2 1 0 3 5 1 0 0  7 1 0 0 0 1 0 1  1 1 0 1 9 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 4 1 0 2 6 1 0 2 7 1 0 3 5 1 0 3 6
1 0 4 1 1 0 4 5 1 0 4 0 1 0 4 9 1 0 5 0 1 0 5 5 1 0 5 0 1 0 6 2 1 0 6  8 1 0 7 2 1 0 / 4 1 0 8 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 6 1 0 9  1 1 0 9 4 1 0 9 6 1 0 9 0 11 0 0 1 1 1 6 1 1  1 0 11 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 4
1 1 2 8 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 5 1 1 3 0 1 1 4 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 5 1 1 4 9 1 1 5 0 1 1 5 0 1 1 6 0 1 1 6 7
1 1 7 0 1 1 7 1 1 1 / 2 1 1  7 3 1 1 7 7 1 1 8 1 1 1 8 2 1 1 0 3 1 1 0 4 1 1 9 1 1 1 9 3 1 1 9 5
1 1 9 6 1 1 9 0 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 3 1 2 0 4 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 6 1 2 1 7
1 2 1 9 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 6 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 0 1 2 4 0 1 2 4  1 1 2 4 0 1 2 5 5 1 2 5 / 1 2 5 9 1 2 6 6
1 2 6 7 1 2 7 0 1 2 / 1 1 2 / 3 1 2 7 0 1 2 0 2 1 2 8 5 1 2 9 3 1 3 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 3 0 3 1 3 0 5
1 3 1 2 1 3 2 / 1 3 3 0 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 4 1 3 3 6 1 3 3 7 1 3 3 0 1 3 4 0 1 3 4 6 1 3 4 / 1 3 4 8
1 3 5 0 1 3 5 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 4 2 2 1 0 5 2 2 0 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 3 9 2 3 5 2 2 3 5 9 2 3 6 1
I S E C : 4  N J :  0 I T V P : 1 I S E M l :  0 l O F : 4 8 5 1 6 I T M E : 1 I T I M E I : 0  I T
N C H l  N G l N C B 2 N G 2  N C R J  N G 3 5 3 2 0 0 K l : 1 6 1
1 0 0 6 1 0 0 / 1 0 0 9 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 6 1 0 1 / 1 0 1 9 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 2 3 1 0 2 5
1 0 2 0 1 0 3 3 1 0 3 5 1 0 3 7 1 0 3 0 1 0 4 0 1 0 4 4 1 0 4 6 1 0 4 7 1 0 4 9 1 0 5 0 1 0 5 2
1 0 5 5 1 0 5 6 1 0 5 0 1 0 6 3 1 0 6 6 1 0 7 5 1 0 / 6 1 0 7 / 1 0 8 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 5
1 0 0 9 1 0 9 2 1 0 9 0 1 0  9 9 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 3 1 1 0 6 1 1 0 9 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 2
1 1 2 7 1 1 3 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 / 1 1 3 9 1 1 4 0 1 1 4 5 1 1 4 0 I  1 5 1 1 1 5 3 1 1 5 4 1 1 6 1
1 1 6 5 1 1 6 6 n / 3 1 1 8 3 1 1 0 5 1 1 9 0 1 1 9 7 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 3 1 2 1  / 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 9
1 2 2 4 1 2 2 5 1 2 2 7 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 7 1 2 3 0 1 2 5 0 1 2 5 2 1 2 5 3 1 2 5 6 1 2 6 3
1 2 6 6 1 2 6 8 1 2 / 0 1 2 / 3 1 2 / 5 1 2 / 7 1 2 / 9 1 2 0 7 1 2 9 8 1 3 0 0 1 3 0 4 1 3 0 0
1 3 0 9 1 3 1 4 1 3 1 6 1 3 2 0 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 5 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 6 1 3 4 1 1 3 4 2 1 3 4 2 1 3 4 5
1 3 4 9 1 3 5 3 1 3 5 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 1 3 2 0 1 0 2 0 3 2 2 0 3 6 2 0 4 7 2 0 5 1 2 0 5 5 2 0 7 5
2 0 7 9 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 6 2 0 9 6 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 4 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 7 2 1 5 2 2 1 5 7 2 1 5 9
2 1 6 2 2 1 6 5 2 1 7 2 2 1  7 3 2 1 8 7 2 1 0 9 2 1 9 1 2 1 9 9 2 2 0 5 2 2 0 9 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 4
2 2 1 6 2 2 1 0 2 2 3 6 2 2 5 3 2 2 5 9 2 2 6 5 2 2 0 5 2 2 0 / 2 3 0 7 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 3  3 6
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 / 2 3 5 1 2 3 5 3 2 3 5 4
I S E C : 5  N J :  0 1 l Y P : 1 1 S E N| :  0 I D F : 4 0 7 6 3 I T M E : 0  I T I M E I : 0  I T
N C H l  N G l N C H 2 N G 2  N C R 3  N G 3 0 0 0 K l : 1 4 5
1 0 3 2 1 0 3 9 1 0 5 6 1 0 5 / 1 0 5 9 1 0 6 3 1 0 9 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 4 1 1 6 4 1 1 7 4 1 1 0 6
1 2 2 / 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 6 1 2 5 0 1 2 5 4 1 2 6 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 6 1 3 2 0
1 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 2 0 0 6 2 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 2 0 1 4 2 0 1 5 2 0 2 3
2 0 2 4 2 0 2 5 2 0 2 9 2 0 3 0 2 0 3 1 2 0 3 3 2 0 4 1 2 0 4 5 2 0 4 6 2 0 4  0 2 0 5 5 2 0 5 9
2 0 6 3 2 0 6 / 2 0 7 0 2 0 7 2 2 0 7 6 2 0 7 9 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 2 0 9 2 2 0 9 4 2 0 9 5
2 0 9 9 2 1  0 1 2 1  1 0 2 1  1 2 2 1 1 5 2 1 1 9 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 4 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 9 2 1 3 0
ITIHE3> ITIHE4> I
ITIHE3* ITINE4» 2
ITIHE3» 0 ITIHE4>> 1
ITIME3: 0 ITIHE4» 0
S3S MSEC*
53 7
2140 2142 2143 2144 2148 2150 2152 2155 2159 2163 2165 2173
2174 2175 21 76 21 78 2181 2187 2192 2193 2198 2203 2207 2210
2211 2212 2213 2217 2218 2220 2224 2225 2220 2229 2230 2234
2237 2239 225 1 2252 2255 2255 2259 2260 2262 2271 22 76 2270
22 64 2207 2288 22 89 2291 2292 23 04 2306 2300 2315 2316 2316
2321 2323 2328 2331 2332 2336 2345 2350 2351 2353 2355 2356
2360
ISEC* 5 NJs 0 1 ÎYP3 1 ISEM1* 0 lOF* 40350 ITME® 0 ITIMEI® 0 IT
NCRI NGl NCH2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl® 90
2003 2005 201 1 2016 2028 2C37 2038 2039 2040 2044 2047 2051
2007 205U 2060 2069 2003 2085 2089 2090 2093 2105 2106 2109
21 It 2110 2120 2126 2127 2128 2131 2133 2135 2137 2130 2139
2146 2149 2153 21 54 2161 2162 2164 2166 2167 2160 2169 2179
2162 2103 2106 2194 2195 2196 2201 2209 2214 2219 2222 2223
2227 2246 2250 2256 2237 2261 2267 2272 2273 2274 2275 2279
2260 2202 220J 2290 2293 2294 2298 2309 231 1 2317 2325 2326
2327 2334 2344 2346 2354 2357
1 SEC« 5 NJ= 0 ITYP= 1 ISEM1= 0 IDF= 40020 ITME** 0 ITIMEI® 0 IT
NCRI NGl NCK2 NQ2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl® IS
1002 1011 1026 1 141 1 150 1 181 1193 1240 1267 1321 1330 2042
2110 2149 2314
1SEC= 5 NJ5 0 1TYP= 1 ISEMis 0 IDF® 4001 1 ITMEs 0 ITIMEI® 0 IT
NCRI NGl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 0 0 0 Kl® 4
1020 2125 2143 2201
1SEC = 7 NJ= 0 irYP= 1 ISEMa 0 IDF= 4210 1 TME = I ITIMEI® 0 1T
NCRI NGl NCR2 NG2 NCR3 NG3 16 316 0 K 1® 210
1 169 200 1 2002 2003 2006 2007 2009 2011 2012 2013 2015 2016
201 7 2019 2023 2025 2026 2033 2035 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041
2044 2045 204 / 2048 2049 2051 2005 2 05 7 2056 2059 2060 2062
2063 2065 2067 2072 2074 2 0 76 2077 2079 2000 2002 2083 2005
2060 2007 2089 2090 2092 2 093 2094 2096 2097 2101 2105 21 07
2100 2109 2110 21 11 211.5 2116 2117 2118 2120 2121 2122 2123
2126 21 27 2128 21 32 2133 2134 2135 2137 2130 2139 2145 2148
21 49 2152 2153 2154 2155 2158 2159 2161 2162 2163 2164 2165
2166 2167 2168 2169 2171 2 172 2173 21 75 21 76 2178 2179 21 00
2102 2183 2184 2185 2188 2109 2194 2195 2196 2201 2202 2204
2205 2207 2209 2210 2212 2214 2215 221 7 2218 2219 2220 2222
2223 2224 2226 2227 2229 2230 2231 2235 2238 2239 2240 2241
2243 2246 224 7 2249 2250 2251 2252 2253 2255 2256 2257 2258
2259 2260 2261 2265 2266 2267 2260 22 71 2272 2273 2275 2279
2260 2201 2282 2283 2285 2288 2290 2291 2293 2294 2298 2299
2300 2304 2305 2306 2307 2309 2310 2313 2316 231 7 2310 2320
2321 2322 2323 2325 2326 2327 2328 2329 2331 2334 2335 2330
2340 2344 2345 2346 2347 2349 2351 2352 2353 2354 2357 2359
2360 2361
1SEC = 7 NJ s 0 ITYP* 1 ISEM1= 0 lOFa 4210 ITME* 0 ITIMEI® 0 IT
NCNl NGl NCR2 NO2 NCR3 NÙ3 0 0 0 Kl® 210
2001 2002 2006 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2016 201 7 2019 2023
2025 2020 2033 2035 2 03 7 2038 2039 2040 204 1 2044 2045 2047
2040 2049 2051 2055 2066 2057 2058 2059 2062 2063 2065 2067
2072 2074 2076 2077 2079 2060 2082 2003 2085 2006 2007 2089
2090 2092 2093 2094 2096 2101 21 05 21 07 2108 2109 21 10 21 1 1
21 15 21 16 2117 2118 2120 2121 21 22 2123 2126 2128 2132 21 33
21 24 2135 2137 2138 2139 2 145 2148 2152 2153 2154 2155 2150
2159 2161 2162 2163 2164 2165 2166 2167 2168 2169 21 71 2172
2173 2175 21 76 21 78 21 79 2180 21 82 2183 2185 2106 2109 2194
2195 2196 2201 2202 2204 2205 2207 2209 22 10 2212 2214 2215
2216 2217 2218 2219 2220 2222 2223 2224 2226 2227 2229 2230
2231 2235 223 U 2239 2240 2241 2243 2246 2247 2249 2250 2251
2252 2253 2255 2256 2257 2258 2259 2260 2261 2265 2266 2267
2260 2271 2272 22 73 2275 2279 2280 2281 2202 2283 2205 2208
ITIHE3a 0 IT1ME«> 0
0 ITIME3K 0 ITIME4" 2
5 6 5 -  H S E C =
S b 7
2 2 9 0 2 2 9 1 2 2 9 3 2 2 9 4 2 2 9 8 2 2 9 9 2 3 0 0 2 3 0 4 2 3 0 5 2 3 0 6 2 3 0 7 2 3 0 9
2 J 1 0 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 6 2 3 1 7 2 3 1 0 2 3 2 0 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 5 2 3 2 6 2 3 2 7
2 J 2 Ü
2 3 5 3
2 3 3 1
2 3 5 4
2 3 J 4
2 3 5 /
2 3 3 5  
2  3 5 9
2 3 3 8
2 3 6 0
2 3 4 0
2 3 6 1
2 3 4 4 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 6 2 3 4 / 2 3 4 9 2 3 5 1
I S E C  = 7 N J =  0  
N C R I  N G l
1 I Y R =  
N C R 2
1 I S E M =  0  
N G 2  N C R 3  N O 3
I I ) F = 4 2 0 2
0
I 1 M C  = 
0
U i r i M C t e  
0  K l  =
0  I T
2 0 2
2 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 6 2 0 0 7 2 0 0 9 2 0 1 2 2 0  1 3 2 0 1 5 2 0 1  7 2 0 1 9 2 0 2 3 2 0 2 5
2 0 2 8 2 0 3 3 2 0 3 5 2 0 3 7 2 0 3 0 2 0 3 9 2 0 4 0 2 0 4 1 2 0 4 4 2 0 4 5 2 0 4 7 2 0 4 8
2 0 4 9 2 0 5 1 2 0 5 5 2 0 5 8 2 0 5 9 2 0 6 3 2 0 6 5 2 0 6 6 2 0 6 7 2 0 7 2 2 0 7 4 2 0 7 6
2 0 7 / 2  0 7 9 2 0 0 0 2 0 8 2 2 0 8 3 2 0 0 5 2 0 0 6 2 0 8 7 2 0 8 9 2 0 9 0 2 0 9 4 2 0 9 6
2 0 9 / 2 1 0  1 2 1 0 S 2 1  0 7 2 1 0 8 2 1 0 9 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 5 2 1  1 6 2 1  1 7 2 1  2 0
2 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 6 2 1 2 7 2 1 2 8 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 4 2 1 3 5 2 1 3 7 2 1  3 8 2 1  3 9
2 1  4 5 2 1 4 8 2 1 5 3 2 1  5 5 2 1 5 8 2 1 5 9 2 1 6 1 2 1 6 2 2 1 6 3 2 1 6 4 2 1 6 5 2 1 6 6
2 1 6 / 2 1 6 0 2 1 6 9 2 1 / 1 2 1 / 2 2 1 7 3 2 1 7 5 2 1 7 6 2 1 7 8 2 1  7 9 2 1 6 0 2 1 8 2
2 1  0 3 2 1 0 4 2 1 0 5 2 1 6 8 2 1 6 9 2 1 9 4 2 1 9 5 2 1 9 6 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 4 2 2 0 5
2 2 0 7 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 9 2 2 1 0 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 7 2 2 1 8 2 2 1 9 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 6
2 2 2 7 2 2  2 9 2 2 3  0 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 5 2 2 3 8 2 2 3 9 2 2 4 0 2 2 4  1 2 2 4 3 2 2 4 6 2 2 4 7
2 2 4 9 2 2 5 0 3 2 5  1 2 2 5 2 2 2 5 3 2 2 5 5 2 2 5 6 2 2 5 7 2 2 5 9 2 2 6 0 2 2 6 1 2 2 6 5
2 2 6 6 2 2 6  7 2 2 6  0 2 2 / 1 2 2 7 2 2  2  7 3 2 2 7 5 2 2 7 9 2 2 8 0 2 2 6 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 8 3
2 2 8 5 2 2 0 0 2 2  9 0 2 2 9 1 2 2 9 3 2 2 9 4 2 2 9 0 2 2 9 9 2 3 0 0 2 3 0 4 2 3 0 5 2 3 0 6
2 3 0 / 2 3 0 9 2 3 1 0 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 6 2 3 1 7 2 3 1 8 2 3 2 0 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 5
2 3 2 6
2 3 4 6
2 3 2 7
2 3 4 7
2 3 2 8
2 3 4 9
2 3  2 9  
2 3 5 1
2 3 3 1
2 3 5 2
2 3 3 3
2 3 5 4
2 3 3 4
2 3 5 7
2 3 3 5
2 3 3 0
2 3 3 8
2 3 6 0
2 3 4 0
2 3 6 1
2 3 4 4 2 3 4 5
I S E C - 7  N J =  0  
N C R I  N G l
1 T Y P -
N C R 2
1 I S E M s  0  
N G 2  N C R 3  N C 3
1 0 F  = 4 1 9 3
0
I T M E s
0
0  I T
0
I ME 1  = 
K l  =
0  I T
1 9 3
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 6 1 0 1 7 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 2 1 0 2 8 1 0 3 0 1 0 3 1
1 0 3 6 1 0 3  7 1 0 3 0 1 0  3 9 1 0 4 0 1 0 4 2 1 0 4 5 1 0 4 7 1 0 5 1 1 0 5 2 1 0 5 3 1 0 5 4
1 0 5 5 1 0 6 5 1 0 6 6 1 0 6 / 1 0 6 8 1 0 0 9 1 0 7 0 1 0 7 1 1 0 7 3 1 0 7 4 1 0 7 5 1 0 7 0
1 0 7 9 1 0 0 0 l o a i 1 0 8 2 1 0 8 3 1 0 8 4 1 0 0 5 1 0 0 7 1 0 9 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 9 5 1 0 9 6
1 0 9 7 1 0 0 8 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 3 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 5 1 1 0 7 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1  1 4
1 1 I S 1 1  1 9 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 4 1 1 2 6 1 1 2 7 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 9 1 1 3 0 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 5
1 1 3 7 1 1 4 0 1 1 4 2 1 1 4 6 1 1 4 7 1 1 4 9 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 6 1 1 5 7 I 1 5 9 1 1 6 2 1 1 6 3
1 1 6 6 1 1 7 0 1 1 7 5 1 1 7 7 I 1 7 9 1 1 0 0 1 1 8 3 1 1 8 4 1 1 8 7 1 1 8 8 1 1 9 2 1 1 0 4
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THE CONFLICT NATNIX FUN SINGLE SECTION COURSES
COURSE 1 ( 529 ) AND COURSE 2 538 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE ( 529 ) AND COURSE J 540 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 529 ) AND COURSE 4 54 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 ( 52 9 > AND COURSE 5 550 NUHOER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE i 529 I AND COURSE 6 551 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 i 52 9 ) AND COURSE T 559 NUHGCR OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE i 529 i AND CUURSE a 56 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE i 529 ) AND COURSE 9 578 NUMDER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE i 52 9 ) AND COURSE 10 579 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 529 ) AND COURSE 11 12 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 52 9 > and COURSE 12 570 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE i 529 ) AND COURSE 13 571 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE i 529 ) AND COURSE 14 672 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE i 529 ) AND COURSE 15 573 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 i 529 ) AND COURSE 16 19 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE i 529 > AND COURSE 1 7 21 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 529 ) AND COURSE Id 320 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 52 9 } AND COURSE 19 321 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE < 529 ) AND COURSE 20 576 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE { 529 i AND CUURSE 21 577 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 529 ) AND COURSE 22 16 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 529 > AND COURSE 23 532 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE { 52 9 ) AND COURSE 24 316 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 529 ) AND COURSE 25 7 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 529 ) AND COURSE 26 306 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE ( 529 ) AND COURSE 27 555 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 ( 52 9 ) AND COURSE 20 547 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 i 535 ) AND COURSE 3 54 0 NUMBFR OF CONFLICTS* 0
COUPÜE 2 530 ) ANJ COURSE 4 541 NUHHER OF coNFLicrsc 0
COUWSE 2 03 0 & AND COURSE 5 550 NUKÜER OF CONFLICTS= 0
couHue 2 530 > A NO COURSE 6 551 NUMhER OF CONFLICTS^ 1
COURSE 2 530 > ANl> COURSE 7 559 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS": 0
COURSE 2 53 8 1 AND COURSE 8 561 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE 9 578 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE 10 579 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 538 > A NO COURSE 1 1 12 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE 12 570 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 2 538 > AND COURSE 13 571 NUHUER OF c o n f l i c t s* 3
COURSE 2 530 ) AND COURSE 14 572 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 538 I AND COURSE 15 573 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 6
COURSE 2 530 > AND COURSE 15 19 nu mber OF CONFLICTS* 3
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE I 7 21 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE 1 8 320 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 2 53 8 ) AND COURSE 19 321 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE 20 575 NUMHER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 53 8 > AND COURSE 21 577 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 2 530 ) AND COURSE 22 16 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE 23 532 NUMBER CF CONFLICTS* t
COURSE 2 530 ) AND COURSE 24 316 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 2 530 ) AND COURSE 25 7 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 2 538 ) AND CUURSE 26 306 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 2 530 » AND COURSE 27 555 number OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 2 538 ) AND COURSE 28 54 7 NUMDER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 3 54 0 ) AND COURSE 4 54 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 3 540 ) AND COURSE 5 550 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 3 54 0 > AND COURSE 6 551 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 3 540 > AND COURSE 7 559 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 3 54 0 ) AND COURSE a 561 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 3 540 1 AND COURSE V 578 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 3 540 ) AND COURSE 10 579 NUMBER CF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 3 54 n \ AND criijRsr 11 ? NUHHFR OF fONFl irT<= R
'
CUURSE 3 ( 54 0 ) A NO COURSE 1 2 s/b ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 1 540 > ANU CUURSE 13 571 ) NUHHER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 i 54 0 ) AND COURSE 14 572 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 < 54 0 ) ANO COURSE 15 573 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 3
CUURSE 3 ( 54 0 } A NO COURSE lb 19 ) NUHUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 ( 540 ) ANO COURSE I 7 21 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 { 54 0 ) ANO COURSE lu 320 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 ( 540 ) ANO CUURSE 1 9 321 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 ( 540 ) ANO COURSE 20 575 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 ( 54 0 ) ANO COURSE 21 577 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 i 540 ) ANO COURSE 22 16 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 <54 0 1 ANO COURSE 23 532 > NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 ( 540 ) ANO COURSE 24 316 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 3 i 540 ) ANO ÇOURSE 25 7 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
CUURSE 3 < 540 i ANO COURSE 26 306 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 < 540 ) ANO COURSE 27 505 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 3 ( 54 0 ) ANO COURSE 20 547 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 C 541 ) ANO CUURSE 5 550 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 ( 54 1 1 ANO COURSE 6 551 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* t
COURSE 4 ( 54k ) ANO COURSE 7 559 J NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 4 ( 541 > AND COURSE 6 561 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 ( 541 1 AND COURSE 9 576 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 4 ( 541 ) ANO COURSE 10 579 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 ( 54 1 ) ANO CUURSE 1 1 12 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 ( 541 1 ANO COURSE 12 570 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 I 541 ) ANO COURSE 13 571 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* >
COURSE 4 ( 541 ) ANO COURSE 14 572 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 4 ( 541 1 AND COURSE 1 S 573 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 ( 54 1 > ANO COURSE 16 19 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
CUURSE 4 < 541 ) ANO COURSE 17 21 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 ( 541 1 ANO CUURSE 10 320 > NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 < 541 1 AND COURSE 19 321 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 ( 541 1 AND COURSE 20 5 75 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 4 S4I 1 ARi> COURSE 21 577 NUMBER OF CONFLICrSs 0
COURSE 4 541 1 ANO CUURSE 22 16 1 NUHUER or CONFLICTS^ 0
COURSE 4 541 ) ANO COURSE 23 532 ) NUMBER QF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 541 } ANO COURSE 24 316 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 4 54 1 1 ANO COURSE 25 7 > NUHUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 4 541 > ANO COURSE 26 306 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 4 541 1 ANO COURSE 27 555 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 4 541 1 ANO CUURSE 2U 547 ) NUMBER OF c o n f l i c t s* 0
CUURSE S 550 1 ANO COURSE 6 551 1 NUMBER OF c o n f l i c t s» 0
COURSE 5 55 0 1 ANO COURSE 7 559 NUMBER UF CONFLICTS* 3
COURSE S 550 1 ANO COURSE a 561 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 6
COURSE 5 550 1 ANO COURSE 9 576 1 NUHUER OF c o n f l i c t s* 0
COURSE ü 550 1 ANO COURSE 10 579 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE S 550 1 ANO COURSE 1 t 12 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 4
COURSE 5 55 0 1 ANO COURSE 12 570 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 5 550 1 ANO COURSE 13 571 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 12
CUURSE 5 550 1 ANO COURSE 14 572 1 NUMBER UF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE ù 550 ) ANO COURSE 1 5 573 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 10
COURSE 5 550 1 ANO COURSE 16 19 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 2
CUURSE S 550 1 ANO COURSE 1 7 21 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
CUURSE S 550 ) ANO COURSE 1 0 320 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 5 550 1 ANO COURSE 19 321 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
CUURSE 5 550 } ANO COURSE 20 575 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 5 550 1 AND COURSE 21 577 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE S 550 1 AND COURSE 22 16 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 1
CUURSE S 050 1 ANO COURSE 23 532 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 5 55 0 1 ANO COURSE 24 316 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 5 550 1 ANO COURSE 25 7 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
CUURSE 5 0 0  0 1 ANO COURSE 2 6 306 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 5 550 1 ANO COURSE 27 555 1 NUMBER UF CONFLICTS* 2
CUURSE S 550 } ANO COURSE 2a 547 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 6 5 5 1  ) ANO COURSE 7 559 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 0 5 1  > ANO COURSE a 6 6 1  & NU MBE R OF CONFLICTS* 1
CÜUMSC 6 S5I » ANi> CUURSE 9 578 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
couhse » SSI ) ANL> COURSE to 579 > NUHUER OF CONFLICTS*: 0
COURSE 6 SSI ) ANO CUURSE 1 1 12 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 6 551 ) AND COURSE 12 570 NUMOER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 6 QSl 1 ANO COURSE 13 571 ) NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 3
COURSE 6 551 i AND COURSE 14 572 NUHDER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 > AND COURSE 15 573 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 7
COURSE 6 ÔS1 > AND COURSE 16 19 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 ) AND COURSE 1 7 21 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 2
CUURSE 6 551 1 AND COURSE 18 320 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 ) AND CUURSE 19 321 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 ) AND COURSE 20 575 ) NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 ) AND COURSE 21 577 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 1 AND COURSE 22 16 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 ) AND COURSE 23 532 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 6 551 1 AND COURSE 24 316 "NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
CUURSE 6 SSI 1 AND COURSE 25 7 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 6 551 ) AND COURSE 26 306 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 551 ) AND COURSE 27 555 > NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 6 SSI ) AND CUURSE 28 547 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 7 559 ) AND COURSE a 561 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 7 559 > AND COURSE 9 578 NUMUCR OF CONFLICTS* 6
COURSE 7 559 ) AND COURSE 10 579 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 7 559 1 AND COURSE 11 12 1 NUMBER OF co n f l i c t s* 3
COURSE 7 55 9 ) AND COURSE 12 570 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 7 559 1 AND COURSE 13 571 ) NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 9
CUURSE 7 559 1 ANO COURSE 14 572 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 5
COURSE 7 559 ) AND COURSE 15 573 1 NUMDER OF CONFLICTS* 16
COURSE 7 559 ) AND COURSE 16 19 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 7 659 ) AND COURSE 17 21 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 7 559 > AND COURSE 10 320 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 7 55 9 i AND COURSE 19 321 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 7 559 1 AND COURSE 20 H75 % NUMBFR OF CONFl IfTS* \
COURSE 7 C 5S9 1 AND COURSE 21 57 7 NUHHER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE r ( 509 ) AND COURSE 22 16 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 3
COURSE 7 < 559 > AND COURSE 23 532 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 7 ( 559 ) AND COURSE 24 316 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE 7 ( 559 & AND COURSE 25 7 ) NUMBER .UF CONFLICTS» 3
COURSE 7 1 55 9 ) AND COURSE 26 306 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 3
COURSE 7 ( 559 ) AND COURSE 27 555 NUMBER UF CONFLICTS» 2
COURSE / ( 559 ) AND COURSE 28 547 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE a ( 561 1 AND COURSE 9 578 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE a ( 501 ) AND COURSE 10 579 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE u ( SOI ) AND COURSE 1 1 12 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 5
CUURSE u ( 561 ) AND COURSE 12 570 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 0 ( 501 ) AND COURSE 13 571 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 10
COURSE a ( 561 ) AND COURSE 14 572 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE a 1 SOI 1 AND COURSE 15 573 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 6
COURSE a ( 561 ) AND COURSE 16 19 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE a ( Sût 1 AND COURSE 1 7 21 1 NUMBER CF CONFLICTS» 3
COURSE d 1 561 ) AND COURSE 18 320 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 0 (SOI 1 AND COURSE 19 321 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS* 3
COURSE 8 ( 561 1 AND COURSE 20 575 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE 8 ( 561 ) AND COURSE 21 577 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE a ( SOI ) AND COURSE 22 16 1 NUHUER OF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE a 1 561 ) AND COURSE 23 532 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 0 ( 561 1 AND COURSE 24 316 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 3
COURSE a i 501 1 AND COURSE 25 7 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE a ( 561 } AND COURSE 2 6 306 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE a ( 061 ) AND COURSE 27 555 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» I
COURSE ü < SOI 1 AND COURSE 28 547 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 9 ( 578 ) ANO COURSE 10 579 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 9 i 57b } AND COURSE 11 12 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 9 1 5 78 1 AND COURSE 12 570 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 9 C 578 ) AND COURSE 1 3 571 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE 9 ( 578 1 AND COURSE 1 4 572 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS» 7
COURSE y 578 ) A N J COURSE 15 573 1 NUMUER OF C0NFL1CTS= 1
COURSE 4 578 ) A NU COURSE 1 o 19 1 numoer OF CONFLICTS** 1
COURSE 9 578 i A NO COURSE 17 21 1 NUMOER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 578 > ANU COURSE 18 320 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 570 ) A NO COURSE 19 321 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 578 ) ANU COURSE 20 575 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 578 1 ANO COURSE 21 577 ) NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 570 ) ANO COURSE 22 16 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 578 > ANU CUURSE 23 532 1 NUMBER OF c o n f l i c t s* 1
COURSE 9 578 ) ANO COURSE 24 316 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 578 > ANO COURSE 25 7 1 NUMBER OF c o n f l i c t s* 0
COURSE 9 578 ) ANU COURSE 26 306 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 570 1 ANU COURSE 27 555 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 9 578 ) ANO COURSE 28 047 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE tü 579 > ANU COURSE 1 l 12 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 i ANU COURSE 12 570 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 1 ANU COURSE 13 571 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 0 579 > ANU 'COURSE 14 572 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 3
COURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 15 573 I NUMOER CF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 16 19 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 1 7 21 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 18 320 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 > ANU COURSE 19 321 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 20 075 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* I
COURSE 10 579 > ANU COURSE 21 577 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 22 16 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 23 532 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 1 0 5/9 ) ANU COURSE 24 316 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 25 7 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 I ANO COURSE 26 306 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 ) ANU COURSE 27 555 NUMBER CF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 10 579 1 ANU CUURSE 20 547 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 1 ANU COURSE 1 2 570 1 NUMUER OF CONFl. ICTS* Ù
CÜUR&E \ \ 12 > ANO CUURSc. 13 571 NUMOER OF CONFUICTS» 9
COURSE 1 1 12 ) ANO CUURSE 14 572 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 ) ANO COURSE 15 573 NUMUER OF CONPLICIS* 0
COURSE 11 12 1 ANO COURSE 16 19 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 > ANO COURSE 17 21 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 ) ANO CUURSE 16 320 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 > ANO COURSE 19 321 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 ) ANO COURSE 20 575 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 11 12 > AND COURSE 21 577 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 11 12 1 ANO COURSE 22 16 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS*^ 0
COURSE 11 12 1 ANO COURSE 23 532 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 11 12 » ANO CUURSE 24 316 NUMUER OF CONFLtCrS* 0
COURSE 11 12 > ANU COURSE 25 7 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 > ANO CUURSE 26 306 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 ) ANO COURSE 27 555 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 11 12 1 ANO COURSE 26 54 7 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 1 ANO COURSE 1 3 571 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 ) AND CUURSE 14 572 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 ) ANO CUURSE 15 57 3 NUMBER OF CUNFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 ) ANO COURSE 16 19 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 1 ANO CUURSE 1 7 21 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 ) ANO COURSE 16 320 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 1 ANO COURSE 19 321 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 1 ANO COURSE 20 575 NUMBER OF c o n f l i c t s* 2
COURSE 12 570 * ANO COURSE 2 1 577 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 5 70 1 A n d COURSE 22 16 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 1 ANO COURSE 23 532 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 5 70 1 ANO COURSE 24 316 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 ) ANO COURSE 25 7 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 i ANO COURSE 2 6 306 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 12 570 1 AND CUURSE 27 555 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 12 570 i ANO COURSE 2 6 547 n u m b e r OF CONFLICTS* 2
cnuRSP X 3 571 1 ANO fnUBSF 1 4 S72 N I I H R F R OF niNFl f C T S s n
-
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 1 ANO C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3  A NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 > ANO C O U R S E 1 o I S  > NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 ) ANO C U U R S E 1 7 2 1  1 NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S » 2
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 1 AND C O U R S E 1 0 3 2 0  1 N U MBE R OF C O N F L I C T S » 0
C U U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 > ANO C O U R S E I D 3 2 1  1 N U MBE R r O F c o n f l i c t s » 0
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 > ANO C O U R S E 2 0 5 7 3  ) N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 4
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 ) ANO C O U R S E 2 1 5 7 7  ) N U M B E R O F C O N F L I C T S » 1
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 ) ANO C O U R S E 2 2 1 6  ) NUMBER O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 > ANU C O U R S E 2 3 5 3 2  ) NU MUE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 6
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 4 3 1 6  » N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 2
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 1 AND C O U R S E 2 5 7  1 N U M B E R OF C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 1 A NO C O U R S E 2 0 3 0 6  ) N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 7 5 5 5  1 N U M B E R OF C O N F L I C T S * 5
C O U R S E 1 3 5 7 1 ) ANO C U U R S E 2 0 5 4 7  1 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 4 5  7 2 ) ANO C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 NUMBER O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 ANO C O U R S E 1 6 19 n u m b e r OF C O N F L I C T S » 1
C O U R S E 1 4 5  7 2 1 ANO C O U R S E 1 7 21 NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S » 1
C O U R S E 1 4 5  7 2 1 A NO C O U R S E 1 8 3 2 0 NUMBER O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 AND C O U R S E I V 3 2 1 N U M B E R OF C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 0 5 7 5 NUMOER or C O N F L I C T S » 2
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 1 5 7 7  1 NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 ) AND C O U R S E 2 2 1 6 NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S * 4
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 3 5 3 2 N U M B E R OF C O N F L I C T S » 1
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 4 3 1 6 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 2
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 5 7  ) NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 6 3 0 6 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 7 5 5 5 NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 4 5 7 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 0 5 4 7 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 2
C O U R S E I S 5 7 3 ) AND C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 NUMUER U F C U N F L I C T S * 6
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 > ANO C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S * 2
C O U R S E I S 5 7 3 1 AND C U U R S E 1 0 3 2 0 NU MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 5
C O U R S E l b 3 7 3 » ANO C O U R S E 1 9 3 2 % NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S * 2
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 1 AND C O U R S E 2 0 5 7 5 N U MHF R OF C O N F L I C T S * 4
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 1 5 7 7 NUMRE R OF C O N F L I C T S » 1
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 2 1 6 NUMOER OE C O N F L I C T S » 1
C O U R S E I S 5  7 3 ) ANO C U U R S E 2 3 5 3 2 NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 4 3 1 6 NUMOER OF C O N F L I C T S » 2
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 1 ANO C U U R S E 2 5 7 NU MOE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 } A NO C O U R S E 2 6 3 0 6 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C U U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 ) ANO C O U R S E 2 7 5 5 5 N U M B E R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 5 5 7 3 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 0 5 4 7 NUMUE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 ) ANO C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 NUMUE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 ) ANO C O U R S E 1 8 3 2 0 NUMOER U F C O N F L I C T S * 1 0
C O U R S E 1 6 I V > A NO C O U R S E 1 9 3 2 1 NUMOER OF C O N F L I C T S * I
C O U R S E 1 6 I V ) AND C O U R S E 2 0 5 7 5 N U MBE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 1 o I V i ANO C O U R S E 2 1 5 7 7 NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S * 2
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 i A NO C O U R S E 2 2 1 6 NUMBER OF C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 1 ANO C U U R S E 2 3 5 3 2 NUMBER OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 ) A N O C O U R S E 2 4 3 1 6 NUMUE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 5 7 NUMOE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 } ANO C O U R S E 2 6 3 0 6 NUMBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C U U R S E l u 1 9 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 7 5 5 5 N U M B E R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 6 1 9 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 5 5 4 7 NUMUE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 ) ANO C O U R S E 1 8 3 2 0 NUMBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 ) AND C O U R S E 1 9 3 2 1 N U MBE R U F C O N F L I C T S * 1 2
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 ) A N O C O U R S E 2 0 5 7 5 NUMOER O F C O N F L I C T S * 2
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 1 A NO C O U R S E 2 1 5 7 7 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 > AND C O U R S E 2 2 1 6 N U MBE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 ) A NO C O U R S E 2 3 5 3 2 NUMBE R OF c o n f l i c t s * 1
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 4 3 1 6 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 ) ANO C O U R S E 2 5 7 N U MBE R UF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E I  7 2 1 > AND C O U R S E 2 6 3 0 6 NU MUE R OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 1 7 2 1 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 7 5 5 5 NUMBER OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C U U R S E I 7 2 1 ) ANO C O U R S E 2 5 5 4 7 N U M B E R OF C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E to 3 2 0 i ANO C O U R S E 1 9 3 2 1 NUMBER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E I d 3 2 0 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 0 5 7 5 NUMBER OF C O N F l  I f T S * 0
COURSE lU J20 1 ANO COURSE 21 577 NUMUER or CONFLICTS» 1
COURSE Id 320 1 ANO COURSE 22 16 I NUMBER or CONFLICTîi = 1
COURSE Id 320 1 ANO COURSE 23 532 NUMUER or CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 10 320 1 ANO CUURSE 24 316 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 18 320 1 ANO COURSE 25 7 > NUMUER OF CONFLICTS» 0
COURSE 10 320 ) ANO COURSE 26 306 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 18 320 1 ANO COURSE 27 555 ) NUMBER or CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 18 320 ) ANO COURSE 28 547 ) NUMUER or CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 19 321 1 ANO COURSE 20 575 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 19 321 1 ANO COURSE 21 577 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 19 321 1 ANO CUURSE 22 16 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 19 321 1 ANO COURSE 23 532 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 19 321 ) ANO COURSE 24 316 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 19 321 1 ANO COURSE 25 7 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 19 321 > ANO COURSE 26 306 ) NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 19 321 1 ANO COURSE 27 555 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 19 321 I ANO COURSE 28 547 } NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 20 5 75 f ANO COURSE 21 577 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 20 075 1 ANO COURSE 22 16 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 2
COURSE 20 5 75 ) ANO COURSE 23 532 NUMUER UF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 20 575 ) AND COURSE 24 316 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 20 5 75 ) ANO COURSE 25 7 ) NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 20 5 75 ) ANO CUURSE 26 306 ) NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* Ù
COURSE 20 575 1 ANO COURSE 27 555 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 20 5 75 1 AND COURSE 28 547 1 NUMOER UF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 21 577 > ANO COURSE 22 16 NUMOER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 21 577 1 ANO COURSE 23 632 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 21 577 ) ANO COURSE 2 4 316 1 NUMBER OF CONFLICTS* 0
CUURSE 21 577 1 AND COURSE 25 7 ) NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 21 577 ) ANO COURSE 20 306 1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 21 577 > ANO COURSE 27 5 5 5  1 NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 0
COURSE 21 577 > AND COURSE 28 547 ) NUMUER OF CONFLICTS* 1
COURSE 22 Ki 1 AND C f l U R S P ?:4 S 3 ?  I NUUBHR OF CONFl .  I f  T« i » n
-
C U U f i S C i 1 6 1 AND C O U R S E 2 4 < 3 1 6 ) NOMMER O F C U N F L I C T S s 0
cuunsE 2 2 i l b 1 ANO C O U R S E 2 5 7 > NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 2 i 1 6 1 AND C O U R S E 2 6 3 0 6 1 N U H R E R O F C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 2 2 i 1 6 1 AND C O U R S E 2 7 < 5 5 5 1 NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 2 2 ( 1 6 1 AND C O U R S E 2 6 i 5 4 7 1 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 3 ( 6 3 2 1 ANU C O U R S E 2 4 ( 3 1 6 ) NU MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 3 ( 5 3 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 5 ( 7 1 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 2 3 ( 5 3 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 6 ( 3 0 6 » N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 3 ( 5 3 2 1 AND C O U R S E 2 7 i 5 5 5 1 NUMUE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 3 < 5 3 2 ) AND C O U R S E 2 8 i 5 4 7 ) NUMBER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 4 ( 3 l o > AND C O U R S E 2 5 ( 7 1 NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 4 ( 3 1 6 ) AND C O U R S E 2 6 ( 3 0 6 > NUMBE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 4 ( 3 1 6 1 AND C O U R S E 2 7 ( 5 5 5 ) NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S » I
C O U R S E 2 4 i 3 1  b ) AND C U U R S E 2 6 ( 5 4 7 > NUMBER O F C O N F L I C T S * 1
C O U R S E 2 5 i 7 1 AND C O U R S E 2 6 ( 3 0 6 1 NUMUE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 2 5 < 7 ) AND C O U R S E 2 7 ( 5 5 5 ) NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 2 5 ( 7 1 AND C O U R S E 2 8 ( 5 4 7 ) NUMOE R O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
C O U R S E 2 0 ( 3 0 6 ) ANO C O U R S E 2 7 ( 5 5 5 1 N U MBE R O F C O N F L I C T S » 0
C O U R S E 2 6 ( 3 0 6 1 AND C O U R S E 2 6 ( 5 4 7 1 NUMUER O F C O N F L I C T S * 0
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***CONFL(CT#** stuolnt ID 2095 J = 1J SCHEDULING CCUDSC 371 TIME KT* 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
♦♦•CUNFLICT*** STUDENT ID 21 I j JB 13 SCMEUUL1NG CCUbSE 571 TIME KT* 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
♦♦♦CONFLICT*»* STUOCNT 10 21 50 J = 13 SChEUULlNG CCUFSE 571 time KT = 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUOENT 10 2190 J = 13 SCHEDULING COUDSE 571 TIME KT= 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
♦ ♦♦CONFl.lCl ♦♦♦ STUOENT 10 22o2 3 = 13 SCHEDULING CCUH5E 571 T IME KT = 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUDENT 10 2209 0 = 13 SCHEDULING CCUMSF. 571 time KT* 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUDENT 10 2300 13 SCHEDULING CCURSE 571 TIME KT = 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
♦♦♦c o n f l i c t*** STUOENT 10 2332 J-s 13 scheduling COURSE 571 TIME KT = 3 c o n f l icting COURSE 12
«♦♦CONFLICT*** STUOENT 10 2356 J = 13 Scheduling COURSE 571 TIME KTa 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 12
13 KT= 3 N(KT)n 4 IKFIKT. N) = 0 IKPIKT ,NIKT))=13 NH* 2 lKC(KTfK(KT)>* 571 IKGIKT ,N(KT))» HSEl a 1 HSENIKT.NIKT 0
J 14 CUORSE 5 72 NUMUEH (IF hOURS 3
SCHEDULcO AT PERIODS
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUDENT ID 2136 J= 14 SCHEDULING COURSE 572 TIME KT= 4
J 14 KT° 4 N(KTI= 5 IKFIKT .Nl«= 0 IKPIKT .NiKTl 1 » 1 4 NH= 2 IKCI KT « M  KT 11 » 572 IKGIKT .N( KT I l>
CONFLICTING COURSE SSI 
HSEl ♦ 1 HSEHIKT.NIKTI1» 0
♦ ♦ ♦ C O N F L I C T * * * STUDENT ID 2312 s c h eduling COURSE 572 TIME KT« 5
J 14 KT= 5 N(KT)= 2 IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKP (KT . NI KT 11 = 14 NH= 2 I KCIK I • N( KT 11 » 572 I KGI KT . N< KT ) )*
c o n f l i c t i n g course 550 
MSEl » 1 MSEHIKT.NIKTII» 0
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUDENT ID 2071 SCHEDULING COURSE 572 TIME KT» 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 559♦♦♦CONFLICT*»* STUDENT ID 2091 SCHEDULING COURSE 572 TIME KT = 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 559
♦♦•CONFLICT*** STUOENT 10 2232 SCHEDULING COURSE 572 TIME KTa 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 559
«♦♦CONFLICT•♦♦ student ID 2263 SCHEDULING COURSE 572 TIME KT = 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 559
♦♦♦CONFLICT♦♦♦ STUOENT 10 2333 SCHEDULING COURSE 572 TIME KT* 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 559
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUDENT ID 2027 SCHEDULING COURSE 572 TIME KT* 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 561
J 14 KT= 6 NIKT I» 4 IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT .NlKTl 1 » 1 4 NH= 2 IKC I KT . M K T  I I » 572 IKGIKT.NIKT) 1» MSEl » 1 MSEMI KT .N( KT > 1 » 0
J 15 CUURSE 573 NUMBER OF HOURS 3
SCHEDULED AT PERIODS
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUDENT ID 1027 3» 15 SCHEDULING COURSE 573 TIME KT» I
3 15 KT» 1 NIKT1» 5 1KFIKT.N1» 0 IKPIKT.NlKTl1»15 NH» 2 IKCIKT.NiKT11» 573 IKGIKT.NIKTII»
CONFLICTING COURSE 578 
MSEl " 1 MSEMIKT.NIKTH» 0
J >5 SCHEUULING COUKSC 67j NU CCNFLICTS OENEHATEO
J  15 KTs 2 N(KT|c 3 IKFIKT,Nl= 0 IKPIKT.NlKTl1=15 NH= 2 IKClKT.hlKT))= 573 IKGIKT.NIKTI)» HSEl 1 MSEHIKT.NIKTII» 0
♦ ♦♦C0NFLICT*4* s t u d e n t ID 1023 15 SCHEOULING COUP SE 573 TIME K T » 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 538
♦♦♦c o n f l i c t *** STUOENT ID 1064 15 SCHEDULING CCUKSE 573 TIME KT» 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 53 8
***CCNFLlCr*** STUOENT 10 1123 15 SCHEDULING counsE 573 t i m e KT = 3 ' CONFLICTING COURSE 536***CONFLICT*** STUDENT ID 1174 15 SCHEDULING COURSE 573 TIME KI = 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 538
•**c c n f l i c t *** STUDENT 10 1130 IS SCHEOULING CCUNSE 573 TIME KT= 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 538
»**CONFLICr*«* STUDENT ID 126S 15 SCHEDULING COURSE 573 TIME KT = 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 538




















J 16 KT« 4 N*KT)= 6 IKFIKT.N)% 0 IKPIKT.NIKT))>I6 NH> O IKCIKT.M K T )I « 19 IKGIKT.N|KT))= MSEl « I MSEMIKT.NIKTI)« I
«•*C0NFLICT«««
««♦C0NFLICT«««
J IT KT= 5 NIKT)': 3 









2121 TIME KT= TIME KT=> CONFLICTING CUURSE CONFLICTING COURSE 550ST2
IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT.NIKTII'IT Ml» 0 IKCIKT.NIKTI)» 21 IKGIKT.NlKTlI» MSEl » I MSEHIKT.NIKTII» I
«•«CONFLICT*# « STUOENT ID 1034 10 SCHEDULING COURSE 320 TIME KT»
J 18 KT= 4 NIKI I» T IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT.NIKT11» 18 NH= 0 IKCIKT.NIKT11 » 320 IKGIKT.NIKTII»
CONFLICTING COURSE SSI 
MSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 2
♦«*CONFLICT«*« STUDENT ID 1184 J» 19 SCHEDULING COURSE 321 TIME KT« 5
J 19 KT» S NIKTI» 4 IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT .NlKTl I» 19 NH» 0 IKC I KT .MKT 11 » 321 IKGIKT.NIKTI l> 
MINIMUM COST » 6
CONFLICTING COURSE S50 
MSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 2
•♦«c o n f l i c t*** STUOENT lU lEOt 20 SCHEDULING COURSE 575 TIME KT* 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 5S9
♦♦♦CONFLICT*#* STUÜtNÎ 10 UüS J- 20 SCHEQULING COURSE 575 TIME KT* 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 561
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUDENT 10 20 75 20 SCHEDULING COURSE 575 TIME KT* 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 572
♦♦♦CONFLICT*** STUOENT 10 2324 J* 20 SCHEDULING COURSE 575 TIME KT* 6 CONFLICTING COURSE 572
J 20 KT» 6 NIKTI» 5 IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT.NIKTI1=20 NH» 0 IKGIKT.NIKTII» 575 IKGIKT.NIKTII» MSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 0
•**C0NFL1CT»<» ÜTUOLNT lü 223» J= 21 bCHEOüUINO CCUHÜE 077 TIME KT= I CONFLICTING COURSE 571
***CONfHCT*** STUOENT 10 123V J- 21 SCHEOUL:NG CLUnSE S77 TIME MT= 1 CONFLICTING COUNSE 573
J 21 KT- I NIKTI» 6 IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT.NIKT11»21 NH» 0 IKClKl.NlKTlI » 077 IKGIKT.NIKTII» MSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 0
bCHEÜULlNG 
SINCLE-SLCTIüN COURSES
•••CONFLICT*** STUDENT 10 1333 J »  2 2 SCHEUULINC COURSE 1 6 TIME KT= CONFLICTING COURSE 573
J 22 KT= 2 NIKTI» 4 1KF1KT.NI» 0 1KP(KT.N(KT1I»22 NH» 0 |KC(Kl•NIKTI)» 16 IKGIKT.NIKTI)» HSEl s 1 MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 1
•••CONFLICT*** STUOENT 10 2242 J» 23 SCHEOUL ING COURSE 532 TIME KT»
J  2 3  KT» 6 NlKTl» 6 IKFIKT.NI» 0  IKPIKI.NIKTI1 = 2 3  N H »  0  1KC1KT.NIKT|I» 532 IKGIKT.NIKTI1 =
co n f l i c t i n g COURSE 572 
MSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 0
CUNFLIC 1*** STUDENT 10 1IÜ9 Jst 24 SCHEDULING CUUHSE 316 TIME KT» 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 538
♦♦♦CONFLlCr*** STUDENT ID 20dl J = 24 s c h e d u l i n g CCURSE 316 T IME KTa* 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 571
♦♦♦CCNFLICT♦♦♦ STUDENT ID 2JSS J = 24 SCHLOULING CCURSE 316 TIME KT« 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 571*##CONFLlCT*#* STUDENT ID u a ^ J» 24 SCHEDULING COURSE 316 TIME KT= 3 CONFLICTING COURSE 573
***CONFL|CT*** STUDENT ID 1245 24 s c h e d u l i n g CCURSE 316 TIME KT« a CONFLICTING COURSE 573
J  24 KT» 3  NIKTI» 6 IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT «NIKTI1 = 24 NH» 0 IKC^KT.NIKTII» 316 IKGIKT.NIKTII» MSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 2
***C0NFL1CT*** STUDENT 10 2271 J» 2S SCHEOULINC CCURSE TIME KT»
J 25 KT» S NIKTI» 5 1KFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT.NlKTll»25 NH» 0 IKCIKT.NIKTIl» 7 IKGIKT.NIKTII»
CONFLICTING COURSE 550 
HSEl » 1 MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 1
***C0NFL1CT*** STUOENT 10 1274 J» 26 SCHEDULING CCURSE 306 TIME KT» CONFLICTING COURSE 570
J  2 6  KT» 3 NlKTl» 7 IKFIKT.NI» 0  IKPIKI . NIKT11 » 2 6  NH» 0  IKCIKT.NIKTIl» 3 0 6  IKGIKT.NIKTI I» HSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII» 2
***C0NFL1CT*** STUDENT 10 2349 27 SCHEDULING CCURSE 555 TIME KT» 4 CONFLICTING COURSE 551
J  27 KT» 4  NlKTl» a IKFIKT.NI» 0 IKPIKT.N(KTII»27 N H »  0 IKCIKT.NIKTIl» 555 IKGIKT.NIKTII» MSEl » 1 MSEMIKT.NIKTII»
•««CUNFLICT*»* STUDENT ID 2100 J« 20 sCHEDULINC CCURSE S4T TIME KT= 2 CONFLICTING COURSE 5T0
4**CUNFLICT*4* STUOENT ID 2100 J= 20 SCHEDULING COUIISE S4 7 TIME KT» 2 CONFLICTING COURSE 570
O 28 KT= 2 NIK1|= 5 I K F I K T . 0 IKPIKT. NIKT ) >c2a NH= 0 IKCI KT .NIKT » )» 547 IKGIKT.NIKTI )> HSEl » I MSEMIKT.NIKTII. O







S78 0 S3U 54 0 650 529
5 79 0 12 541 0 559
0 0 0 651 0 551
570 570 570 670 0 0
571 571 571 0 0 0
0 0 0 572 572 572
573 5 73 5 73 0 0 0
0 0 0 19 21 0
0 0 0 320 321 0
577 0 0 0 0 575
SINGLE-SECTION COURSES O
0 16 316 555 7 532
0 547 306 0 0 0
J= 29 SCHEOULING COUKSE 534 r,U CCtUHCIS GENERATED






KT= 4 N(KU = 
TIME PEHIUO 4
NO. UF st udents = 9/ NU.
9 IKI>(KTiNI)= 29 IKCIKT.MI- 534 
SeCTIUN I NO. UF STUDENTS 33
OF SECTIONS = 3 SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIODS 
IKGIKT.NI 1= IKFIKT.NI ̂ SECTION 1
ID OF STUDENTS
KT= 5 NIKT): 
TIME PERIOD






1002 1007 lOII 1024
10 35 1046 1057 1061
1072 1093 1 1 16 1136
114 1 1 150 1160 1170
1101 1193 1 196 1215
1210 1221 1241 1257
1267 1293 1305 1321








1005 lOQO 1019 1026
1041 1 049 1058 1062
I 009 1 100 1125 1130
1 144 1 152 1 161 1171
11 02 1195 1211 1217
1226 1231 1249 1266
1270 1301 1312 1331
1337 1343 1350 2042
3= 2 9 
3= 2 9























1 121  
I ISO 




















3 0  C L V H S U  ÔQ1
J -  3 0  
3  0  
J -  3 0
C Q U R b C »  S O I  N C .  CT S T U O ^ N T b  -= V 3  NÜ • OF SC< 
K T =  4  n ( K T ) -  1 0  l K r > ( K r . N l i =  J O  ( K C C n T . N I ) -  5 d l  
T f M L  P b R I Ü Ü  4 S b ' C r i C N  1 N O .  UF b l O O c N T S  3 1
J e  3 0  
J =  3 0
K T =  Û N ( K T | *  
T I M E  P E R I O D  b
I K P l K T . N i 1 =
SECTION 2
3 0  
NU .
I K C ( K I « N 1 1= 




J -  3  0
K T =  6  N l K T l *  
T I M E  P E R I O D
I K P l K T t N I 1 =  
S E C T I O N  3
3 0
N O .
I K C I K T . N I 1 =  
OF  S T U D E N T S
5 8 1
3 0
RECUE ST LIST 534 551
IONS c 3 SCMCOULf-D A
IKGIKT. M  1 = • IKFIKT.NI
10 UF STUUCNTS
IC05 1006 10 1 4 1026
1027 1048 1 049 1062
108S 10S4 1100 Ilia
1 125 11 30 1145 1161
1 167 llVl 1211 1212
1216 1219 1249 1290
1301 1300 13:3 1330
1343 1352 2314
IKGIKT. Nll = IKFIKT.NI
ID or STUDENTS
1002 101 1 1021 1024
1046 1 050 1061 1072
100 1 1093 1 1 16 1121
1 131 1 1 39 1 150 1160
1 1 73 1101 1 196 1213
1240 1 24 1 1253 1267
1270 1305 1334 1336
1346 1355 2339
IKGIKT. Nl) = IKFIKT.NI
ID UF STUDENTS
1007 lOTd 1019 1035
104 1 1057 1050 1006
1136 1141 1 144 11 50
1152 1171 1102 1 193
11S5~ 1215 1217 1221
1226 1257 1266 1293
1312 1321 1331 1340
1350 2042
5  6
J = 3 1 C U U R S E SU a C O N F L I C T 1 C O N F L I C T  1 NU a l U U L N  1 I D 1 0 0 2 P l . ü u r  ST L I  ST 0 3 4 5 3 5 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 0 1
3 = 3 1 C U U R S C S 6 Ü C U N F L I C T 2 L U N r L l C T 1 NC S l u U L N T l U 1 0 0  a R t O U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 7 0 S O I
J  = 3 1 C U U R S E 5 6 d CUNI  L I C T 3 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T I D l O O G R E G U E S T L I S T 2 4 3 2 1 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 5 2 5 6 8 5 0 1
J = 3 1 c c j k s p : S O a C O N P L I C T 4 C O N F L I C T I N G u T J U C N T I D 1 0 1  1 RE o u t *  ST L I S T 0 3 4 5 3 5 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 8 1
J = 3 1 C U U K S C S o u C UNI  L I C T b C O N F L I C 1 1 NG Gl Ui «L«4T 1 0 1 U4  1 R C G U E S T L I S T 0 3 0 6 5 3 4 5 5 1 5 5 7 5 6 5 5 8 1
J  = 3 1 C I U R S C i i f . u CI J NPl .  I C T 6 C Q N F L J C T i  NG S T U U l  N T i n 1 0 4 6 R E Ü U E ST L I S T 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 0 5 0 1
3 = 3 1 C U U R S E s o o C U N I  L I C T 7 C U N F L I C T I N G S T U O L N T I D 1 0 4 9 R E D D E S T L I S T 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 0 1
J = 3 1 C O U R S E s o u C O N F L I C T d C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T l u 1 0 6 1 R H U U E S T L I S T 0 3 4 5 4 8 5 5 3 6 5 9 5 6 0 5 0 1
J  = 3 1 C U U H S E O o a C U N F L I C T 9 C O N F L I C T  1 NC S T U O L N T I D 1 0 6  2 R E D D E S T L I S T 5 3 0 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 S O I
J = 3 1 C U U R S C S ot S C U N F L I C T 1 0 c o n f l i c t  I  NG S T U O L N T 1 0 1 0 7 2 R E D D E S T L I S T 5  3 0 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 8 5 6 1
J = 3 1 C C U R S E S O U C l J N r  L I C I 11 C C N F L I C T 1 NG S T U D E N T 1 0 1 0 U 9 R t O U E S T L I S T 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 0 5 0 1
J = 3 1 C U U R S E S o u CU NF  L I C T 1 2 C U N F L i L l 1 NG S T U D E N T 1 0 1 0 9 3 R C D D L S  T L I S T 5 3 0 6 5 3 4 5 S 2 5 5 9 5 6 6 5 8 1
J s 3 1 C C U R S E S 6 d C O N F L I C T 1 3 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U O L N T I D 1 l o a R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 6 4 5 6 0 5 7 5 5 8 1
J s 3 1 C C U R S E S o U C O N F L I C T 1 4 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U O L N T 1 0 1 1 1 6 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 4 8 5 5  7 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 0 1
J = 3 1 C C U R S E S o u CUNI  L I C T 1 3 C O T I  L I C T I  NG S T U O L N T t o l l 2 b R E Q U E S T L I S T 1 6 3 0 0 5 3 4 5 5 3 5 5 9 5 6 8 5 8 1
J = 3 1 C C U R S E S o  a C U N F L I C T 1 6 C O N F L I C I I N G S T U O L N T I D I 1 3 d R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 4 0 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 S O I
J = 3 1 C U U H S E S o u C U N F L I C T 1 7 C O N F L I C T  I N G S T U O L N T I D 1 1 6 0 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 2 4 5 3 4 6 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 8 sal
J = 3 1 C C U R S E S o d C U N F L I C T I d C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T I D 1 1 6 1 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 5  2 5 6 1 5 6 0 5 0 1
J = 3  1 C C U R S E S u d C U N F L I C T 1 9 C U N F L I C T  1 NG S T U U L N T 1 0 1 I t l l R E D D E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 3 5 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 0 1
J = 3 1 C O U R S E S O U C U N F L I C T 2 0 C U N F L I C 1 1 NG S T U O L N T I D 1 2 1  1 R l  Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 4 0 5 5 7 6 5 9 5 6 0 5 0 1
J = 3 1 C O U R S E b o a C O N F L I C T 2 1 C O N F L I C T  I N C S T U O L N T 1 0 1 2 1 6 R E D U E  ST L I  S T 5 3 4 5 5 0 5 5 7 5 6 4 5 6 0 5 8 1
J = 3 1 C C U R S c 6 6 U C U N F L I C  I 2 2 C U N F L I C T 1 NG S T U O L N T 1 0 1 2 1 9 R E Q U E S T L I S T 2 1 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 5 7 5 6 0 6 8 1
J = 3 1 C C U R S E S o d C u N F L I C T 2 3 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U O L N T I D 1 2 2  1 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 5 0 5 5  7 5 6 0 5 6 0 5 0 1
J  " 3 1 C O U R S E S o d C O N F L I C T 2 4 C U N F L I C T I N G S T U O E N T I D 1 2 3 1 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 5 1 5 5 3 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 8 1
3 = 3 1 C O U R S E s o u C O N F L I C T 2 3 C O N F L I C T  1 NG S T U D E N T I D 1 2 4 1 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 4 0 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 0 5 0 1
3 = 3 1 C C U R S E So a C O N F L I C T 2 0 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U U C N T I D 1 2 4 9 R E QUE ST L I S T 5 3 4 5 4 6 5 5 3 5 6 1 5 6 0 5 8 1
3  = 3 1 C O U R S E s o u C O N F L I C T 2 7 C U N F L l c r i N G S T U O E N T 1 0 1 2 S Ü R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 2 3 5 3 4 5 5 1 5 5 7 5 6 6 5 8 1
3 = 3 1 C C U R S E s o u C U N F L I C T 2 d C O N F L I C T I N G S T U O L N T 1 0 1 2 6 7 R E C U E  ST L I S T 5 3 4 5 3 5 5 5 7 6 5 9 5 6 0 5 8 1
3 = 3 1 C O U R S E S O U C O N F L I C T 2 9 C U N F L I C T  I N G ^ S T U D E N T I D 1 2 7 0 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 1 5 3 4 5 5 1 5 5 7 S 6 U 6 8 1
3 = 3 1 C O U R S E b u d C O n F l I C I 3 0 C O N F L I C T ! N G ‘ s t u d e n t I D 1 3 0 0 R E G U E S T L I S T 5 3 4 5 4 0 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 8 5 8 1







C O U R S E =  S O U  NG*  OP S T U D E N T S  =  9 a  N Ü .  CF  
K T =  4 N l K T ) =  11  i K P I K T t N U -  3 1  I K C I K T  , N I  )  =  
T I M E  P E R I O D  4  S E C T I O N  1 N O *  GF S T U D E N T S
S E C T I G N S  -  3  S C H E D U L C O  AT 
5 6 U  I K G T K T . N I ) =  I K F I K T . N I )  
2 d  I D  U F  S T U D E N T S
T I M E  P E R I O D S  
« S E C T I O N  1
4  5 6
1 COO 1019 1021 1050
1 050 1 086 1091 1121
1 131 1 139 1 144 1152
1 150 1171 1 173 1 ld2
11 SS 1213 1217 1226
1240 1266 1312 1331
1334 1348 1350 2042
J= 31 
J= 31
J =  3 1  
J =  3  1
KT= 5 MK1) =
TIME PERIUU 5













K T =  O N I K T 1 &  y  I K P I K T ,Nl)= 31 i K C I k 1 , N I )« S b S  
T I M E  P E R 1 Ü I )  6  S E C T I O N  3  N U *  O' S T U U E N i S  9
1 007 1 014 1027 1035
1 040 1057 1094 1 1 10
1 136 1141 1145 1150
1 167 1191 1193 1212
1215 1257 1290 1293
1306 1313 1321 1330
1340 1352 2314
IKGIKT • Nl ) = IKFIKT.Nl :
ID OF !STUDENTS
1024 1026 1270 1301
1336 1343 1355 2149
2339
J= tOUKSE Ü30 CONPLICI I CUNI-HC f 1 hü ùlUUEr.T tü 101 S REQUEST LIST 530 546 570
J= 32 CQUHSU= 630 NCt IIP SlÜüEHTb = PS NO . OF SECTIONS = 2 SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIODS
J= 32 Kt= 1 NtKT»= 1 IKIMKI.N1)= 32 IKCIKI,NI)= 530 IKGIKT.Nil» IKFIKT.Nl)»SECTICN 1J- 32 TIME PEA 100 1 bECTlUN 1 NO. UF STOOL M S 32 ID CF STUDENTS
lOOU 1021 1036 1057
1050 1062 1072 1083
1 090 1121 1141 1156
1 1 77 1 183 11 07 11 95
1200 1233 1234 1260
I2EI 1276 1301 1331
1334 2011 2166 2183
2208 2223 2293 2314
J= 32 Kl- 4 N(KT)= 12 IKPIKT ,NI 1= 32 IKCIKI.Nl)» 530 IKGIKT.Nl )» IKFIKT.NI)»SECTION 2J= 32 t i m e p e r i o d 4 SECTION 2 NO. OF STUDENTS 32 10 OF !STUDENTS
1029 1031 1043 1065
1 069 1074 10 76 1087
1102 1 142 1 1 49 1 168
1179 1 188 1198 1205
1222 1236 1247 1259
1295 1 31 1 1323 1339
1349 2084 2168 2202
2215 2260 2352 2354
J= 33 COURSE S CONFLICT 1 CONFLICTINÜ STUDENT ID 1210 RFiOUEST LIST 5 307 570 575
J= 33 COURSE» 6 NO. CF STUDENTS » 49 NU. OF' SECT 1 DNS » 2 SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIODS
J= 33 KT= 3 MKT)» a IKFIKT.NI)» 33 IKCIKT.Nl)= 5 IKGIKT. M  ) = IKFIKT.NI)»SECTION 1
J= 33 TIME PERIOD 3 SECTION 1 NO. CF STUDENTS 2U ID1 OF STUDENTS
1 039 1041 1093 1094
1096 1135 1160 1175
1226 1255 1257 1202
1290 1306 1312 1313
1324 1335 1340 1352
2022 2032 2054 2066
• 21/5 2176 2310 2320
J= 33 KT» 6 NIKT)» 10 IKFIKT.NI)» 33 IKCIKT.Nl)» 5 IKGIKT. Nl )» IKFIKT.NI )»SECTI0N 2
J= 33 TIME PERIOD 6 SECTION 2 NO. OF STUDENTS 20 ID OF STUDENTS
1 090 1 100 1107 1140
1 156 1 I 97 1243 1274
1279 1206 1288 1330
1342 1342 1345 2121
2137 2161 2209 2351
0 '
J= 34 SCIIbOUL INC COUKSE iibZ KC CCKf-LICIS (ib'NCKATEI)
J= 34 COUHSC.= 562 NO. CP SfUUENlb =
J= 34 KI= 2 N(KTt= 6 lKt*(K« t.4l»= 34
J= 34 TIHb PbKlUO 2 SECTION I NO.
T NU. 01 SECTIONS = 2 SCHbDULED AT TINE PERIODS 
IKCIKT.Nl1= 562 IKGIKT.Nl)= IKFIKT.NI««SECTION I 
ID OF STUDENTS 





KT= 4 N(KT>= 13 IKPIKT,Nl)= 34 





























KT= I N(KTI = 
TIME PERIOD
NO. OF STUDENTS = 47 NO. OF SECTIONS = 2 
J IKPIKT,Nl1= 35 IKCIKT,Nl)= 564 IKGIKT,Nl) 
SECTION I NO, CF st u d e n t s 22
SCHEDULED AT T3HE PERIODS 
IKFIKT.NI)=SECTION I 
ID OF STUDENTS
1012 1039 1042 1091 '
1094 1 100 1 126 1216
1217 1270 1332 1346
2032 2107 2120 2157












1031 1097 I 1 11 1124
1 194 1230 1230 1246
1252 1264 1283 1351
2086 2126 2167 2179
2204 2234 2257 2262
2280 2332 2350
3 = 36 COURSE 540 CONFLICT 1 CONFLICTING STUDENT ID 1110 REQUEST LIST 546 550 573 575
3= 36 CCURSE 546 CONFLICT 2 CONFLICTING STUOENT ID 1312 REQUEST LIST 5 324 534 546 557
3= 36 COURSE» 54 6 NC. OF STUDENTS = 43 ND. CF SECTIONS = 2 SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIODS
3= 36 KT= 3 NIKT 1= 9 IKPIKT,Nll= 36 IKCIKT,Ml = 546 IKGIKT, Nl 1 = IKFIKT.NI I«SECTION 1
3= 36 TIME PERIOD 3 SECTION I NU, OF STUDENTS 22 ID> OF STUDENTS
tool 1027 1035 1030
1 oeo 1 1 12 1130 1131
I 136 1145 1147 1167
1 1 73 I 102 1193 1199
1213 1249 1278 1288
1301 1331
J= 36 KT= 6 N|KT)= II IKPIKT,Nl)= 36 IKCIKT,Nl)= 546 IKGIKT, Nl 1 = IKFIKT.NI 1«SECTION 2
3= 36 TIME PERIOD 6 SECTION 2 NO. CF SIUOENTS 19 101 OF 5TUDENTS
lots 1 033 1036 1045
1083 1096 1106 1 II I
1155 1 1 76 1 170 1194




































J= 37 COURSE: 33 4 NC. UF STUDENTS = 3d NC. CF SECTIONS = 2 SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIODS
3 7 KT= 1 NIM)= 9 IKPIKT.Nil: 37 IKCIKT.Nll= 324 IKGIKT «NI): IKFIKT.Nl)=SECTION 1
J= 37 TIME PERIOD 1 SECTION 1 NU. OF STUDENTS 15 ID OF STUDENTS
1014 1075 1 160 1169
1240 1257 12 79 1288
1312 1313 1343 2054
2151 2216 2240
J= 37 KI= 4 NIKTI: 14 IKPIKT.Nl): 37 IKCIKT.Nl)= 324 IKGIKT .NI): IKPIKT.NI)=SECTION 2
J= 37 TIME PERIOD 4 SECTION 2 NO. OF STUDENTS 15 IQ OF students
1030 1 112 1148 1156
1 1 74 1206 1282 1286
1330 2058 21 45 2167
2174 2211 2266





COURSE- 24 NO. Of STUDENTS = 
K T= I NIKTI= 10 IKPIKT.Nll= 38 
TIME PERIOD 1 SECTION I NO..
36 NO. OF 
IKCIKT.Nl1= 24
OF STUDENTS 18





KT= 5 NIKTI = 10 IKPI KT .Nl I - 38 
TIME PERIOD 5 SECTIUN 2 NO.




1040 1045 1 142 1166
1272 1316 2015 2017
2063 2077 2133 2147
2148 2179 22 17 2252
2282 2334
[KGIKT .Nil: IKFIKT.NI :
ID OF STUDENTS
1006 107/ 1162 1189
■1304 1319 1320 1328
2040 2093 2125 2128




3 9 SCHtfUULiNG COURSE JOÔ NU CCNFLICTS OCNENATEO
Js 39 COURSE» 305
J= 39 Kï= 2 NIKI ) =
J» 39 I IME PERIOD 2
NO. or STUDENTS = 
7 IKPIKT,Nl1= 39 
3LCTICN I NU,
20 NU, OF SECTIONS » 2 
IKCIKI,M)£ 33U IKGIKT,Nl) 
CF SIUOENTS U
SCHEDULED AT TINE PERIODS 
IKFIKT,NIINSECT ION 1 
ID or STUDENTS 
1045 1277 2010 2034 
2043 20Ü2 2159 2253
J= 39 
J= 39
K T= b NIKT) = 
TIME PERIOD 5
11 IKPIKT «NI) = 
SECTION 2
39 IKCIKI•Nl)» J)5 IKGIKT,Nl)= IKFIKT,NI)»SECTION 2
NÜ, or STUJCNIS 12 ID ur STUDENTS
1224 2031 2039 2045
206/ 2104 2106 2190
2194 2214 2296 2303
J= 40 CGOKUÜ 0 CCNCLIC Ï 1 CONFL ICI ING SIUULNI III 11 r s FFOUEST LIST 0 540 557 573
J= 40 CUUKSt 0 CONfLICT a CONFLICIIKC SIUULNI 10 2209 UFOUESr LIST a 309 550 SSS 571
J= 40 ctun SC 0 CUNILICr J CONFLICIIKG SlUDh'NT 10 2JI 1 FCOUESI LIST a 309 556 562 571
J- 40 cuur<SE.= II NU . OF SIJOLNIS ^ 4V Ml. OF SECIKlUb = 2 s c i u o u l h o  at TIME PcRIOOS
J= 40 KT= J N(KT)= 10 lK|l(Kr.Nt>= 40 IKCIKI.Nl)° a IKCIKI.Nil- IKFIKI.Ni) “SECTION 1
J= 40 I 1M£ PEHIOP ScCTlCN I NO* C#: STUDENTS 23
Js 40 
J=40
KTb 4 N(KT)« IS lKP(KT*Nt|a 40 
TIME PERIOD 4 SECTION 2 NO.
ID CP STUDENTS
1014 1067 1075 IÜ9I
1121 1191 1228 1277
1284 1343 2010 2062
2087 2117 2151 2182








1030 1056 1146 1169
1206 1224 1245 1344
2002 2007 2049 2065
2069 2144 2161 2181
2203 2237 2247 2266
22 76 2284 2292









10 1333 FECUEST LIST 16 19 308 320 558 573
10 2034 REQUEST LIST 9 305 308 323 572
10 2277 REQUEST L 1ST 9 308 543 555 571





I IME PERIOD 2
NO. UF STUDENTS * 
8 IKPIKT ,N X 1= 41 
SECTION 1 NO.
57 NO. UF SECTIONS » 2 
IKCI KT .Nl 1= 308 IKCIKT.Nl 1 = 
LF STUDENTS 27
SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIODS 
IKFIKT.NIl-SECTION I 
ID UF STUDENTS
1 040 1079 1104 1125
1 132 1 152 1292 1316
1334 1342 1342 1345
2038 204U 2077 2115
2149 2157 2165 2169
2199 2210 224 1 2242
2251 2299 2309
J* 4 1 
Ja 4 1
KT* 4 NIKTI* 16 































2 1 1 2  
2196 
2246






COURSES 32J NO. UF STUUENtS =
KT= 3 N(KT»= II IKPIKT.Nl)= 42
TINE PER I GO 3 SECTIuN
KT= 4 N|KTI = 
TIME PERIOD
IT IKPIKT .Nils 42 
SECTION 2 NO.
35 NO. or- SECTIONS = 2 SCIIEÜULED AT TIME PERIODS 
IKCIKT,NI»= 323 IKUIKT.Mis IKFIKT.Nl)=SECTION I 
ID OF STUDENTSNU. UF st u d e n t s 10
IKCIKT.Nlt= 323 
UF STUDENTS 16
1090 1 107 1121 1 139
1226 1 220 1255 1306
2034 2141 2105 2223
22 79 2202 2310 2322
2340 2348
IKCIKT .Nl 1 = IKFIKT.NI
ID OF ;STUDENTS
1054 1 146 1244 1344
20C7 2019 2025 2057
2137 2161 2193 2231







SCUEOULING CUURSE 23 NU CUNFLICTS GENERATED
COURSES 23 
KI= 2 NIKT>= 
TIME PERIUD i
NU. OF STUDENTS 
9 IKPIKT.Nll= 43 
SECTIUN I
24 NO. UF SECTIONS = 2 
IKCIKT,NI1= 23 IKGIKT.Nil
NO. OF STUDENTS 12
KT= 4 NIKTI= 10 IKPIKT.Nl)= 43
TIME PERIUD SECTION NU,




ID OF STUDENTS 
1024. 1104 1132 1152
1257 1292 1334 2093
2126 2267 2306 2329
IKGIKT.Nl1= IKFIKT.NII=SECTIDN 
10 OF STUDENTS 
1073 1254 2003 2020
2033 2035 2046 2110


























CCUKSEs 309 NO» uF STUDENTS = 
KT- 1 NIKT1= 11 IKPIKT »NI 1= 44 
TIME PERIOD I SECTION I N0«
133 NO. OF SECTIONS = 4 




KT« 2 NlKT)a 10 IKPIKT ,NI 1= 44 
TIME PER 100 2 SECTION 2 NO.
3=44 
3= 44



































KT= 3 NlKT)= 12 IKPIKT ,NI 1= 44 IKCIKT.Nl 1= 309 














































J= 4 4 
J= 4 4
KT= 4 MKT)= 19 IKP|KT.NI)= 44 IKCIKT.Nl|= 309 
TIME PERIOD 4 SECTIUN 4 NU. UF STUDENTS 42
IKCIKT .Nl ) = IKFIKT.NI
10 CF STUDENTS
2002 2003 2000 2014
2028 2029 2033 2035
20 41 2046 2049 2065
2039 2076 2095 2099
21 10 2119 2124 2125
2136 2140 2144 2150
2IEI 2190 2203 2225
2237 2250 2262 2276
2209 2292 2300 2304
2300 2315 2325 2332
2356 2361
Je 4b CbURST: 9 CÜUIL icr 1 CUtU L |C 1 1 Nu bTook NT (1) 20/U KLDUCST LIST 0 325 570 575
J- 45 COUWàL 9 CUN* Licr J CUNILICT1 NO STUOINI to 2 lu0 RCOUEST LIST 9 325 54 7 570
J- 4  u CtvJhbfc V CUNf l lC I 3 cc.^rcic 1 I NO blUDLNl ID 2104 NLCUCST LIST 9 305 570 585
J = 4 5 CCURük y CiJfU L ICT 4 CUNI-LICI INO STUULNT 10 2105 REDUE ST LIST 0 305 570 565
J = 45 CLUitbL 9 cum Lie I 5 CONFLICT I NO 5IUULNT 10 iMCO F’EDUKüT LIST 9 30b 547 570
J  = 4b ctunst 9 cum L ICI O CONFLICT &N0 5TU01 NT l u 2277 UF0UE5T LIST 9 308 543 555 571
J» 45 CCOHbE 9 CnWfLICT / CONFLICT INC STUOLNT to 2295 REQUEST LIST 9 305 549 570
J = 4b COUKSE 9 CUNFLICI ti C OiSF L t Cl 1 NO STUUtNT i U 2297 REQUEST LIST 9 399 555 559 671
J = 45 CliUKSl: 9 CONFLICT 9 CUNFLICTINO STUDENT lo 2302 Nf.OUE ST LIST 9 365 548 670
J= 45 CUÜH5E 9 CONFLICT 10 CUNKLILTI NO STUDENT ID 2303 REQUEST LIST 9 305 546 570
J= 45 COURSES 9 NU • OK STUUENTS s •98 NO, UF SECTIONS & 4 SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIODS
J- 4 b Kt = I N<KT»s 12 IKPIKT .Nils 4b IKCIKT,Nl&= 9 l K G ( K T , N i | a  IKFIKT.NI) «SECTION 1
J= 45 TIME PCKIOU 1 51EC T1 UN 1 NU, 1CF STUDENTS 16 ID OF STUDENTS
4S*b KI= 2 h»Ki)= 11 TIME PEKIUO 2 IKPlKT.NIIs 4b SECTICN 2 NO. IKCIKT ,NII =UF STUDENTS 16
46
45
KTs 3 N(KT)= 13 tKP(KT.NI)= 46 IKC(KT.NI)- 9 
TIME PEKIOD 3 SECTION 3 NO.OF STUUENTS 22
2013 2 03 9 2044 2067
2063 2111 2135 2168
2104 2206 2215 2216
2240 2275 2290 2301
IKGIKT ,N1 1 = JKF|KT,NI ;
ID OF !5TUDEN rs
2020 2034 2 030 2043
2048 2002 2115 2149
2159 2199 2210 2241
2242 2251 2309 2337
IKGIKT ,NI 1 = IKFIKT.NI:
ID OF STUDENTS
2026 2036 2045 2079
2005 2 009 2141 2162
2106 2214 2222 2223
2230 2279 2282 2266




KT= 4 N(KT 1= 20 1KP(K,T ,N1 1= 45 IKC(KT.Nl)= 9 
TIME PERIOD 4 SECTION 4 NO. OF STUUENTS 34
IK6 IKT.NI 1= IKFIKT.NII^SECTION 
ID OF STUDENTS 
2016 2019 2024 2025
2031 2050 2072 2061
2060 2090 2107 2112
2131 2145 2167 2174
2170 2192 2193 2196
2207 2211 2212 2220
2231 2243 2246 2260
2274 2203 2330 2355
2350 2369
J = 4  u c e o n s t 5 5 3 C 5 N F U I C T > C U N C L I C T I N U  S T U O t N I 1 0 l o i r
J = 46 C t i O R S c 553 C t l N K t l C  I 2 CUNPUICriNG S I U U t N T 1 0 1 1 4 6
J = 46 C O U R S E 553 C U N F L  i c r 3 C U N F L I L T I N Ü  S T U O t N I ID I J I I Q
J= 46 c n u i ; !SE = 5 5  3  N U . ur 5 T U 0 Û N I 5  = 1 3 3  NU. UC St.Cl
LIST 24 308 531 553 573
LIST 5 324 531 553 573
LIST 24 300 553 550 573
J = 4 u  
J 3  4 0
4 6  
J =  4 0
J= 46 
J= 4 O






IKCiKT,NI)= CF ÜIUUENTù t > » 3
K1- 2 MK f) = i: 
T &WE PERIUD 2
1KP(KT #Nl|s 40 
SECTION 2 NO,








KT= 4 N(KT 1= 21 
TIME PERIOD 4




i K C i K T  * N l  1 =  
OF S T U D E N T S
IKG(KT»M 1 =
ID OF STUDENTS
SCtlEUULEO 4T TIME PERIODS 
IKF <KT»NI ̂ SECTION I
|KC<4^T.NI>- 553 





1 COO 1020 1030 1054
1 Ces 1 065 1095 1 103
1 125 1 136 1 130 1 ISO
11 70 7205 12IU 1243
1240 1266 1280 1284
1200 1306 1321 1342
1355
IKGIKT. Nl )= IKFIKT.NI
10 UP 3TUDENTS
1010 1014 1046 1061
1 073 1007 1097 1 105
1127 1 137 1155 1 156
U87 1207 1224 1234
1261 1260 1276 1287
1204 1313 1323 1343
1351
IKGIKT. N U  = IKFIK T.NI
10 GF STUDÜNTS
1016 1 016 104 7 1066
1002 1060 1 101 1 IIS
1 120 1 140 1 152 1 166
1 1 63 1215 1231 1252
12L2 12 75 1281 1209
1302 1316 1330 1342
2060




























j=4f CtORiE 54g CUNI'l.lCl t CONrulCIlM. ulUut HT I L> 214 1 KEQUCSI LIST J23 549 566 572
J =  4  7  
J =  4 7  
J -  4  7
CÜUHSE = 3 4  g
M =  3 N ( K T ) -  1 5  
T I M E  l'tniOD 3
N C .  UF b l U U E N I S  = 3 2
i K I > ( K T » N I i =  4 7  I K C ( K I . M ) s  5 4 9  
S E C r i C N  I N U .  LF U l U O E N T S  111




2003 2035 2044 2064
21 lÊ 2121 2132 2149
2160 2106 21*7 2206
2272 2295 2317 2334
3=47
3 = 4 7







10 OF STUDENTS 
20 11 2024 20Ü5 2101
2130 2191 2223 2243
22E0 2259 2267 2275
2296 2300 2322
4 B CLUASE 540 CONFLICT 1 CONFLICTINU STUUENT 10 1032 REQUEST LIST 640 650 550 573
J- 4Ü CUUnSc 64 0 CONFLICT 2 CONFLICTING STUOLNT IU 1313 REQUEST LIST 5 324 534 548 553 568 s o t. J- 40 COUKSC 540 conflict 3 CONFLICTING STUOLNT 10 1343 REQUEST LIST a 324 534 548 553 568 s a t
J = 40 CCUHSU 640 CONFLICT 4 CONFLICTING STUOLNT 10 2303 REQUEST LIST 9 305 546 570
» J= 40 COURSES 540 NO. UF STUUENTS = 03 NO. OF SECTIONS » 3 SCHEOULED AT TIME PERIODS t 2 S
4 0  
4  0






IKGIKT.NI 1= IKFIKT.NI1=SECTI0N 
10 OF STUDENTS
1010 1019 1026 1061
1078 1113 11 18 1128
1 138 1 144 1152 1 162
1204 1214 1215 1226
124 1 1273 1265 1294
1335 1329 1330 2020
' 2091 2 120 2340
J=48 KT= 2 NIKTI- 13 IKPIKT.NI)= 4U IKCIKT,Nl)= 648 IKGIKT .Nll = IKFIKT.NI
Ja 4B TIME PERIUU 2 SECTION 2 NU. CF STUDENTS 26 ID OF STUDENTS
1008 1026 1051 1057
• 1 084 1 1 16 1120 1129
1140 1 ISO 1158 1171
1211 1212 1223 1229
1247 1284 1290 1299
1307 1321 1350 2007
2203 2344
J- 4 8 KT= 5 NlKT|= 12 IKPIKT,NI1= 48 IKCIKT.Nil* 548 IKCIKT *Nll = IKFIKT.NI!
J- 40 TIME PERIOD 5 SECTION 3 NO, CF STUDENTS 26 ID OF STUDENTS
1003 1004 106 0 1074
1 101 1117 1122 1132
1 155 1 163 1170 1 179
1207 1220 1228 1243
1248 1263 1292 1302
1326 1344 1354 2153
2294 2302
J= H'i CÜJH6L boo CONFLICI 1 CUNFtlCTlMi bTtiUENT JO 2315 ntOUHSI LIST 24 30V 558 560 871
J= 4 V C00H5E= 86U
J= 4 V KT= I NJKI »= I!
J- 4 V IlMh PE (1100 I
NC. Ur STUUENTS = 
JKPJKT.Nli- 4V 
SbCTICN 1 Nil.
45 NU. UF jCCTIiiNS = 2 
IKCJKI.NI)» 560 IKCIKT.NI 1 = 
UF STUUENTS 22 10 OF
SChtOlJLCD AT TIME PEHIODS I 
IKFIKT.NDsSECTION I 
STUUENTS
1017 1 107 1170 1191
1221 1 271 1317 1323
1330 1350 1352 2012
2016 2023 2033 2066




K T =  2  N I K T I s  1 4  

























bO CbUHSu 557 CuNFLICr 1 CONFLICT! 1 NO ul JliLNl 10 1000 RLOUL ST LIST 530 534 548 557 568 SOIJ = bO C CON DC 557 COMFLltr d CONFLICTING SÏOOLNI 10 I0J4 REQUEST LIST 23 399 534 557 560 576 561J= 50 COUhSE 55 7 CONFLICT J CUNFLICI1NG 51 OUC.NT 10 1 144 hCUUCST LIST 514 540 557 560 568 501
J= 50 CCVM5E 55 7 CONFLICT 4 CONFLICI INC STUOLNT ID 1 15Ü KLQUCST LIST 534 540 557 568 578 581
J= 50 CCUHbC 557 CÜNFLIC I 5 CONFL1C 11NG JIUOLNI ID 1171 I'tQurST LIST 534 540 557 560 578 581
J= 50 CCÜN5L 55 7 CONFLICT Ci CONFLICTING UTUULNT ID 1212 liCGULST LIST 534 540 557 560 578 561
J- 50 CUUH5E 55 7 CONFLICT 7 CONFLICT 1NG STUOLNT 10 1257 REQUEST L 1ST 5 23 336 324 534 557 566
J~ 50 COUhÜE 55 7 CONFLICT tl CONFLICT 1 NG STUOLNT ID 1293 REQUEST LIST 534 557 562 568 577 581
J= 50 CCuRSE 55 7 CONFLICT 9 CONTLICTING STUOLNT to 1334 REQUEST LIST 23 300 530 534 657 566 581







COURSLs 557 NÜ. OF STUDENTS =119 NU. UF 
KT= 1 NtKTJ- 16 IKP(K1..MI)= 50 lKC(KT.Nl) = 
TIME PcKlUO 1 SECTICN 1 NU. IN' 51UDENTS
SECTIONS = 4 SCHEDULED AT TIME PERIOCS 
557 IKGCKT.NUs 1 KF (K T . N1 ) =SEC TI ON 1 
25 10 OF STUDENTS
I 2 5 6
1002 1007 1026 1035
1041 1048 1050 1 1 16
1131 1 145 1 ISO 1 1 73
1 lei 1 193 1203 1211
1213 1219 1255 1266
1 26 7 1270 1336 1337
















1 005 1011 1019 1 021
1027 1049 1058 1062
1072 1091 1094 1 108
11 in 1121 1 1 38 1141
1 160 1 167 1 182 1191
I 195 1 196 1216 1217
1221 1226 1240 1241
1278 1301 1305 1312
1331 1330 1346 1352
2314 2339
J = 50 Kl= 5 N(KT>- 13 IKPIKT $N| 1= 50 lKC(KT.NI)-= 557 IKGIKT .NI) = IKFIKT.NI
J= 50 TIME PERIOD 5 SECTION 3 NO. OF STUDENTS 26 10 UF STUDENTS
10 36 10 45 loss 1061
1086 1096 1120 1 149
1 1 72 I 103 1 190 1202
1208 1259 1271 1273
1282 1300 1303 1330
1347 1340 2012 2352
2359 2361
J = 50 KT= 6 N|KT1= 13 IKPIKT,NI1= 50 IKCIKT.Nll= 507 IKGIKT • NI ) = IKFIKT.NI
J = 50 TIME PERIOD 6 SECTICN 4 NO. GF STUDENTS 17 10 ÜF STUDENTS
1060 1074 1080 1096
1 1 24 1120 1135 1170
1177 1 184 1204 1214
1233 1236 1248 1285
'SECTION 4
1327
J =  5 1  51 CCUIise 531 CÜUNSE 53 I cuNruiciC U N F L I C I CUNFLICI INO 5IUULNI II) CUNFL ICri 55 STUUENI It) 1 0 7 71 3 9 4 NfQUEST LIST HEOUESI LIST 2424 300300 531531 553652 573573
J= 51 
J -  51 
J- 51
COUHSEa 531 NU. OF STUUENTS -101 NU. UF SECTICNS = 4 SCHFUULEO AT TINE PERIODS 2 3 4 5
KT= 2 N(KTI= lo I IIP! AT.NI 1= 51 
IIME PEKIUO 2 SECTICN I NU.
I K C I K T  . I I I  1= 5 3 1  





KT= 4  NIKTM 22 IKPIKT.Nll = 
TIME PEIIIQO 4  SECTION 3
51
NO •
3 =  51 
3= SI
IKCIKT.NI I- IKFIKI,NI) = SCCTION
1 0  OF STUDENTS
I
KT= 3 NIKTI= 16 IKPIKT,NII- 51 IKCIKT.Nll= 531 
TIME PERIOD 3 SECTION 2 NU. CF STUDENTS 4 0
IKCIKT .NI )= 531 
OF STUDENTS 3 0
KT= 5 NIKT)= 1 4  IKPIKT.NI)= 51 IKCIKT.NI)= 531 
TIME PEFIUO 5 SECTICN 4  NU. OF STUDENTS 4 0
lOOti 1016 1030 1035
IU3U 104 7 1066 loeo
1002 1009 1102 II 14
11 30 1131 1139 1145
1 1 73 1213 1219 1230
1252 1266 1279 1300
1 332 1336 1349 1355
20 32 2)36 2066 2137
2162 2172 2205 2214
2236 2205 2323 2353
IKGIKT .NI 1 = IKFIKT.NI
ID CF STUDENTS
1007 1017 1019 1021
1040 1046 1049 1050
1050 1096 1103 1 n o
1 137 1 161 11 03 1200
1217 1216 1224 1232
1260 12 70 1267 1309
1341 1342 1342 2002
2016 2070 2096 2157
2159 2173 2199 2216
2253 2307 234 7 2351
IKGIKT .NI ) = IKFIKT.NI
ID OF STUDENTS
1009 1020 1023 1037
1 044 1 055 1063 1001
1092 1099 1 106 1122
1 140 1 151 1154 1 165
1 190 1225 1230 1250
1 253 12 73 1296 1300
1310 1320 1353 2013
2051 2079 2133 2152
2165 2107 2209 2213
2259 2207 2336
IKCIKT .NI) = IKFIKT.NI 1
ID OF 5TUDENTS
10 12 1022 1025 1 033
1052 1056 1075 1076
1 0 0 5 1 100 1109 1127
1 140 II S 3 1 166 1105
1 197 1227 1237 1256
I2u5 12 75 1277 1314
1322 1325 1345 2047
2055 2301 2112 2124
2130 2 109 2191 2216
2265 2321 2345 2354
Ja 52 CURSE 506 CiiNFLiCT 1 CONFLICT 1 KC STUOhNT |U 2UVV 1 EQUE ST LIST 21 309
J = 52 CuUKSc 556 c o nflict 2 CONFLICT INC STUDENT IU 2140 REUUEST LIST 24 309
J= 02 COURSES 55U NC. CF STUDENTS =145 NU. OH SECT 1 IN 5 = 5 SCHEDULED A
J« 52 Kl= 1 N(KT|= 17 1KP(KI.N1)= 52 IKC(Kl.M)-- 056 IKCIKT, NI ) = IKFIKT.NT
Js 52 TIHE pcIUUU I SeCIICN 1 NU. Ur SlUOCNlS 26 in' UF STUDENTS
10'>2 2002 200U 2009
2025 2041 2045 2059
2072 2 0/6 2079 2094
2122 2155 2159 2175
21 76 2212 2220 2230
2251 2255 2260 2280
2316 2310 2345 2351
J = 52 KT= 3 N(KT)= 17 1KP|KT«N1>= 52 IKCIKT,NI)= 536 IKGIKT. NI }~ IKFIKT.NI
J= 52 TIME PENIQD 3 SECTICN 2 NO. CF STUDENTS 27 101 OF STUDENTS
1057 1332 2007 2015
20 33 2048 2055 2063
2067 2101 21 10 2115
2 1 40 2163 2165 21 78
2207 2217 2224 2239
2252 2259 2304 2306
2321 2331 2360
J= 52 KT= 4 MKT>= 23 iKPl KT ,NT >= 52 IKCI KT ,NI ) = 556 IKGIKT. Nll = IKFIKT.NI
Js 52 TIME PERIOD 4 SECTION 3 NO. OF STUDENTS 26 101 UF STUDENTS
1032 1 110 1 134 1 186
1227 1 322 1325 1326
2001 2023 2092 2121
2 I 2 * > 2142 2143 2173
22 10 2210 2 2 2 9 2234
2253 2271 2278 2291








J S  5 2  
J s  5 2
K T =  5  N < K T ) ~  1 5  l K P ( K T » N i ) s  5 2  l K C < K l i N I ) s  5 3 8  
T I M t  P E H I U O  5  S E C T I O N  4  N O .  UF S T U U E N T S  3 3
J s  5 2  
js 52
K T =  6 N ( K T ) s  1 4  I K P I K T  t N l M  5̂  i K C l K T . N l ) »  5 5 6  
T I M E  P E n i U O  6  S E C T I C N  5  N O .  O F  S T U D E N T S  2 7
I K G I K T . N I ) = I K F I K T . N I
I D  OF S T U D E N T S
1 0 5 9 1 0 6 3 1 1 6 4 1 2 4 5
1 2 5 0 1 2 5 4 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 3
2 0 0 8 2 0 2 4 2 0 3 0 2 0 4 6
2 0 8 4 2 0 9 5 2 1  4 4 2 1 5 0
2 1 5 2 2 1 7 4 2 1 8 1 2 1 8 7
2 1 9 3 2 1  9 0 2 2 0 3 2 2 1 1
2 2 2 5 2 2 3 7 2 2 7 6 2 2 8 4
2 2 8 7 2 2 0 9 2 3 0 0 2 3 5 5
2 3 5 6
I K G I K T . N I » = 1 K F I K T . N I ,
I D  UF S T U O C N T S
1 0 3 9 1 0 5 6 1 1 7 4 1 2 4 6
1 2 6 3 1 3 2 0 1 3 2 0 2 0 0 4
2 0 1 4 2 0 2 9 2 0 3 1 2 0 7 0
2 0 0 1 2 0 0 8 2 1  1 2 2 1  1 9
2 1 2 4 2 1 2 5 2 1 3 0 2 1 9 2
2 2 1 3 2 2 2 8 2 2 6 2 2 2 9 2
2 3 1 5 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 6
j s SCIftÜULINb CUUHSC u'it» NU CCMLICTÎ* vCNlIlATLO





J- 53 Js 53
Js 53 
Js 53
CUilNScs 550 Hü. Ur 6T U Ü C N 1 5  * 
t N(KT)= lu IKPlKTtNU^ S3 
TIME PERIOD t bECriCN 1 NU#
sO NC. Ofr* SLCTIUNS * 5 
1KC(K1#NI>- 560 
ÜH blUDcNlS Id
6CHLUULLD Al TIME PERIODS 1 2  3 4 6




IKClKT #N|1= SSb 
DP STUDENTS lü
KT* 3 N(KTI* 10 IKPIKT.NI I* 63 
TIME PEKIÜO 3 SECTICN 3 NO#
IKCIKT «NI)* 556 
CF STUDENTS Id
KT= 4 MKT)* 24 
TIME PEKIÜO 4
IKPIKT #Ni ) = 
SECTION 4
63Nû# IKCIKT,Nl)% CF STUUENTS 55610
IKGIKT .Nil* IKFIKT.Nl&»SECTION 1
ID OF STUDENTS
2003 2026 2051 2056
2093 2126 2137 2136
2149 2|69 2195 2227
2256 2261 22U3 2294
2317 2327
IKCIKT ,NI) = IKFIKT.NI)=SECTION 2
ID OF STUDENTS
2011 2037 2047 2063
2090 21 16 2133 2153
2161 2166 2163 2166
2222 2272 2275 2290
2325 2346
IKGIKT • Nl ) = IKFIKT.NI>=SECT:ON 3
ID OF STUDENTS
2016 2036 2057 21 05
210U 2120 2135 2154
216b 2179 2196 2209
2246 2267 2280 2293
2326 2344
IKGIKT ,NI)« IKFIKT,Nl)=SECT(ON 4
10 OF STUDENTS
2005 2039 2060 2065
211 1 2127 2139 2146
2164 2162 2201 2219




KT* 6 NlKT)* 15 IKPIKT.NII* 63 





2040 2044 2069 2069
2109 2126 2131 2162
2167 2194 2214 2223
2257 2274 2262 2296
2311 2354
J= 54 scnecuLino counsH uJt> NÜ CLMLlCIS uRNLWAtLW
J- 5 4 
J= 54 
Js 54
NC* UP SfJOLNIS = 15 NU* UP SKCTILN5 = b SCHCUULeU AT TIME PCRIQOS
I N(K1)~ 19 lKP(KTiNl|a 54 lKC(Kf*M)s 535 
TIME PERIOD I SECTION I NU. OF STUUENIS 1
|K0<KT*N11= JKP(KT*Nn-SECriaN 1 
ID OP STUDENTSlOII
J= 54
j s  54
KT& 2 N(KT1= 10 |KP(KT*NI)- 54 IKC(KT.Nl1= 535 
TIME PERIUO 2 SECTICN 2 NO* CP bTUOENTS 4
lKG(KT*Nt|s IKFiKTtNl)«SECTION 2 
ID OF STUDENTS 
1002 1161 1193 1267
J= 54 
J= 54
K1= 3 N(KT)= 19 IKPIKT *N11= 54 IKClKl*N1|= 535 
TIME PERIOD 3 SECTION 3 NU* OF STUO&NTa 0
IKG|KT*N1|« IKF|KT#Nll»SECTTON 3
10 CP STUDENTS 
1026 1141 1150 1240 
1321 1336 2042 2314
Js 54 
J s  5 4
KT- 4 NIKTI= 25 IKPIKT »Nl|= 54 IKCIKT #NIM 535 





KT- 5 NiKT1= 16 IKPIKT,Nl1= 54 IKCIKT,NI|« 535 IKGIKT,Nl1= IKFIKT,NIMSECTION 5
TIME PERIOD 5 SECTICN NU* OF STUDENTS I ID OF STUDENTS
2149
J= 5& CCUHSC CiJNrLICI J CÜNI-LICIINO sruüfNT l» JlSb hCCUESI LIST 24 30V 52* 555 S/I
J= 55 CUU«SL= 525 NC. ill' 5IU0CN15 = 4 NO, Of bCCTIDNS = 5 5CIIL0ULC0 AT II HE PERIODS I 2 3 4 S
J= 55 Kf= 1 NIK 11= 20 IKl>(Kr,NI»= 55 IKCIKI ,NI |= 525 IKGIKT,Ml* IKFI Kl ,N l> = SF.CTI ON I
J* 55 TIME I'EDIIIl) I 5ECIICN I Nl, . UF 5IÜIU.NI5 1 IU OF STU0EN1S0
J* 55 KT= 2 NIKTI= 19 IKPIKT,1411= 55 IKCIKT,Nll= 525 IKGIKI,N1I= IKF IK T ,NI l = SEC TION 2
J= 55 TIME PERIOD 2 SECTICN 2 NU. UF STUUENTS I ID OF STUDENTS
1 0 2 0
J= 55 KT= 3 NIKTI* 20 IKPIKT,Nil* 55 IKCIKT.NI1= 525 IKGIKT,Nl1= IKFIKT.NI)=SECTION 3
J= 55 TIME PERIOD 3 SECTICN 3 NU. CF STUUENTS I ID OF STUUENTS
2201
3* 55 KT= 4 NIKTI* 26 IKPIKT,Nil* 55 IKCIKT,Nil* 525 IKCIKT,Nil* IKFIKT,NI)*SECTION 4
J* 55 TIME PERIOD 4 SECTICN 4 NU, OF STUUENTS I ID OF STUDENTS0
J* 55 KT* 5 NIKTI* 1/ IKPIKT,Nil* 55 IKCIKT,Nil* 525 IKCiKT,Nil* IKFIKT.NIl*SECTION 5
J* 55 TIME PERIOD 5 SECTICN 5 NU. CF STUDENTS I ID OF STUDENTS
21 43
TUTAL NUHUER OF CONFLICTS * 84
T I M E  P E R X G O S
(.CCKEI>-IN COURSES
S E V E R A L - M C U R  C O U R S E S
R E S T R I C T E D  
S I N G L E - S E C T I C N  C O U R S E S
s i n g l e - s e c t i o n  c o u r s e s
M U L T I - S E C T I O N  C O U R S E S
1 2 3 ' 4 5 6
5 7 8
•
0 5 3 8 5 4  0 5 5 0 5 2 9
5 7 9 0 1 2 5 4 1 0 5 5 9
0 0 0 5 5 1 0 5 6 1
5 7 0 3  7 0 5  7 0 5 7 0 0 0
5 7 1 5 7 1 5 7 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 5 7 2 5 7 2 5 7 2
5 7 3 5 7 3 5  7 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 9 2 1 0
0 0 0 3 2 0 3 2 1 0
5 7 7 0 0 0 0 5 7 5
0 1 6 3 1 6 5 5 5 7 5 3 2
0 5 4 7 3 0 o 0 0 0
0 0 0 5 3 4  - I 5 3 4  - 2 5 3 4 - 3
0 0 0 5 8 1  - I 5 8 1  - 2 5 8 1 - 3
c 0 0 5 6 8  - I 5 6 8  - 2 5 6 8 - 3
5 3 0 - I 0 0 * 5 3 0  - 2 0 0
0 0 5  - I 0 0 5 - 2
0 5 6 2  - 1 0 5 6 2  - 2 0 0
5 t 4 - I 0 0 0 5 6 4  - 2 0
0 0 5 4 6  - 1 0 0 5 4 6 - 2
3 2 4 - I 0  . 0 3 2 4  - 2 0 0
2 4 - I 0 0 0 2 4  - 2 0
0 3 0 5  - 1 0 0 3 0 5  - 2 0
0 0 8  - I 8  - 2 0 0
0 3 0 8  - 1 O 3 0 8  - 2 0 0
0 0 3 2 3  - I 3 2 3  - 2 0 0
0 2 3  - 1 0 2 3  - 2 Q 0
3 0 9 - 1 3 0 9  - 2 3 0 9  - 3 3 0 9  - 4 0 0
9 - 1 9  - 2 9  - 3 9  - 4 0 0
5 5 3 - I 5 5 3  - 2 5 5 3  - 3 5 5 3  -4 0 0
0 0 5 4 9  - 1 0 0 5 4 9 - 2
S 4 8 - I 5 4 8  - 2 0 0 5 4 8  - 3 0
5 6 0 - 1 5 6 0  - 2 0 0 0 0
5 5 7 - 1 5 5 7  - 2 0 0 5 5 7  - 3 5 5 7 -4
0 Ü 3 1  - 1 5 3 1  - 2 5 3 1  - 2 5 3 1  - 4 0
5 5 8 - I 0 5 5 8  - 2 5 5 8  - 3 5 S 8  -4 5 5 8 - 5
5 5 6 - I 5 5 6  - 2 5 5 6  - 3 5 5 6  - 4 0 5 5 6 - 5
5 3 5 - 1 5 3 5  - 2 5 3 5  - 3 5 3 5  - 4 5 3 5  - 5 0
5 2 5 - I a 2 5  - 2  • 5 2 5  - J 5 2 5  - 4 5 2 5  - 5 0
Js  t>t> SCMkDUL 1NÜ COURiit: NG CChfLlCYS GCNEkAYEl)
Ja 5b COUNSCs 569
J= Sb KT= 1 N(KT)=
J= 56 TIME PERIOD I
KI» aiü KTNCJSM 1 i  3 
IKPlKTfNDs bb lKC(K1tNi>=* 569 IKG(KT»N|)- 
SECTION 1 NU. OF STUDENTS 32
4 5 6 6
JKPlKTfNIJsSECTlON 
ID OF STUDENTS
2007 2019 2035 2038
2049 2057 2000 2067
2101 2109 2127 2134
21 45 2162 2167 2100
2100 2202 2210 2226
2231 2247 2258 2266
2205 2290 2300 2320
2322 2331 2347 2359
Js 5b KT= 2 K(KT}« 20 IKPIKT.NII» 56 IKCIKT .Nl I* 569 IKGIKT .NIT* IKFIKT.NIlaSeCTIQH 2
J- 56 TIME PERIOD 2 SEC r I ON 2 NO. 13̂ STUDENTS 32 10 OP STUDENTS
1 169 2009 2017 2039
2045 2060 2067 2089
2094 2116 2121 2120
2140 2163 21 71 2175
2105 2204 2209 2220
2230 2249 2257 2271
2201 2288 2307 2316
2320 2335 2354 2361
J - 56 KT= 3 MKTT- 21 IKPIKT.NII3 56 IKCIKT tNl) = 569 IKCIKT • Nl )a IKFIKT.NIIaSECTION 3
J= 56 TIME PERIOD 3 SECTION 3 NO. CF STUUENTS 31 10 OF STUDENTS
20 11 2012 2025 2040
2051 2065 2076 2097
2107 2118 2123 2137
2155 2161 2169 2163
2109 2210 2212 2227
2240 2250 2260 2273
2275 2294 2309 2323
2327 2352 2357
J = 5b KT= 4  N(KT)- 27 IKPIKT.Nila 5b IKCIKT,NI1= 569 IKGIKT • Nl )s IKFI KT »NI>«SECTI0N 4
J= 56 TIME PERIOD 4 SECTION 4 NO. OF STUDENTS 31 ID CF STUDENT S
2006 2015 2037 2044
2005 2063 2002 2090
2105 2115 21 26 2135
21 49 2160 2172 21 76
2 194 22 14 2217 2222
2241 2251 2261 2267
2262 2293 2306 2321
2329 2J44 2351
J= 56 KT= 5 NIKTIa |u IKPIKT.Nil* 5b IKCIKT.Nl >a 509 IKCIKT ,N1) = IKFIKT.Nl)=SECTION 5
J= 56 TIME PERIUO 5 SECTION 5 NO . LF STUUENTS 31 ID CF STUDENTS
2001 2013 2026 204U
2ÛÛÜ 20/2 2085 2096
210b 2117 2132 2138
2 154 2164 2173 2102
JVA? 931 m
J=  5t» 
J= 5 6
K T =  6  N ( K T ) -  10 1 K P < K T » . N U -  06 
I IME P E M U O  6 OliCrtCN 6 f^U#




K T =  6  N ( K T ) =  17 1KI><KT»N|| s  56 
T I M E  P E R  l O D  6  S c C T l C N  7 NO*
IKCiKT « N U s  5 6 9  
CF S T U D E N T S  3 0
2 2 4 3 2 2 5 3 2 2 5 9 2 2 7 2
2 2 6 3 2 2 9 0 2 3 1 0 2 3 1 0
2 3 3 4 2 3 4 6 2 3 6 0
IK GIKT .Nl) = I K F I K T . N I :
ID OF S T U D E N T S
2 Û C 2 2 0 1 6 2 0 3 3 2 0 4 7
2 0 6 2 2 0 7 7 2 0 0 3 2 0 9 2
2 1 10 2 120 2 1 3 3 2 1 5 2
2 1 5 6 2 1 6 5 21 70 2 1 0 4
2 2 0 1 2 2 1 0 2 2 2 9 2 2 3 8
2 2 4 6 2 2 5 5 2 2 6 5 2 2 7 9
2 2 9 0 2 3 0 4 2 3  13 2 3 2 5
2 3 3 0 2 3 4 5 2 3 5 3
I K G I K T *NI1 = I K F I K T  * N I ,
ID CF S T U D E N T S
2 0 0 3 2 0 2 3 2041 2 0 5 9
2 0 7 4 20 70 2 0 0 6 2 0 9 3
211 1 2 122 2 1 3 9 2 1 5 3
2 1 5 9 2 1 6 0 2 1 7 9 2 1 9 6
2 2 0 5 2 2 2 4 2 2 3 5 2 2 3 9
2 2 5 2 2 2 5 6 2 2 6 0 2 2 8 0
2 2 9 1 2 3 0 5 2 3  17 2 3 2 6
2 3 4 0 2 3 4 9
J 3  5 7 S C H E D U L I N G  C O U R S E  5 3 7 N O  C C N f L l C r S  U C N E H A T E U
Ja 5 7 Ja 5 7 
J= 5  7
Ja 5 7 
J= 5 7
J= 5 7  
J- 0 7
C O U R S E a  5 3 7  K | a  2 1 0
K T =  I M k T I »  22 I K P ( K T * N t | a  5 7  IKCIKT.NI 
T I M t  P E M t U D  I S E C T I O N  I N U *  CE S T U D E N T S  35
K T a  2 N I K T I a  21 | K P l K T * N l | a  5 7  
T I M E  P E R I O D  2 S E C T I O N  2 N O *
I K C I K T . N I 1=
K T a  3 N I K T I a  22 I K P I K T . N l ) a  57 I K C I K T . N l | a  0 3 7
T IME P L M U O b E C T I U N N U *  OF O T U O C M T S  3 5
K T N I J S l a  1 2 3 4 5 6  6
5 3 7 IK G I K T * Nl la I K F I K T . N I l = S t C T I O N
ID O F  S T U D E N T S
2 0 5 5 2 0 5 6 2 0 6 2 2 0 6 5
2 0 7 4 2 0 0 2 2 0 8 5 2 0 0 6
21 10 2 1 1 5 21 17 2 1 3 2
2 1 3 9 2 1 5 0 2 1 6 3 2 1 6 5
21 70 2 1 8 2 21 0 9 2 2 0 7
2 2 1 4 2 2 3 8 2 2 4 3 2 2 5 9
2 2 6 7 2 2 6 8 2 2 7 2 2 2 9 9
2 3 0 4 2 3 1 0 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 6
2 3 3 0 2 3 4 5 2 3 5 3
5 3 7 I K C I K T . N l )  = I K F I K T  * N 1 l a S E C T I Q N
34 10; ur S T U D E N T S
2001 2 0 0 6 2 0 1 5 2 0 2 3
2041 2 0 4 0 2 0 5 7 2 0 7 2
2 0 7 9 2 0 9 2 2 1 0 5 2 1 2 3
2 1 3 5 2 1 3 8 2 1 5 2 2 1 6 7
2 1 7 6 2 179 2 1 9 4 2201
2 2 1 2 2 2 1 6 2 2 2 9 2 2 3 5
2 2 4 6 2 2 5 2 2 2 6 1 2 2 6 5
2 2 3 0 2291 2 3 1 7 2 3 2 6
2 3 4 0 2 3 4 9
5 / I K G I K T . Nl la I K F I K T  » N I l a S E C T I O N
ID UF S T U D E N T S
20 13 2 0 1 7 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 7
J= 57 
J= 57
KT= 4 N(KTI= 2U 
TIME PERIUU 4
J- 5 7 
J=57
KT- 5 h«KTI= W  
TINE PEKIÛO 5
J= 5 7 
J= 57




KT= b N(KT>= It 
TIME PERIOD 6
2109 2122 2120 2120
2)33 214b 2103 2168
2195 2202 2204 22 15
221 a 2;tl9 2226 2230
224 7 2 >SI 2256 2290
2300 2 .Ob 2320 2325
2354 2359 2361
IKP(KltNl)» 67 IKC<KTtNl)s 537 1KGIKT • N I ) = IKFIKT.NI
SECTION 4 NO. LF STUDENTS 33 IU OF STUDENTS
2009 2011 2038 2040
2045 2059 2067 2083
2009 2093 2108 2120
2134 2148 2162 2)71
21 75 2105 2205 2220
2223 2224 2227 2239
2249 2255 2257 2275
22CÜ 2294 2316 2331
2345
IKPiKT .NU- 67 IKCIKT.NI)» 537 IKGIKT .Nl ) = IKFIKT.NI]
SECTICN 6 NO. Cf STUDENTS 34 10 or STUDENTS
2002 2007 2016 2033
2044 2051 2063 2076
2101 2107 211 1 2121
2137 2159 2161 2172
2103 2188 2196 2209
22 1 7 2222 2231 2240
2250 2200 2273 2279
2202 2296 2322 2335
2347 2351
IKPIKT.Nll= 57 IKCIKT.NI)= 537 IKGIKT .Nl)» IKFIKT ,N11
SECTION 6 NU. OF STUUENTS 20 ID GF STUUENTS
2019 2035 2000 2090
2095 2110 2105 2166
2173 2210 2253 2260
2201 2285 2306 2309
2321 2327 2344 2360
IKPIKT,Nl)= 57 IKCIKT.NI)» 537 IKGIKT ,NI)= IKFIKT.NI:
S E C T I O N  7  NO. CF STUDENTS 19 ID GF STUDENTS
2025 204U 2087 2094
21 16 2154 2164 2169
2100 2241 2258 2271
2203 2293 2307 2318
2323 2334 2357
«SECTION 5
J  = 5 8 C U J W b C 5 6 5 C O N F L I C T 1 C U N F L I C T 1 NO S T U D E N T 1 0 2 0 3  7 R E Q U E S T L I S T 2 1 3 0 9 5 3 2 5 3  7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
J~ b U C C U K 3 E b o b C I . N r t l C T C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T I D 2 0 J 9 R i: O U E S T L I S T V 3 0 5 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
3  = 5 8 C C O M S t b o b C O N F L I C T 3 c o n f l i c t I n G S T U D E N T I D 2 0 m 0 RI*DUE ST L I S T 2 4 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 7
J  = 5 d C U U K S E 5 0 5 L l i U r c l C  T 4 C O N F L I C T  1 NG S T U D E N T I D 2 0 4 5 R E U U E S T L 1 S T 9 3 0 5 5 3 7 5 5 0 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
J~ 5 8 C L U F S c 5 6 5 C O N F L I C T b C U N F L I C T I N O S T U O L N T I D 2 0 6 7 R F Ü U E S T L I S T 9 3 0 5 5 3 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
J = 5 8 C t  U R S E 5 6 5 C O N F L I C T C O N F L I C T I N G S T U Ü L N T I D 2 1 0 5 P C Q U C S I L 1 S T 2 1 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9 5 7 5
J = 5 8 C C U K S E 5 0 5 C L N F l  I C I 7 C C N f U C T l N G S T U D E N T I D 2 1 2 0 R E U U E S T L I S T 7 3 0 9 5 3 7 5 4 8 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
JiS 5 8 C C J D 5 E b o b C O N F L I C T b C O N F L I C T I N G S T U O L N T I D 2 1 2 7 R L O WE S T L I S T 7 3 0 9 5 3 3 5 5 6 5 6 0 5 6 5 5 6 9
J = 5 8 C L O R S C b o b C O N F L I C T 9 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T I D 2 1 3 7 R C O U E S r L I S T 5 3 2 3 5 3 1 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 9
J = 5 8 C C J K S C 3 6 5 C O N F L I C T 1 0 C U N F L 1C T I N G s T  UOC.NT I D 2 1 0 1 R E U U E S T L I S T 5 8 3 0 9 3 2 3 5 3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5
J = 5 8 C O U R S E 5 6 b C O N F L I C T 1 1 C C N F U C T  1 NG S T U D E N T I D 2 U . 9 R E U U E S T L 1 S T 2 1 3 0 8 5 3 7 5 5 1 5 5 6 8 6 5 5 6 9
J » 5 o C G U h S C 5 6 5 C O N f L l C  r 1 2 c c n f l i c t i n g S T U D E N T I D 2  1 8 b R C Q L C S T L I S T 7 3 2 3 5 3 7 5 5 7 5 5 9 5 6 5 5 6 9
1 r r . i u < ; u - r , , N .  # i n I 1 11 1 1 Ki. c ; T i i n r . l T in ? J 8 0 OKOl i i :  RT 1 1 4 T •ÿ lAQ 5 1 1 S I T S S 6 S 6 S S A 9
569
J s  5 i i  CÜUk ÔL:  boS
J =  Ot I  CGU/ v b r .  5 ü 5
J =  b u  C i J WKb L  b i j 5
J =  0Ü CLUi%jL libti
J =  5 3  CCUI^Sh* 5 o 5







CCNFUCT I NC UTUULn I 






















































JS su COURScs 505 Kl= 202 KTN(JS|s \ 2 3
Js 58 KT= 1 N(KT)= 23 IKPIKT.Nll= 58 IKCIKT,Nl|= 565 IKGIKT,Nll =





4 & 0 2
IKF(KT «NItsSECTION 
TUDENTS




J= 58 KT= 2 NIKT 1- 22 IKPl KT ,NI )= 58 IKCIKI ,NI 1 = 565 IKGIKT .Nl ) = IKFIKT.NI
J= 58 TIME PEHIUU 2 SECTION 2 NO. CE SlUUENTS 29 ID OF 5TUDENTS
2002 2013 2028 2044
2055 2059 2066 2005
2108 21 1 1 2132 2164
21 73 2182 21 09 2196
221 7 2223 2243 2255
2266 2282 2290 2310
2320 2331 2334 2347
2360
J= 50 KT= 3 N(KT1= 23 IKPIKT,Nl)= 58 IKCIKI.Nl) = 565 IKGIKT .Nl ) = IKFIKT.Nil
J = 50 TIME PEWIUD 3 SECTICN 3 NO. CE STUDENTS 27 IU OF STUDENTS
2019 2041 2049 2072
24/4 2003 2006 2134
2138 2139 2150 2167
2100 2104 2205 2200
2229 2231 2235 2257
2265 2271 2283 2299
2313 2329 2338
J = 58 KT= 4 NIKT)- 29 IKPIKT.Nl)= 58 IKCIKT.NI)= 585 IKGIKT .Nl ) = IKFIKT.NI;
58 TIME PEFtlUD 4 SECTION 4 NO. OF STUDENTS 20 ID or STUDENTS
2012 2017 2047 2040
2077 2000 2 094 21 01
21 16 2117 2122 2120
2153 2159 21 79 2183
2204 2226 2230 2262
2272 2200 2265 2290
2305 2317 2326 2346
J- SO KT= 5 NIKT)- 20 IKPIKT,NI)= 58 IKCIKT.Nl)= 565 IKCIKT .Nl )= IKFIKT.NI
J= 58 TIME PERIOD 5 SECTION 5 NU. OF STUDENTS 20 ID OF STUDENTS
2003 2009 2023 2030
2 079 2007 2090 2109
2123 2135 21 48 2163
2168 2176 2202 2220
2227 224 1 2247 2251
2267 2275 2200 2293
2307 2323 2320 2357
J = 58 Kl= 5 MKT)= 21 IKPIKT,NI1= 58 IKCIKI .Nl) = 565 IKGIKT .Nl) = IKFIKT.NI:
J= 58 TIME PERIOD 5 SECIILN 6 NO. CE STUUENTS 27 ID OF STUDENTS
2006 2015 2035 2065
2002 2889 2097 21 IS
2 1 33 2145 PIG? PI 65
«SECTION 2
21 75 2201 2212 2224
22JH 2246 2249 2260
2201 2291 2304
2JI6 2 J25 2344
Js 5 0 K T s  2 N i K T ) s  2 3 l K P ( K T $ N | | s  50 i K C l K T t N l *= S 6 S I K C I K T «Nll = I K F I K T . N I
Js 5 0 T I M E  P E R I U U  2 S E C T I O N  7 N U . o r  siuut'Nis 2 # 10 or S T U U E N T S
2 0 0  7 ,2025 2 0 3 3 2 0 5 1
2 0 5 0 2 0 6 3 2 0 7 6 2 1 0 7
2 1 1 0 2 1 2 6 2 1 5 5 2 1 6 6
21 70 2 l d U 2 1 9 5 2 2 0 7
2 2 1 0 22 40 2 2 5 0 2 2 5 9
2 2 7 9 2 2 9 4 2 3 0 0 2 3 1 0
2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 4 5 2 3 5 9
J — 5 9 C O U R S E  56 7 C U N F L I C T  l C O N F L I C T I N G  S l U O t N l  10 2 0 9 3  HP.ÜUEST L I S T  23 24
Js 5 9 C O U R S E S  5 o 7 K l -  IVJ K T N I J S I »  I 2 3 4 5 6  1
Js 5 9 K T s  t N l K T I s  24 i K P l K T . N D s  5 9 IK CIKT .NI 1 = S<i7 I K C I K T .NI ) = I K H I K T . N I
Js 5 9 T I M E  P E R I O D  1 S E C T I C N  1 NO. CF 5 T U Ü Ê N T S 2 9 10 OH :S T U D E N T S
1 001 1022 1 0 3 7 1 052
1 0 5 5 1071 1001 1 100
11 0 4 II 15 1133 1 146
1 163 1 100 1 ! 9 9 1 2 0 6
1 2 2 3 1 2 3 b 1230 1 2 6 2
• 12 75 1 2 0 2 1 2 9 5 1 3 0 0
1324 1339 1 3 4 2 201 a
2 3 2 4
Js 5 9 K T =  2 N ( K T > s  24 l K P ( K T . N I ) s  5 9 I K C I K T . N I 1= 5 6 7 I K C I K T • NI 1 = I K F I K T . N I
Js 5 9 1 I.4E P E K I Ü O  2 S E C T I C N  2 NO. CH S T U D E N T S 2(1 II) OH :S T U D E N T S
1 0 0 9 1031 1 0 3 9 1 0 0 3
1 0 6 7 1074 1090 1 0 9 0
1 1 0 7 1 124 1135 1 147
1 170 l 104 1201 1 2 0 9
1 2 2 0 1236 1243 1 2 6 0
1200 1 2 0 8 1297 1 3 0 2
1 3 3 0 1337 1 3 4 7 2 0 7 3
Js 5 9 K T s  3 M K T I s  24 I K P U T . N I I s  5 9 I K C I K T . N I  t = S 6 7 I K C I K T .NI 1 = I K F I K T . N I
Js 5 9 T I M E  P E R I O D  3 S E C T I O N  J N U . CH S T U U E N T S 20 lO U F  :s t u d e n t s
1 0 1 0 1 02 0 1042 1 0 4 5
1 0 6 0 1 0 7 9 1 004 1 1 02
1 105 1120 1142 1 149
1 1 7 7 Il 92 1202 12 14
1 2 2 9 1237 1240 1271
1 2 7 9 1205 1294 1 3 0 3
132 7 1 3 4 5 2 0 2 1 2 2 4 2
J s 5 9 K T =  4 N ( K T ) =  30 1 N P ( K T . N 1 ) s  59 I K C I K T . N I } = S 6  7 I K C I K T .NI » = I K F I K T . N I
Js 5 9 T I M L  P E R I U O  4 S E C T I C N  4  N O . ÜF S T U D E N T S 20 ID or ;s t u d e n t s
1 0 1 2 1036 . 1 0 4 0 1 066
1 0 7 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 9 6 1 101
1 1 19 1 1 2 7 1 1 3 7 1 155
1 1 75 1 194 1 2 0 3 1 2 2 0
1233 1 2 4 2 1261 12 72
1 201 1 2 0 7 1 2 9 9 1 3 1 0
1332 1 342 2 0 6 2 2 1 8 0
17- W 1 7- «* k 4 6 T % 7: ) •> 1 le ̂  1 T . AI 1 1 lirri.l . M l  1 = •il. r In’ 1. ( . T . kl * • 3 1V F 1V T . V 1
309 316 S37. 556 567 569
«SECTION
J= Ü9 I IMt PERJÜO 5 Ü C C T I U N Nü. UF üTujCNig a/ lu OF STUDENTS 
1016 1020
lora





























IKCIKT .Nl 1= 56 7 
CF STUDENTS 2b
IKGiKTtNl 1 = IKFIKT.NI
101 OF STUULNTS
1017 1030 1 047 1069
&07Ü I 0U5 1095 1112
I 126 11 30 1157 1162
1 1 79 1 190 1205 1224
t2J0 I2SI 1259 12 73














































Js 60 SCHEDULING COURSE 500 NO CONFLICTS GENERATED
J- 60 CGURS£= 560 Kl- 1 9  1 KTn IJ5>= 1 2 3 4 5 6  6  5
J= 60 KT= 1 MKT|= 25 IKPiKT,Nl1= 60 IKCIKT.NI)- 500 IKCIKT, Nl ) = IKFIKT.NIlaSECTION
J= 6 0 TIME PCfUOO 1 SCCriCN 1 NU. CF 5T00ENTS 20 10 UF STUDENTS
1016 1030 1047 1053
1065 1 074 1007 1090
1096 1 101 1127 1132
1 104 1 IOÜ 1194 1202
1207 1220 1224 1237
1277 1292 1302 1303
1335 1344 1345 2073
60 KT= 2 N(KT>- 25 IKPIKT »NI)= 60 IKCIKT $Nl) = 500 IKGIKT, Nl ) = IKFIKT,NI)=SECTION
J- 50 TIMt PtKIOJ 2 5ECTIUN 2 NU. UF 5TUÜENTS 20 ID UF STUDENTS
1001 1022 1036 1052
1 069 1 075 1061 1005
1 095 1 1 12 1126 1 149
1 163 1 166 1 I 79 1 196
1204 1210 1232 1230
1260 1202 1209 1310
134 1 1 340 1353 2050
3= D l> KT= 5 NIKTI- 25 IKPlKT,N|)= 6Û IKCIKT.Nl)= 5 00 IKGIKT. N l  )s* IKFIKT,N l )=SECTI O N
J= 6C TIMu PtfUiJO 3 SCCrlUN j NU. Là SiUÜtNTO 2 7 ID OF STUDENTS
1009 1028 1051 1055
1 070 1078 1003 1092
1100 1124 1120 1155
1 1 5 0 1 1 7 0 I l U O 1 2 0 3
1 2  3 5 1 2 3 0 1 2  3 5 1 2 5 9
1 2 7 3 1 2 8 3 1 3 0 0 1 3 0 7
1 3 2 0 1 3  3 7 1 3 5 1
6 0 KT-= 4  M K T ) -  3 1 I K P I K T  t N  1 I »  0 0 I K C I  K T . N I  )  = 5 8 0 I K C I K I . N l  1 = I K F I K T . N l l a S E C T I O N 4
J= 6 0 T I M E  P E K I U O  4 S E C T  1 0 , 1  4  N O . CF S i U U F . N T S 2 7 I D 1 OF S T U D E N T S
1 0 1 0 1 0 3 8 1 0 3 9 1 0 4 5
1 0  71 1 0 0 4 1 0 9 7 1 1 0 7
1 I  1 3 1 1 2 0 1 1 3 5 1 1 6 2
1 1 7 7 1 1  0 3 1 2 0 8 1 2 0 9
1 2 4 3 1 2 4 8 1 2 5 2 1 2 6 4
1 2  7 5 1 2 7 8 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 9
1 3 4 2 1 3 4 7 2 3 6 0
J = 6 0 K T =  0  N | K T ) =  2 3 I K P I K T , N I ) =  0 0 I K C I K T . N l ) = 5 0 0 I K C I K T . N l  )  = I K F I K T . N I l a S E C T I D N S
J = 6 0 T I M E  P E I I l O O  5 S E C T I O N  0  N O . OF S T U D E N T S 2 5 1 0 1 U F  S T U D E N T S
1 0 1 7 1 0 3 7 1 O o 6 1 0 0 0
1 0 7 9 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 4 1 1 1 5
1 1 2 0 1 1 4 7 1 1 5 9 1 2 0 0
1 2 1 4 1 2 2 5 1 2 3 3 1 2 6 1 •
1 2 6 8 1 2  7 9 1 2 0 1 1 2 0 8
1 2 9 4 1 3 0 9 1 3 1 7 1 3 3 9
1 3 4 9 1
J = 0 0 K T =  0  N I K T ) c  2 2 I K P l  KT . N l  1 =  0 0 I K C I K T . N l ) = 5 8 0 I K C I K T . N 1 1  = I K F I K T . N I l a S E C T I O N 6
J = 6 0 T I M E  P E K I U U  6 S E C  T I O N  6  N U . CF S T U D E N T S 1 6 I D O F  S T U D E N T S
1 0 1 2 1 0 3 1 1 0 4 2 1 1 0 3
1 1 1.9 1 1 3 7 1 1 4 2 1 1 7 5
1 1 9 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 4 2 1 2 6 9
1 2 7 2 1 2 0 7 1 2 9 7 1 3 2 3
J = 0 0 K T =  0  N ( K T I =  2 3 I K P I K T . N i l -  0 0 I K C I K T  . N l  1 = 5 0 0 I K G I K T . N l  1 = I K F I K T . N I l a S E C T I O N 7
J = 0 0 t i m e  P E K I O D  0 S E C T I O N  7 N O . OF  s t u d e n t s 1 6 I D C F  S T U D E N T S
1 0 2 0 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 4
1 1 3 3 I 1 4 0 1 1 6 9 1 1 8 7
1 2 2 8 1 2 3 6 1 2 4 7 1 2 7 1
1 2 8 4 1 2 9 5 1 3 1 6 1 3 3 2
J =  6 0  
J s  0  0
Kr= 5 h(KT|; 
TIME PEMUO




I K C I K T , N I I =  




I D  OF
IKFIKT.Nll=SECTION 8 
STUDENTS
1 0 1 8  
I o e o
1 1 4 0  
1 2 2 3  
1 2  7 0  I29W
1 0 5 4  
I 0 9 8  
I 1 5 7  
1 2 2 9  
I 2 8 0  
1 3 1 0
1 0 6  7
I 1 0 5II 99 
1 2 5 1  
1 2  8 5  
1 3 2 7
1073
1 1 2 91201
1262
1291
1 3 4 2
Ol COUi i SF. 5 3 3 C U M  u l C T 1 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T 1 0 1 0 0 9 M E Q U C S T L I S T 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 0 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 6 0
J = Ok C ( j Uh  S t 5 3 3 C U R P L I C  T 2 C O N F L I C T  1 NG S T U O L N T 1 0 1 0 2 H F L OU E S T L 1 S T 5 3 3 5 4 8 5 6 3 5 6 0 i o 7 5 8 0
J = Ù I C L U h s e 5 3 3 C U N F L I C T J C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T I D 1 0 3 9 R b O U E S T L I S T 5 3 2 1 5 3 3 5 5 0 W6 4 5 6 7 5 6 0
J - o l C O U R S l 5 3 3 C O M  L  I C T 4 c o n f l i c t  1 NG S T U D E N T I I ) 1 0 4 5 R E Q U E S T L I S T 2 4 3 0 5 5 3 3 5 4 6 6 5 7 5 6 7 5 6 0
J = o  1 CGUfvOEr 5 3 3 C O N F L I C T 5 C O N F L I C T  1 NG S T U D E N T 1 0 1 0 6 6 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 7 7 5 8 0
J = o l t C U R S L 5 3 3 C U N F L I C T o C U N F L I C I I N G S T U D E N T I D 1 0 9 0 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 3 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7  5 8 0
J = 6  1 CÜÜW SE 5 3 3 C O N F L I C T 7 C O N F L I C T  1 NG S T U D E N T I D 1 1 5 6 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 2 4 5 3 0 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
J = 0  1 C O U R S E 5 3 3 C U N F L I C T U C O N F L I C T  I N C S T U D E N T 1 0 1 1 6 6 R E Q U E S T L I S T 2 4 3 0 8 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
J = 0 I C I . U U S U 5.5 3 C O N F L I C T V < , v i N F L l C l  I N G S T U D E N T l u 1 2 2 4 R E Q U E S T L I S T 0 3 0 b 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
6 1 C C U R o E 5 3 3 C C N F L 1C T 1 3 C G . N F L I C T I  NG S T U D E N T 1 0 1 2 7 7 R E Q U E S T L I S T 8 3 0 5 5 3 1 5 3 3 6 5 3 5 6 7 5 8 0
J B 6 1 C O U R S E 5 3 3 C O N F L I C T 11 C O N F L I C T I N G S T U D E N T 1 0 1 2 Ü 2 R E Q U E S T L I S T 5 3 2 4 5 3 3 5 5 7 5 6 1 5 6 7 5 8 0
Is* ». 1 # f . i D c r f  -iM». 1 i r  t f « M C I  1 1 ' . T i i n r  A.T i n 1 1 1 <T *4 < 4 *. «îNT S A N
6 1 CCUM6L Sj J CONFLICT 13 CljuFLlCTlKG STUi)bNT to 1330 HEUUEST LIST 5 324 533 557 560 567 saoJ= 61 COURSE 533 CONFLICT 14 CONFLICTING STUULNT ID 1^42 HEOUEST LIST S 30U 531 533 553 567 saoJs 61 COUKSS 533 CONFLICT 15 CONFL|CTI^G STUDENT 10 134 5 LEOUEST LIST 5 305 531 533 553 567 saoJ= (> 1 CCUHSE 533 CONFLICT lo c o n f l i c t i n g student ID HLQUCST LIST ? 309 533 556 560 665 569
J= 61 COURSES 533 Kl= tu6 KTNI351= 1 2  3 4 5 5 2
J= 61 KT- 1 N(KT)a 26 IKr^lf^TtNDs 61 lKC(KT«NI|s 533 IKCIKT.NI1= IKFIKT.Nll=SECTION 1
J= 61 ÏIME PERIOD 1 SECTICN 1 NO. CP STUDENTS 31 10 UF STUDENTS
J= 61 
J= 6 1
J= 6 » 
J= 6 1
J* 6 I 
6 1




KT= 2 N(KT)= 26 IKtMKI.NI)° 61 IKCIKT.NI 1= 5JJ 
TIML PEHIUU 2 ScCTIUN 2 NU. UF &TUUENTÜ 2d
KT= 3 NIKTI = 26 IKPIKT .Nils 61 IKCIKT.NIM Ü33 
TIME PEHIUU 3 SECTION 3 NU. UF STUUENTS 30
KT= ‘ 
T IME







UF st u d e n t s
533
32
KT= 5 NIKTI 
TIME PER 100
= 25 IKPIKT .Nl 1= 61 
5 SECTIUN 5 NU,




KT= 5 NIK 11= 26 IKPIKT .Nll= 61 IKCIKT.NI1= 533 
TIML PEHIUU 5 SECTICN 6 NU. LF STUUENTS 11
1031 1051 1067 106»
1070 ,1 0 73 1080 1002
1 1 12 1 114 1120 1124
1 129 1 135 1137 1140
1147 1149 1165 1209
1230 1232 1247 1252
1269 1299 1307 1341
1347 1349 1353
IKCIKT.Nl 1 = IKFIKT.Nl
lU1 OF 1STUDENTS
1CI2 1010 1042 1055
10 U 1 083 1096 1 101
1 1 13 1 146 1 162 1 177
1 103 1 194 1202 1205
1220 1233 1237 1259
1271 12 73 1281 1291
1 309 1317 1339 2003
IKGIKT. Nl t = IKFIKT.NI
101 o r  1STUDENTS
1022 1030 1036 1052
1 069 1074 1001 1005
1066 1 087 1095 1 097
1 104 1 126 I 127 1132
II 59 1 1 79 1 107 1 198
1204 1207 1234 1230
1243 1260 12L1 1276
1310 1323
IKCIKT.Nl 1 = IKFIKT.Nl;
10 UF STUDENTS
1001 1916 1047 1053
1C 75 10 79 109U 1 105
1128 1 130 1 163 1 1 84
1 199 1201 12 14 1223
I22II 1229 1251 1262
1260 12 79 1200 1204
1285 1289 1292 1294
1300 1302 1327 1351
IKCIKT. Nl ) = IKFIKT.NI:
10 UF STUDENTS
10 10 1038 1064 1107
1133 1 169 1236 1207
1297 1324 1332 2104
IKCIKT.Nl > = IKFIKT.NI I
10 UF STUDENTS
1020 1040 1102 1119
1142 1 192 1242 1295
-SECTION
1316 1329 1342
J =  6  1 KT= 2  NCKTls 2 7 IKPIKT •lin> bl IKCIKT ,NI ) =  ! t J 3 IKGIKT • Nl )  = IKIMKTtNI ;
J= bt T IMt l'tfilÜü 2 StCriUN / NÜ. i r  STuDHNTb Atl ID UF  STUDENTS
1 0 1 7 1 0 3 7 1 0 5 4 1 0 b 5
1 0 7 0 1 ) 9 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 3
1 1 I G 1 1 5 7 1 1 7 5 1 1 6 0
1 I HO 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 3 1 2 0 6
1 2 2 S 1 2 3 5 1 2 4 * 1 2 6 4
1 2 7 2 1 2 7 5 1 2 6 3 1 3 0 3
1 3 1 0 1 3 3 5 1344 2 3 5 2
•SECIION /
Js 62 Cl.UhSE S52 CONFLICT 1 CONFLICTING STUDENT ID 1040 NEOUEST LIST 24 306 531 533 552 567 sao
J= 62 CUUMbt 552 CONFLICT 2 CONFLICTING STUDENT ID 10/5 REQUEST LIST G 324 631 633 552 567 560
J= 62 COURSE 552 CONFLICT 3 CUNFLIC r1NG student ID 1 100 fit QUEST LIST S 300 531 533 552 567 560
J= 62 COURSE 552 CUNFL ic r 4 CONFLICIING STUDENT ID 1107 REQUEST LIST S 323 533 55 2 560 567 560
J = 62 CUUKbE 552 CUNFLICT 5 CCNFLIC II NG sruuENT ID 1112 REQUEST LIST 21 324 533 546 552 567 560
J- 62 CLURSC 552 CUNFLICT 6 CONFLIC TING JTUUhNr ID 1 169 REQUEST LIST 6 324 533 536 552 569 580
Js 62 COURSE 552 CONFLICT 7 CONFLICTING STUDENT ID 1 197 REQUEST LIST 5 300 531 552 571
J= 62 CLUKSE 552 CONFLICT d CONFLICTING STUOcNT ID 1244 REQUEST LIST 7 323 552 559 573
J= 62 COURSE 552 CUNFLICT 9 CONFLICTING STUOLNT 10 1279 REQUEST LIST 5 324 531 533 552 567 560
J= 6 2 COURSE 552 CONFLICT 10 conflict 1NG STUDENT ID 1206 REQUEST LIST 5 324 550 552 673
J= 62 COURSE 552 CUNFLICT 11 CONFLICTING STUDENT ID 131 G REQUEST LIST 19 321 533 552 567 577 580
J= 62 COURSE 552 CUNFLICT 12 CONFLICTING student ID 2226 REQUEST LIST 7 309 537 552 559 565 569
J= 62 COURSES 552 Kl= 172 KTNIJSla 1 2 3 4 5 6
J= 62 KT= 1 MKTl- 27 IKPCKTtNlla u2 lKClKT»M)a 532 lKG(KT«NI)a IKFIKT.NI1«SECTION 1













1 1 0 2  1201 





KT= 2 M k T)= 28 
TIME PCfilOO 2
IKPIKT.Nl1= 62 IKCIKT,Nl)= 552 
5ECIIUN 2 NO.- UF bTUOENTS 26
KT= 4 NIKTI= 33 IKPIKT,Nil- 62 
TIME PEP loo 4 SUCTION 4 NU,
IKüIKT.NII- IKFIKT.NIl=SECTION 
ID UF STUDENTS
KT= 3 NIKT|= 27 IKPIKT ,NI)= 62 IKCIKT.NI I- 552 
TIME PEKIUO 3 SECTION 3 NO. OF STUDENTS 35
IKCIKT.NI1= 552
CF STUDENTS 35
1070 1093 II 19 1133
1 142 1 161 1 192 1199
1295 1324 20 19 2035
2062 2065 2096 2097
2117 2145 21 00 2202
2215 2231 224 7 2258
2266 2 338
[KGIKT • Nl |a IKFIKT.NI
ID OF !STUDENTS
1012 1031 1037 1053
1 CG5 1071 1113 1 1 14
1146 1 162 1163 1 194
1200 1209 1220 1223
1225 1242 1247 1251
1264 12 72 1292 1299
1329 1344 1349 1353
2CÜ2 21 72 224 1 2243
2249 2206 2335
KGIKT • Nll = IKFIKT.NI]
ID OF STUDENTS
1017 1022 1025 1042
1051 1052 . 1060 1067
10/8 1109 • 1 176 1 169
1258 1314 1315 1335
2074 2086 2123 2132
p % ?n P 1 Af PI AH PI no
E2JS 22311 2249 2265
22KI 2200 2307 2310
231 J 2322 234 7
J= 82 Kl= 5 N(KTi= 27 IKPIKT .NI )= 02 IKCIKT «Nl ) = 052 IKCIKT .NI 1 = IKFIKT.NIi
J= 82 TIME UEItlaU & SECTION ü NO. OF STUDENTS i t 10 OF jTUUENTS
1001 1023 1029 1030
1044 1099 1106 1123
1143 1154 1168 1178
1100 1222 12 98 1308
2017 2049 2077 2116
2134 2 158 2171 2205
22 E5 2300 2305 2320
2340
J - 62 KT= 6 NIKTI- 24 IKPIKT.Nl)= 02 IKCIKT.Nile 552 IKGIKT .NI 1 = IKFIKT.NI1
J= 62 TIME PERIUO 6 SECTION 6 NU. CF STUUENTS 28 10 UF students
t 004 1013 1034 1043
1064 10 76 1122 1151
1153 l 165 1185 1206
1239 1253 1256 1304
2013 2157 2329 2358
TUTAL NÜHÜER UF CONFLICTS « 48 O
L O C K E D - œu6:>C0






% 2 . a 5 6
.......
S7tt 0 96» 5*0 990 929
579 0 12 9*t 0 999
9 0 0 96% 0 961
970 970 970 970 0 0
57t 7̂*' 57% 0 0 0
0 0 0 972 972 972
979 979 573 0 0 0
0 0 0 to 21 0
0 0 9 320 321 0
577 0 0 0 0 579
0 16 316 659 7 932 ’
0 S#7 306 0 ' 0 0
0 0 0 S3* -t 99# -2 53# -3
0 0 0 sat -1 sat -2 58% -3
0 0 0 96a -1 56» -2 968 -3
990 *1 0 0 530 -2 0 0
0 0 5 «1 0 0 9 -2
0 962 -% 0 562 -2 0 0
96# *l 0 0- 0 ' 56* -2 0
9 0 9#6 -I 0 0 9*6 -2
92# -1 0 0 92* -2 0 0
2# *1 0 0 0 2# 2 0
0 90S -i 0 0 305 -2 0
0 0 6 -t a -2 0 0
0 joa -1 0 30a -2 0 0
0 . 0 323 -1 923 -2 0 0
23 -1 0 23 *2 0 0
J09 -I 909 -2 300 -3 300 -« 0 0
9 9 -2 0 -9 9 -# 9 0
999 -I 999 -2 563 -3 653 -# 0 0
0 0 5*0 -I .) 0 9*0 -2
9*0 -I 4#a -2 0 w 5*a -3 0
560 -I 560 -2 0 0 0 0
997 -I 557 -2 0 0 957 -3 957 -*
0 991 -1 5J1 -2 591 -3 53% -* 0
95N -I 0 996 -2 ssa -2 558 -# 998 -5
990 -1 996 -2 596 -9 556 "* 0 556 -5
999 -t SJ5 -2 5 35 -3 595 -* 935 -5 0
929 -t 525 -2 926 -9 526 -* 929 5 0
960 -I 560 -2 960 -3 569 -# 960 -6 560 *6
0 0 0 0 0 560 -7
597 -I 937 -2 997 -3 537 -# 937 -5 937 -6
0 0 0 0 0 537 -7
965 -1 965 *2 966 -3 56S -* 965 -9 0
0 0 0 0 569 -6 0
0 969 -7 0 0 0 0
967 -I 567 -2 567 -9 567 -# 567 -5 567 -6
0 0 0 9 967 -7
sao «1 960 -2 560 -3 580 -♦ . 580 -9 580 -6
0 0 0 0. 0 580 -7
0 0 0 0 580 -a 0
999 *1 999 *2 633 -3 533 -4 539 -5 0
0 0 0 9 593 -6 0
0 6J9 -? A 0 9 0
992 *l 952 -3 552 -* 552 -9 952 -6
